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These studies were sown in questions-many of them 
-from students and social case workers in many states. 
They were reaped in discussion in sessions of the Milford 
Conference and in seminars in Cincinnati, Saint Louis, and 
Chicago, in Milwaukee, Minneapolis, New York, and Bos
ton during 1933 and 1934. The thinking is not the writer's 
in any sense of possession, for too many whose names are 
not even known have contributed to it. In another sense, 
it is so much the warp and woof of the experience of a score 
of years that it is not easy to teU what is thinking and what 
is lived experience. Like living, it is fuU of assumptions, of 
the kind we have to make to proceed at all. Is this a pass~ 
ing or a permaftent trend? If permanent, is it significant? 
If it means so and so, wh at of it? The facts about what 
is seen to happen are for anyone to know. The interpreta
tion of their meaning involves much of personal belief and 
wilt not be accepted by those whose interpretations are made 
of different mind stuff. But, af ter all, one can only give 
what he sees, as truly as he can, and let the other make 
what he can of it for himself. If events prove him wrong, 
he can only say so, and begin again. As the French pr.overb 
has it, Il faut reculer pour mieux sauter. In the meantime, 
we can act with courage only as we believe with convic-
tion. 

'e 

The Little Deck House 
Long I sland, N ew Y ot:.k 
June 17, 1934 
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I. CLIENT OR COMMUNITY'?' 

Social case work is, by definition, an individual approach to hu
man beings in trouble. In the period of nearly twenty years since 
the outbreak QJ the Great War, social case work in this country has 
become inctéásingly concerned with the individual as a person
and this in spite of the fact that during the war, and again because 
of the economie depression, society has been organizing for large
scale collective action to meet emergent needs. These years have 
seen the extension of' social case work to large mimbers of people 
who never before had occasion to come into contact with it. If 
it would seem that pressure of numbers of clients would tend to 
stereótype methods of approach, there seems ground for believing 
also that the new clientele, with habits of self-direr.tion and a tend
ency to question agency methods, has played a part in breaking 
up old patterns of .procedure. The families of men in serviee during 
the war acceptejl~s:jheir right whatever easement of their situation 
the goverm:i1èni'prl'"the .. Red Cross could offer them, and there has 
been a risingtide 'àl·sentiment in favor of the community's acknowl
edging its collective responsibility fqr' rhe vjFtims of an economie 

.-;t,disaster the origins and effects of wI:J;1ch &ri!(l~tar beyond individual 
;t!t ~ontrol. The very pressure of nurflb'e~s,J,niön!'över, has made it nec

essary as never before to call out all the initiative and resourceful
ness of the clients themselves, and this ha,s{'rriade case workers very 

1 Part of this chapter was given as a pap~);"à'{~~~: an~uaI Convention of Trav-
elers' Aid Societies, Detroit, Michigan, J une, ,.1\?~à, .. iJnder the title, The Social 

"Case Worker's Relationship to Clients ~h..eii;·~the',;(!ommunity Demands Action 
of a Definite Sort. 
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consdous of their need to know their dients better as persons, ~st 
they fail to reach their potential contribution to the solution of press
ing problems. .-

Sodal case work has not only enlarged its dientele, but it has 
also developed into a skilled service what used to be done inddental
ly when a case worker advised parents about the rearing of their 
children. Psychiatric sodal work, following the war, found fields 
of usefulness, in turn, in the care of cases of "shell shock," in the 
sodal rehabilitation of arrested or recovered cases of mental illness, 
in the prevention or treatment of delinquency, and finally in a coun
seling service on the problems of normal children who were having 
difficulties in growing up with the "problem" parents they had. Par
ents who had never known-a sodal agency began to seek the service 
of child guidance clinics for themselves and their children. Since they 
could get nowhere else a combined study of their problem from the 
medical, psychological, psychiatric and sodal angles, many came"who 
had been accustomed to pay for professional service and who repre
sented every dass in society. Psychiatric sodal work has learned 
much from psychology and psychiatry about how to deal with people, 
and much from its dients about avoiding authoritative methods. The 
very nature of its subject matter, moreover, lends itself ill to dog
matic treatment. A tangle of family relationships or the reactions 
of a child to a complex home situation can only be solved by a co
operative consultation to find a solution which shall be the dien t's 
own. I suppose it is not strange that knowing dients as individuals 
and in relation to the more intimate aspects of their life should bring 
increasing respect for them as persons (even though they are seen 
'asbadly failing persons ) and a wish to see them use to the utmost, 
and increase if possible, their powers of self-determination. This 
trend has not been peculiar to psychiatric social work but has pêtme
ated to 'some degree the practice of high-grade social case work every
where. 

Some of the conceE.~s. of .. psychi80try which have become everyday 
knowledge have undoubtedly helped these trends. For instance, there 
is the concept that behavior has its causes deep in the emotional 
life of the person, that it is the resultant of all the forces in his life 
at a given moment, that it can not be judged as "good" or "bad" 
but must be seen as a symptom of his life adjustment. Behavior must 
first be understood, then; and, iL~ociety or the happiness of the in
dividual requires a change, ït~mtist be treated as intelligently as a 
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physical symptom would be treated. In the past three years still 
another vitalizing concept has changed our thinking about social 
case work. During the early period of acute professional self-con
sciousness the relationship between the case worker and the dient, 
as persons, was looked upon as something inevitable but to be reduced 
to a minimum in favor of the pJ::ofessional idè'àl of being"objective." 
There was some revolt against tne.earliei .use of personal influence 
for "uplift." Undoubtedly, some ofthe soè:ial workers of the past 
had used their dients for their own emotional gratification (as some 
do today), while others had wrought seeming mirades in helping 
theü: clients to changes of personal attitude without knowing ho": they 
did it. Nevertheless, social workers. of the new age objected to the 
way their predecessors had talked àbout "doiIt.g· good." They had to 
pretend a scientific indifference to what their clients thought of them 
personally while they worked as hard as anyone ever did for the 
very good they were ashamed to prate about. Psychoanalytic studies 
have now begIJn to show that the dynamic of change, in either atti
tude or behav{or, lies ili a relationship to a person. Since attitudes 
favor or stand in the way of the solution of many problems of social 
adjustment, the relationship between the case worker and dient be
comes a matter of extraordinary importance. We still know far too 
little about how it works, but it is now possible to demonstrate in 
sodal case work thatcontact with an understanding, mature person
ality does something to relieve anxiety and fear and to release latent 
powers in the dient. We now dare to admit this relationship as a 
proper object of study and see a need to learn how to use it in a 
sound way for professional service. 

All of these tren:d~ toward understanding and treating dients as 
individuals hav.~~J.è.(to an increased attention to the clients' goal:; 
rather th~,t1i."ê·'sQemJ,.~ase worker's goais in the treatment relation
ship. Miss R,9bin'sön~ 'has shown this clearly in the book which has 
given stimulus and direction to much.of'<this .thinking. In accepting 

. ~ct_a relationship which may change ~i:&.i per!?9~~lly, the dient has a 
',!it<' • '1-,<.>.," .it 
""'- flg4t to decide whether he wants l:te~tme~t; and how much. He must 

be willing to accept responsibility for using ,what his professional 
counselor has to give, in such a way as t01n1ä.ke it his own and to 
apply it himself to his problems of adj3~ttii~t.\·, 

• Virginia P. Robinson, A Changing Psycholqg;.~i~::S~'6ial Case Work, University 
.. ~{ North Carolina Press, 1930. . .e:: '. ./c .. 
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This intro duces something very like the psychology of priv~e 
practice into a,., professional group which has, on the whoIe, been 
thinking heretofore largely in terms of community welfàre, or at least 
in terms of the welfare of individuals as that might be seen by a 
professional representative of the community. The fact is that sodal 
case workers are today meeting many clients who represent the same 
sodal and economie groupings as themselves and who have the atti
tudes of people who are used to paying for medical advice and would 
do the same, if they could, in seeking help for problems of personal 
adjustment for themselves and their children. Unless we convince 
our clients at the outset that their relationship to the sodal case work
er is something quite different, we are likely to find some of them 
reacting as they would to a doctQr or lawyer whom they might 
employ. Perhaps the look of our offices, our professional manner, 
and the traditions of the community about sodal work have already 
set the stage for the attitude that to come at all is an admissii1n of 
failure and a sacrifice of personal independence. I would raise the 
question whether this is an attitude toward sodal case work that 
we wish to have continue. If we prefer that communities should come 
to regard our profession as one whose service can be secured by any 
person on terms consistent with his self-respect as weIl as with his 
means, now would be the time (when changes are the more possible 
b~cause everything is in a state of flux) to educate our communities 
to that conception. 

What does a person expect of a professional service for which 
he pays? I suppose there is implied a body of knowledge which he 
does not have, and the trained mind of the professional person pre
pared to apply that knowledge to the problems he wants solved or 
to the doing of things which he can not do for himself, Le., perform 
an operation or take charge of his case in court. The ethics (ff~ the 
professional relationship has received a great deal of attention from 
physidans and lawyers. The legal right of "priviliged communieation" 
protects them from h:l!-ying .. to reve~l on the witness stand informa
tion which has come to 'them in confidence in the discharge of their 
professional duties. A doctor must, however, report births, deaths, 
and infectious diseases to the proper authorities, and when this con
flicts with the interest of his patient he still has no choiee, if he 
is a man of honor, but to wam the patient that !he must conform 
with the law. The same is true when the law lays down conditions 
under which certain drugs mäyoe prescribed, or forbids certain opera-

I~ 
I 
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tions. Paying for a professional service does not, then, imply that one 
has bought a slave. The professional pers on undertakes to work for 
the welfare of the patient or dient, but within limits set b)l his per
sonal and professional code. Within those limits, the public feels that 
ithas a right to expect singleness of devotion to the interests of the 
individual. He, in return, in paying a fee ag-reed upon, considers that 
he has discharged his obligati"onilnd that hisprofessional adviser 
is in honor boundnot to make further pront for himself out of con
duct of the case. In a recent legal case which has caused much dis
cussion a national organization which had sent able lawyers to the 
defense of the accused withdrew them (or, rather, the lawye~, them
selves resigned) because they b~lieved that another organization 
which was taking part in the defense was :iMking political capital 
out of it. They said they could not undertake' the case if any object 
other than the defense of their dients were being served. 

How much does non-payment of a fee affect the relationship to 
the professi0I.1al person? I can only report here what seems to be 
commonly"bélieved, without any claim for validity in the individual 
case. The patients of free medieal dinics seem to expect some incon
venience in time and place, some service from less experienced prac
titioners but under supervision of the ol der men, some use of their 
cases for teaching, if they are interesting enough. They do not ex
pect to be treated incompetently or maltreated for purposes of ex
periment. There are some indications that it is harder for the free 
than for fee-paying patients to terminate treatment on their own 
initiative, but perhaps this is only because free clinics often have ener
getic sodal workers to foIlow cases. In medidne, then, where paid 
service is weIl kn~'Yn, the public apparently expects much the same 
ethical standar~~: fI:§m physicians in free as in paid work. 

While,.th~é"'Ca,ll"2b~ .110 disagreement, I suppose, on the theoretical 
point that proféssional" servjce must be genuinely devoted to the wel
fare of the dient or patient, there is, "r€i"om fór difference of opinion 

_, "~~, on the question of what is his weHii're andC~ho is to determine it. 
"if ;~In. proportion as the person's diffi~{ïity/,i'f re~ögnized as beyond his 

knowIedge, obscure and complex, he is willing, probably, to defer to 
the judgment of his professional adviser, ,cxPecting, however, to be 
consuIted when a question of heavy ~xp'eI}-se"or sedous operation is 
involved, or when there is a choice of"eql1~ny yalid procedures which 

--might matter to him personally more-thäi1>ifny outsider could know. 
The field of sodal case work, irivoÏving questions about his home, 
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his work, and the rearing of his children, has always been one in w4,~ch 
the average man feIt competent to make his own dedsions. Increas
ingly, sodal case work has entered into sodal relationships about 
which are tied strong emotions. It would seem that clients in sodal 
case work would be espedally likely to expect to define welfare in 
their own way. What, however, is the case? We have seen how 
increased regard for the individual has come into the thinking of 
both clients and case workers at a comparatively recent date. The 
tradition, through most of the years of the development of sodal 
case work, has been that the case worker is a representative of the 
community and is under obligation to see that the community's 
interests are safeguarded. Both sodal workers and clients have had 
to accept the idea that application to asodal agency involved, if 
not an actual stigma of failure, at least an admission that to be as
sisted meant also to be directed to some degree. Not to accept this 
has been to be "uncooperative" with treatment. The social case work
er has traditionally, then, assumed a right to determine what the 
client's welfare was, even though the subject matter on which she 
was advising was less removed than that of law and medicine from 
the area in which most people feel competent to decide for them
selves. 

There is another reason for this assumption, of course: the fact 
that social case work today is supported financially not by the in
diVidual who is served but by the community. Whether this is done 
by taxation or by the contributions of individuals or groups who 
have accumulated a surplus from the resources of the total commu
nity matters little. The privileged members of organized society, or 
'it-s. elected representatives, are saying in some fashion that there 
are forms of need, for goods or service, which the community can 
not, afford to allow to continue. If the individuals coBcerned db- not 
agre~' with the community in these matters, then someone must see 
that their need is met in spite of themselves, or at least that they 
do what the community asks of them. Helpiess old people are not 
allowed to die uncareiflbr in their homes, though they might perhaps 
prefer that to being taken' ~o an institution. Children must be vac
cinated though their parents object. Delinquent behavior must cease 
or the non-conforming person must lose his liberty. These necessary 
forms of direction of the individual have been found to work vastly 
better when they were applied by the case-work method-that is, by 
somebody who knew how and-co\Îfd take the time to see why certain 
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people stood out as exceptions to a community program, what their 
needs were, and how they could be met, if possible by using re
sources in the people themselves. Individuals who resisted community 
demands might have to be coerced, but, even so, a personal contact 
was found to ameliorate a situati'On in which the sodal rebel might 
otherwise develop only a blind hatred of' .s'ociety. The community 
appreciates such service enöugh'to pay for it-at least where the re
suIts are sufficiently tangible to be known. ",i 

Summing up, then, the community has a stake in the sodal welfare 
of the individual, as it does in his health whenever that affects the 
heaIth of other people, and provides sodal service as it does~ealth 
service. I suppose local communiti.es differ greatly in the degree to 
which they are consdous of health and sodM, needs, in the degree 
to which they are disturbed by deviations from community stand
ards, and in the degree to which they insist on. doing something about 
them. All this makes social service, regardless of who pays for it, 
very much a community matter, welcomed or resented by individuals 
in proportion'i;ts they do or do not see its value to them. If they are 
driven by acute finandal need to turn to the community for aid, 
they may weIl project upon the social service which accompanies 
the administration of relief the resentment which really belongs 
to the situation in which they find themselves. The most understand
ing treatment may seem to them an unwarranted invasion of their 
privacy aIthough they would resent far more a contact quite with
out any personal interest in them. No one who has been deprived 
of the rig~t to work and provide for himself and his family is likely 
to be entirely reasonable. Sodal case work shares in the good will 
or ill will which isJelt toward the community as a whoie. 

In this setti~~·.:i.Ponsored by the community for ends which it 
wants tQ..Ji.~:Vê'sew~cl .. by skilled work with individuals who might 
otherwise be,aburden to it, social case work finds itself today begin
ning to be sought by individuals who.h~ve no:finandal need and are 

'. ", not sodal rebels, but who would lik&"1SsometIfÎ!tg like a private coun-
,"'f' .>.. . r·" ·.k. 

:rt r:seljng service for problems of pex;S.o1i'ál ~9ji.istment, Some colleges are 
developing student counseling, with as muc4 emphasis on making 
it possible for students who want it to seek it"wfthout embarrassment as 
upon the prevention of tragedies of. c,ql1ege f~ilure which give con-
cern to the administration. '~:' ....... . 

.- The relationship between case w9rlt~{'~lTl~client when the latter 
comes voluntarily, knows that hè'\vants counseling for personality 
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problems, and' is able to cooperate intelligently in therapy is a v~fY 
satisfying one t-o the case worker. We have seen that it can never, 
even in private practice of a profession like medicine, be free from 
some control by the commtinity, but there is at least the illusion 
that the case worker is free to follow the client's need, whatever that 
may Qe. Social case workers who have had enough cases of this type 
to get something of the psychology of private practice have, it seems 
to me, tended to feel that this is the real thing in case work. All 
else, such as finding resources in the environment, was a concession 
to this time of transition. If only their vision of skilled service for per
sonality problems could be realized, clients wotild leap to make the 
necessary changes in their life situation and case workers would not 
need to concern themselves with details of adjustment of the environ
ment. 

The unfortunate thing about this point of view is that it pre dis
poses the case worker to take an interest in the emotional probiems 
of the clients to the exclusion of other difficulties and other forms 
of service. The client's need is not made the first consideration in 
choice of methods of treatment. If hls need is for a very minor serv
ice, we find it absurd today that his whole life should be subjected 
to minute scrutiny before that need ean be met. We forget, however, 
that a few years ago when a "complete diagnosis before treatment" 
was the accepted fashion in case work, we thought it quite reasonable 
to' insist on the detailed study which the case worker needed for 
professional security. Today we perhaps fail to see thai we are again 
sacrificing the client to our own interest of the moment when we in
sist that he must have emotional problems or we will take no inter
est in him. If we have a good enough sense of humor we may even 
at times see our likeness to the oId-time religious missions which 
wanted their major interest, a conversion at the moi:1rners' bènch, 
to prt::cede their providing for a man a hot meal and a bed for the 
night. 

Actually, it would seem that, since human beings need all sorts 
of things-ranging from food and' shelter to recreation, education, 
friendship-and since attitu~es play a part in their getting or not 
getting all of these, there can be no such a thing as a sodal case 
work that does not take account of attitudes. But I am equally sure 
that no case work can succeed in isolating a person's attitudes and 
treating them apart from the conditions of his life in which they find 
expression. I wonder if we, oul'sel~s, do not get our best counseling 
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i.. help when it comes in the course of contacts for other things. It is 
hard to admit so much of failure in directing our own lives as to 
ask for a formal appointment with a professional person fOl; counsel. 
Do we not rather find ourselves talking to someone, just anywhere, 
who seems to have a gift for understanding? I am reminded of a 
woman who lays her state of spinste~hood to ''the fact that her mother 
would not allow her to have more than one date'with any boy unless 
he would declare his intentions to be seri~us. But who wants to an
nounce serious intentions the first time he meets a girl? And who 
would not prefer to avoid, if he can, makillg his problems seem of 
great moment when he is not at all sure that he will have the ~purage 
to do anything abol,lt them? How ?hall clients and skilled counselors 
be sure of meeting, if not at the :crossroads\'ef life where ordinary 
traffic passes by? ' 

The foregoing question was part of a dilemma of which the writer 
became very conscious when the National Association of Travelers' 
Aid Societies-"asked for a paper on social case work at their annual 
convention in 1933. This Society has a more fortunate opportunity 
than most social agencies tomeet people at the crossroads in more 
than a literal sense. But is it free to do case work of the individualized 
type which we have been describing when it is constantly subjected 
to the demand that it serve the interests of the community? 

Travelers' Aid service is primarily for people who are unable to 
take care of themselves, whether by reason of age, niental or physi
cal disability or merely because of being away from the resources of 
a familiar locality. They mayor may not want direction. They may 
or may not dare t~ tell the truth about whence they came or whither 
they are going.{;('lii-Tcommunity in which they happen to land wants 

<:: ..... ~. "-

to knowl,Jq!'its~v.ttr~pt goes no farther than that they receive tem-
porary care )vhich JIlay lead to self-maintenance or to their getting 
back to the locality which is responsible fO,r them. Travelers' Aid 

'. "_ workers stand between the commu~if~, whicA~expects them to act in 
:ro'f ,..jts. interest, and clients who wl:lttt::::it'Ö ~~:~:àssi~ted to carry out plans 

of their own. The very ability of the,case worker to inspire confidence 
and hence to win the dient to teIl hls stQry may seem to be a be
~ if that story leads to his heÎIH~~\S~nt,back to a place from 
which he had hoped to escape. k'Tra~el~rs' Aid worker knows 

~_,better than anyone else that regulatiei!.s-CQ'ii'2erning legal settlement 
are of ten ,cumbersome, hard to apply, ev~n u~just to the individual 
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at times and hampering to the larger social good if they prewnt . _ .. ". 
such mobilitY.:9f population as will enable people to find 10caIities 
in which they can definitely better their condition. Yet she has to 
bear her part in carrying out those regulations. How does this affect 
her relationship to the sobbing, frightened, or defiant dient who sits 
at her desk? 

This question about Travelers' Aid work became one of extraor
dinary interest when it was seen as an instance of a larger problem 
that social agencies of all types must face in same degree. Does spon
sorship by the community involve a case worker in a conflict between 
loyalty to the community and to the dient that must spoil the in
tegrity of the case-work relationship? How is this question answered 
in various settings by agencies which take seriously the question of 
professional integrity? 

In the spring of 1933 there was time for no more than a study of 
a series of case records of Travelers' Aid Societies and for the fdl'mu
lation of the problems to be faced in a similar study of other agencies. 
The following paragraphs summarize the conclusions that were then 
reached.s 

Superficially, it might seem that the lure of case work in the man-
, ner of private practice is not for one who is working in the Travelers' 
Aid service. Fundamentally, however, may not the best of it-the 
attitude of mind as distinguished from certain procedures-be used 
there as weIl as anywhere else as soon as one has the necessary train
ing and skill to apply the general concepts to the special conditions 
of Travelers' Aid work? True, the Travelers' Aid worker can not 
wait for clients to come and ask for counsel. She picks them up, or 
'tliey are picked up by someone and brought to her. She can not give 
them an indefinite time to think over whether they want service, nor 
can she leave it to them to come back or not as they wish, as ageiicies 
may'ad with clients who are self-maintaining in their own homes. 
Procedures are clearly different when the community expects the 
social worker to be a.J)~ofe.!'sional parent until her clients are other- .. I' 

wise provided for. Nevertheless, a study of case records shows that 
there is in the practice of the best Travelers' Aid Societies the same 
consideration for the rights of the client as a human being which is 
shown in the best case work anywhere. There are limiting conditions 
for the practice of any profession, necessities which the practitioner 
must explain to the person as bindjpg upon them bath. The Travelers' 

a From the paper referred to abO've (footnote 1). 
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Aid worker may have more of these than others, but the principle is 
the same. She says, "We shall have to do sa and sa. Is there any 
way that I can help you to adjust to this necessity?" 

Secondly, there need not be the concealment of purpose, the trick
ing people into admissions, which we associate with detective meth
ods, and which we can not ass()ciate. with a: Mncere relationship of a 
professional person with a hunian, being': in need of help. A better 
understanding of how human minds and '/:!'motions work has made 
clear that information gained by force or guile is not only unreliable 
but useless for any practical purpose. One may get the name of a 
place of residence by some trick, but if the person is not pr.f,pared 
to accept a plan for his return th~re, he wiIl not stay were he sent 
back twenty times. If he feels that the Travelèl'lS' Aid Society has got 
the best of him, he wiIl next time seek help trom same source far 
less safe for him or the community. An understanding of the pdn
ciples of psychiatry now gives a very different conception of inter
viewing from Jhat which made it a skilled (and, if possible, painless) 
method of 'éxtracting facts as if they were teeth. Like teeth, same 
came hard, and some broke in the pulling, Having gone af ter facts 
by this methad we sometimes' found that what we got were not even 
facts. 

Interviewing is now seen as skilled listening, with questions where 
these will help tne person to express, and get clear to himself per
haps, the story of how he has lived and feIt which is hidden in every
one and which is seeking outlet wherever there is na fear of con
demnation for any part of it. Thè psychiatric principle that behavior 
is a symptom of life adjustment makes it possible not to condemn 
but to understand.,We now learn to listen, alert for the things about 
himself that t~,'pe(són is striving to say, no matter in how round
about af~~i'Öil.. ,~hcse things about how he feels may vitally affect 
the success 9i a'pllLn for such practical necessities as work or shelter, 
yet we miss them toa aften because,,~ë"hav~.'not a mind trained to 

'0 'c'<' understand them. One may object tJ;iä;t su~p. iilterviews take toa long. 
'i'" "",' ,il" , 
,.,., ~ut what is more costly in time,atid'movèy than plans made hastily, 

without adaptation to the needs of the persol} who must carry them 
out? And is there not same preparation fot: the acceptance of an 
unwelcome necessity if the person f~els>;'t);J.at.'he has at least had a 
fair chance to talk out what he wantstitln'öriltone who understands? 

" , ........... !), .. 

'.- Af ter all, then, it seems to me that~tli~tfelationship to the client 
in an agency like the Travelers' Aid may (in spite of a rather large 
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amount of community-ordered procedure as compared with s<iPe 
other forms ot-case work) be of the finest quality obtainable any
where. It seems to depend on the bigness of the personalities con
cerned, just as does any relationship. Since the clients come big or 
little spiritually as they happen to, the case worker must make up 
with her skill and understanding and sincerity for the pettiness, 
cringing fear, or childish defiance which may be the cli'ent's problem. 
She must be skilled enough to get her dients out of themselves to 
a point where they can trust a human being for a little while-and 
she must not abuse that trust. She must be honest with them in 
telling them where necessity binds both her and them. She may some
times have to protest on their behalf against community demands 
that work injustice. She will keep her professional integrity by being 
too big to accept a slavish following of either community or indi
vidual. And no one is in better position to know how much bigger 
than localconditions are human needs and aspirations. "'-

This preliminary study raised more questions than it answered. 
In addition, the months that followed it in 1933 were JulI of changes 
in the relationships between government and social work, which em
phasized old problems and created new ones. It became increasingly 
dear that the trend in private social case work toward giving up 
authority in favor of a freer counseling relationship between dient 
anl1 case worker was balanced by a counter trend toward a greater 
responsibility on the part of the community as a whole for the mini
mum subsistenee needs of individuals when economie disaster made 
them unable to provide for themselves. Did this latter trend mean 
gO'Vernmental interference with individual initiative and self-direc
tion? Was the government taking on more auth9rity at a time when 
cas~ workers in private agencies found it advisable to~do witlr1~ss? 
If so,"what about the sodal workers employed by local, state, or na-' 
tional units of government to administer their new functions of re
lief giving, caring for homeless and wandering people, and so forth? 
The same questions a'iKèd aBout the 'Travelers' Aid Societies appeared 
again. Could these social wOl;kers be public officials and at the same 
time give a fine type of case-work service? 

A further change in the year that elapsed between the study of 
Travelers' Aid records and the writing of the chapters which are to 
follow came to have great significanee for sodal work. It was the 
willingness on the part of the~peopfu of the United States to consider 

:,.. 

'. '.-~ ... 
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the necessity of change. The National Conference of Social Work 
of 1933 had been outspoken in its critidsm of intolerable conditions 
of destitution among millions of unemployed citizens, but there was 
still much talk of temporary and emergency planning. By 1934 the 
Conference had sèttled down to facing a necessity for changes in 
the structure of social and.economic lift!: This might mean trying 
experiments, and it would ceitainly mel).ll a iong, hard pull of read
justment with ~o possibility of goihg backto things as they had been. 
The Conference faced an unknown future but accepted, even with 
exhilaration, the challenge of change. 

This challenge was not only to seek new methods morè: adapted 
than the old procedures to alter.ed conditions. It was achallenge to 
sodal case work itself to show càuse why ä~'should continue to exist. 
Is the present abundance of social case work a sign of a deteriorating 
society? Is sodal case work perpetuating starvation wages and de
grading working and living conditions while it attempts to fill the gap 
until the· fprces of change cah be made effective? Are those forces 
delayed tor' millions while social case work relieves fJ little the misery 
of a few hundreds? If the ability of a professional sodal case worker 
helps a dient to attain emötional release and a measure of personal 
happiness does this result in his being a stronger person to grapple 
with evils and to overcome difficulties, or does it make him more de
pendent on others in any difficulty and more submissive under exploit
ation? Questions like these are being asked everywhere. They in
volve. not only asodal philosophy but the very quality of case work 
hself. 

The chapters which f'Ollow deal in somewhat more detail with prob. 
lems suggested .. :by the preliminary study. There is an attempt to 
see social casè",~o;k in relation to the changes going on about it and 
within"i{;k tb':t~t2'it: with some sense of what is transitory an'd what 
apparently,has permanenf significanee; to see it as it stands between 
dient and community, unable to,,,,,ignore~ither 'Or to serve either 
truly without maintaining its Pf.!;lf:éSsi'Ollal:!iP,tegrity. The bearing of 

. the sodal philosophy of the ca'!';-J~Worki{ upon even the routine mat· 
ters of daily practice is an Ariad:ile's thre!j.d discernible through all 
these explorations. .,.' 

... : ~~;i 

,-- ... ~'.~' 
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Back. of the community's demand that the social case worker serve 

its interests lies a philosophy of community responsibility for the 
welfare of individuals which has undergone and is still passing through 
changes of immense importance. We can only try to catch the mean
ing of these changes for the present moment, with no way of prophe
sying their further movement or destination. So far, it seems that 
there is an enlarging concept, not so much of what the community 
owes the individual as of what the community owes itself in protect
ing individuals from suffering and deterioration. It pays for services 
which it considers essential to its life, and when need brings millions 
of the citizens of any country to a level of existence below that which 
would be tolerated for domestic animaIs, every community must 
consider what to do for the preservation of the life of the community 
itself. The debt slavery of agricultural share-croppers, the "shanty
viIles" of dispossessed American citizens living on dumps and search
ing in garbage cans for their food, the thousands of young people 
driven from their homes by poverty and wandering over the land 
in search of work until hope is gone and a meal and shelter for the 
night becomes their only aim-these cry out unceasingly that if such 
conditions are not remedied without delay there is nO'f'l:mïrefor civili
zation, there is no civilization now. 

Community realization of this proceeds haltingly and with many 
reversals in the United States of America in 1934. To save money, 
thousands of children are deprived of schooling altogether and mil
Hons more suffer. great curtailment of opportunities while the cry 
goés"up for increased expenditures for the control of crime. Vast 
sums are spent on public works to create employment, increasing 
the burden of taxation on those least able to pay, while .... "econorrfYl' 
programs ~ncrease unemployment and reduce still further the pur
chasing power of those employed. Crops are destroyed to save the 
farmers while urban unemployed are urged to settIe upon suh
sistence farms. This vast'{ohning of Peter to pay Paul and of Paul 
to pay Peter seems to make little if any change in the basic maldis
tribution of the nation's resources. For the moment social case work
ers are busy helping to set up machinery for the distribution of the 
necessities of life. Where are they heading in all this? How long can 
the community continue to pay for ~~cial service? These are matters 
of deep concern. ~.~ ,,- . 

~ 
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When we say that the community pays for social service, why do 
we think it is paying and for what? Protection for itself from the 
deterioration of its citizens is the answet which we have !leen emerg
ing. Little as the implications of this concept have been realized, 
it is at least something which can now be discussed and which is in
fluencing to some extent the. orgal'lizatioil: 'of public relief and unem
ployment programs. What is not realize'd" ;:ts government expenditures 
inc~ease and taxes mount, is that evadirlg responsibility for human 
welfare saves nothing in money, to say nothing of the absolutely 
irreplaceable values in human lives. The community pays in any 
case-in government dollars for the con trol of crime and pr~ventable 
disease and for vast projects, suçh as, for example, the care of wan
derers who need never have left: their hocles and local communities 
had the latter accepted their responsibility for meeting the disaster 
that Ie ft family af ter family without food or shelter. 

We have been living in a period in which economie disaster became 
so widespread that it finally forced recognition of the insurance prin
ciple of póóHng resources to meet what individuals could never com
mand the means to meet alone. The related principle that individuals 
might buy this protectionof pooled resources by payments in ad
vance over. a long perioà of prosperity breaks down whenever, in the 
cycle of business depressions, "good times" do not remain long 
enough to allow for recovery from the last period of loss. Unless a 
way can be found to end depressions, insurance will have to mean the 
pooling of the resources of the whole community so that its citizens 
may maintain a decent standard of living, if only hecause their con
suming power is needed for its economie life and their deterioration 
means its own ultimate death. 

Is the tre~t~rt, toward social service supported by public funds? 
For th~6inentèiit-.s.eems so. In making the distinction between pub
!ic and private-fun'ds for social work, however, are we not failing to 
see that the whole community also. pays, or' has already paid, for its 
private philanthropy? When we J~ce tb.e·t.~rtunes which have made 
possible large gifts for philanth:f-Gpy,. w,ed'ina that in the past the whole 
community did not claim the rieh 'deposits pf oil and minerals within 
its borders, nor the forests, the fisherie;;,;~ànd the productive lands, 
but it gave them into the hands '9#AHtu.vidual and corporate entre
preneurs with the right to take for ihemsélves what profits they could 
in return for the risks they ran.-}n'~dé~tÓping this natural wealth. 
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Now, with a large part of its heritage gone in denuded forests, sou" 
erosion, losses by'_fire and flood, waste of irreplaceable mineral and 
oil deposits, the whole community of the nation still regards itself 
without the right to develop the natural wealth of its territory for 
the welfare of all but looks to the "generosity" of those who have 
profited so abundantly at its hands. 

Nor is this the whole story. It has been the custom in this country 
to aid with free land, government subsidies of money, and special 
protection from the operation of free competition industries supposed-
1y unable to develop without this assistance. There have been im
mense profits from the increment of urban land values in cities forced 
to sudden growth by imrnigration and by concentration of popula
tion from rural areas; there have been the gains of speculative buying 
and selling, the control of new inventions, seldom by those who made 
them. It is to sources such as these that we trace the wealth in 
private hands today. But, af ter all, the who1e community has paid 
and is paying for the diversion to private hands of what is urgently 
needed for the health and safety of all. It is paying still wheri industries 
are allowed to poison the health, cripple the bodies, and deform the 
minds of their workers by wages and conditions of work set by the 
demands of profit on investments, since it must care for the victims 
in some way, if only to bury them. For every large fortune the com
munity has paid. It is paying even when those who have less than 
they' need for themselves and their children make contributions to 
philanthropic "drives." It is paying when the poor share with each 
other what is insufficient to maintaln an adequate standard of health 
and efficiency. 

"Itthe distinction between public and private funds for social serv
ice loses its significance when we lose our illusions regarding the 
sources of private wealth, it is also true that we find ourselves thihk
ing inacct\rately when we forget that the world has leIt behind the 
era of scarcity of material goods. Production has improved its proc
esses until, with very moderate expenditure of human energy, there 
is machine power enough' to .. produc~ not on1y subsistence but con
siderable comfort for all. It is, the supreme task of such intelligence 
as we have to devise ways of distributing goods and employing hu
ma:n energies that shall leave none deprived and none choked with 
more than he can use. A "planned economy" would no more tolerate 
the swollen fortunes, the overprocl,!ction and waste which we see 
now than would the engineers ·of a dty water system expect that its 
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reservoirs must break every so often and kill by drowning tbe people 
for whom the water was intended. 

When we say that tbe community pays for social service we are 
not making dear what we mean by the community nor by social 
service. A modern metropolis with a population of one or two mil
Hons is not a community in the -sense 'ol' the city-state of Athens 
which had a governing body of citizens able to assembie for dis
cussion and to express tbeir will: A natron like the United States, 
with the conflicting interests of agriculture, mining and manufactur
ing, financial and commercial centres, is scarcely a community in any 
simple sense. The citizens of a large urban community or~pf a na· 
tion can never assemble in any bÇldy representative enough to express 
the thinking of all. Even if they could, tJ:i~y are not, in this inter
dependent modern world, able to form a unit within which there 
may be some concerted thought and action. They may be as pro
foundly affected by what happens on the other side of the world 
as by what, goes on within their borders. They are dependent even 
for knowlédge of facts upon news services which are organized as 
commercial ventures and not for the public service of maintaining 
communication. With facts unknown and often distorted, and opin
ions voiced by the more articulate, determined, or noisy citizens, if 
not by those who try to speak for the community in order to serve 
ends of their own, the term community has not at all the meaning 
we would like to think it has-that is, an organized body of people 
in some natural grouping, geographical or other, thinking and act
ing intelligently on matters that concern their welfare. Yet we have 
seen that when the community pays for social service there is an 
obligation to serve its interests implicit in the support which it gives. 
Social casew;>j~~rs, even though they may be dealing with indi
vidual~Ltl1àJ:1fèr thafl., 'Yith the organization of social programs, can not 
ignore P~9lit"'opinion nor community standards. They must learn 
what the community thinks are its, i1tterestj, and to what standards 
individuals must conform or sui'fé~;theJ>~~~lties of community, dis
~pproval. What means have theY"óf 19towing what the vast inchoate 
mass of the population really thinks? How ~o even those who under
take to lead it form any conception oL what the community as a 
whole will do?"": ,'" ," r" 

The answer is that the machinèfy,of"goyernment, inadequate as 
it is to express the popular will, iS",th:e ëio/}f'way of making enforcible 
the standards which we caU thëise of the community. In matters 
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on which there is general agreement the laws and ordinances, inter~. 
preted by the proper authorities, are considered a safe guide. But 
these standardized expressions of the will of the community may be
come obsolescent some time before they are abandoned, and changes 
in the life of the community often demand some cIear indication of 
the community's will long before there is any provision for giving 
it expression in Iaw. In the ,large area of debatable matters, then, 
the community for purposes of action, expresses its will in bestowing 
some discretionary powers upon its authQrized representatives; and 
it Ieaves other dtizens, including sodal workers, to act upon their 
estimate of what the community will support them in doing. That 
estimate mayor may not turn out to be correct, since it is de ter
mined as much by personal factors, such as a tendency to' fear pos
sible opposition or to like to arouse it, as by real knowledge of com
munity sentiment. In the conduct of individuals, the community 
supports their estimate of its will Iess by approval than by allowiflg 
it to go unchallenged. Sodal case workers, then, like any other 
dtizens, have to feel out what the community expects of them and 
build their relationship to the whole community and to their cIients 
with this in mind. They are, not authorized to speak for the com
munity as sodal case workers, unless they are also public offidals 
with powers of administrative discretion. Their estimate of com
munity forces will be sound in proportion to the breadth of their 
undèrstanding and the depth of their sympathy, not alone with their 
clients but with the whole mass of struggling, thinking, feeling men 
and women about them. Social case work is not a profession for a 
recluse. ... 

As we look upon the field of sodal service today, we discern a 
yeasty stirring of old concepts and a radical change Of viewp01rn:s 
about what sodal service is, in the general community if not among 
case workers themselves. Sometimes, in fact, it seems that case 
workers may be the last to see it, blinded too often by their "vested 
interest" in their jobs lib.'d ih old ways of doing things. We have 
talked much already of the pa:s~ing of "lady bountiful" charity, which 
now seems as un-American as Duce it was taken for granted. Perhaps 
the professional case workers see more readily that their board mem
bers must be educated beyond paternalistic attitudes than they dis
cern the subtIe implications of some of their own assumptions of a 
right to direct clients because -they are in a position to dispense 
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charitable funds. Be that as it may, we cannot afford to sleep through 
aperiod ripe for change, even though it may, as it probably will, 
turn upside down the old ways of thinking in which we have feIt 
secure. 

Changes in the public conception of what social service is have 
already begun to come. The belief thai: 'a "rugged" American can 
always find a way to provide' fOl; himsi?lf and- family with only tem
porary help in extraordinary emergencies':is melting away like snow
drifts in the sun before the actualities of an interdependent world 
in which there are no more frontiers and in which the man unbacked 
by large producing and distributing interests has no chan~ to pro
duce or market goods. The farm~r, once en:vied for his independence, 
can not control insect pests, pay: for seeds;'\Qertilizer, labor, and ma
chinery and get aprice that covers the cost of production. A man 
who has only his power of hand or brain to sell finds that some
one e1se owns what alone would give him a chance to work, and 
there is no other place to go. The theory that sodal service is a 
temporaty-~top-gap, then, or a service for exceptionaI cases of mis
fortune or ineptitude, faUs down before the impact of need that 
reaches more than half the members of many communities. We are 
beginning to hear the phrase, "the sodal services," meaning pub
lic education, public health work, parks and playgrounds, and to 
talk of public relief as one of the services which an enlightened 
community takes responsibility for when it is needed. That it should 
be needed for more than the exceptional case is of course a symptom 
of the sickness of our economic life, but no more than in an epidemic 
of disease can the community evade its responsibility for care of the 
victims, as weIl,as for fin ding a way to prevent such disasters. No 
longer can c~Jiicrnities take refuge in blaming the victims and in 
depriv!~ili~ITi.'~\-_t.~e status of honorable membership in the group. 
Noticeably' n1o-Fe" now than a year ago the communities of the 
United Sf~tes have begun to shouloor theJr burden and to accept 
the right of those in need to su1?~~tence'~s much as to any public '. 'i~r - service. . ,,~,:~i;,;>"/r "i,'k 

. '"' Suppose that we could look ";iih th~ ~ye~ of a newcomer upon the 
sodal services as our government conceives': them today. In the field 
of health, we find it unquestioned thatA:hè cpmmunity should own the 
equipment to furnish a supply of iJ~re-;atc~r, and dties of sufficient 
size usuaUy own their sewerage~ysh!ifi~~'_weU. Removal of ashes 
and garbage, mayor may not bea' community function. The larger 
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cities supply much free public health service, hospitaIs, and sanitoria. 
In education the community provides a system of free instructi~ 

through high school and, in some states, through the university. It 
is one of the major tragedies of the depression that in many localities 
public education is being lost entirely or much reduced. Taking it 
for granted as we do, it is surprising to leam that up to about 1850 
th'e same arguments were advanced against public education as are 
now used against public relief-that it would pauperize and under
mine the independence of individuals and unfit them for usefullabor. 

In the realm of maintaining communication and travel, there is 
now no question that the community should provide roads and bridges 
and maintain waterways and should provide apostal system includ
ing parcel post. It is hard to remember that each of these was once 
bitterly fought as a check on private enterprise and a source of 
corruption to the population. One wonders how long the government 
will continue to subsidize, but not own nor control, its railroads and 
its air mail service, and whether it will always .be dependent on 
companies organized for commercial profit for communication by 
telephone and telegraph and for news distribution. Heated as the 
controversy usually is when the subject of public versus private 
ownership of these common services arises, it might puzzle an ob
server from another planet to know why, in one instance, public 
ownership is unquestioned and in another is viewed with alarm as 
if tne foundations of the state were crumbling. 

In the matter of protection of its members, a community would 
think it absurd to pay some private company for each fire put out 
or each citizen rescued from being the victim of a criminal act. In 
fáct, it would be dangerous to put such a premium upon the oc
currence of calamities. The coHection of taxes is now not at all 
questioned as a function of government, yet history rev'eals that ilace 
it was"cómmon to farm out the taxes, and tax gathering was con- ' 
sidered an occupation at which a man of initiative could make a 
considerable fortune. If we regard with abhorrence the farming out 
of convict labor to private industry; it is not because we are so far 
from complicity with that evil, In all these matters, community senti
ment changes, becoming at times more sensitive to human values, at 
others more calloused. The point of value to us is that, if we are 

. appalled by the amount of change we have to assimilate in a short 
time, there is at least the record of history that changes as great 
have always been going on, 1md that the very things we consider 
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fixed and sacred, even to the Constitution of the United States, were 
in their day thought to be highly dangerous innovations. 

Summing up, we cannot delude ourselves into a belief that the 
community is a unified thinking and acting organism. The most we 
can say for the use of the term is that for practical purposes we 
obey the laws and ordinances thai are supposed to express its will 
(at least until we can get othèr expressiqns of it), that we conform 
to the discretionary powers of, those emplbyed by the community as 
its representatives, and that as social case workers, unless we are 
also employed as community agents, we have no more right than 
other citizens to assume that our opinions are those of ij,le com
munity. Social case--workers do their work under the limitations of • 
community standards; they try:to help threir clients into sounder 
relationships with their social milieu and to' interpret to the whole 
group the individual needs and attitudes of the people with whom l 
they work. Whatever the source of their salaries, taxes or private _ 
funds, the çommunity as weIl as their clients has a stake in what 
they do, Îori:he community in the end pays for what is done and what 
is left undone. When the community swings, as it seems to be doing 
now, toward taking greater responsibility for the subsistence needs 
of its citizens, it is not for the first time assuming new functions 
or making a right something that was once regarded as a gift calling 
for a surrender of personal independence. Each of the sodal services 
of the community, now accepted, once went through a period of 
questioning, if not of violent opposition. The real question about a 
newly assumed responsibility is this: is it necessary for the life and 
well-being of the community as a whole? Is it so necessary that the 
community cann,9~ ajJord to leave this need unmet or trust it to the 
hazards of prJ~~t1(änd initiative resources? 
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The community's assumption of responsibiIities which were former-
Iy thought to öê outside its function has created a demand for a 
greatly increased number of public servants. InevitabIy, they must 
carry heavy responsibiIities and must have large powers of discretion, 
for no amount of regulation can cover all the details of administra
tion of a social welfare program. How should these new public offi
cials be prepared for their duties? As soon as communities grasp 
the idea that dealing with people in distress calIs for something 
more than common sense (and too often need of a job has taken 
precedenee over even that) it is natural that they should look to a 
professional group trained in interviewing and in the techniques of 
securing cooperation with people. Social case workers who have been 
accustomed to a very humbIe status in the eyes of the general public, 
a place among those who are considered sentimental or slightly queer, 
find themselves calIed into consultation by those high in autho!'ity 
and their skill commandeered for use in a nation's emergency. Ad
ministrative work is not new to them, but it now assumes an 'im
mense importance when, for instance, food has to be distributed to 
great numbers of starving people with the least possible delay. They 
have little time to think about individual clients in the mass of those 
in need. They have been selected by some unit of government be
cause it was believed that their skill with people would be useful. 
They have been social case workers, but are they now? Are they 
perhaps something else for which there is as yet no professional 
name? 

This question cannot be asked or answered without arousing a 
groot deal of feeling, for conflicting loyalties are' involved. Those 
who have fought for professional standards of training for private 
socia~ work may transfer that loyalty to the field of'-public sec-Ïal 
work and want exactly the same training there. They may insist that 
every public reIief department must do "case work" because at least 
a part of the public understands that "case work" must be done 
by trained people and·-t<1 aDandon the title would be to lose what 
little standard of training bas been accepted. Others, loyal to "case 

J 

work" as they conceive it, insist that what it is possible to do in 
connection with the administration of a public service must not be 
called case work. Case work must be developed as a sacred art, 
practiced only by those especially prepared and in setting in which 
conditions are favorable.~: 
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One point of dis agreement between these two extremes of attitude 
is the question whether social case work involves, or is compatible 
with, the exercise of authority. It is clear that public officials have 
to represent the authority of the community. They have to ask in
formation as their right because they must have facts on which to 
proceed with plans which involve spendin,g' the commuriity's money 
or assuming the care and cusfody of iricUviduals unable to care for 
themselves. They have to make decisio~~ which deeply affect the 
happiness of individuals and groups. They have to carry further the 
function of protecting the community which we studied in the work 
of the Travelers' Aid Society.' Those who define social cá.l?e work 
so as to exclude any exercise of. authority hope to keep the term 
for something more specific, more highly (~;l'rofessional" than any
thing that could be practiced in connection with the duties of a 
public official. They are using what we have called the "psychology 
of private practice," and are probably limiting the term "case work" 
to the area .of emotional problems in which authority is clearly out 
of pI ace. ',~ 

We are confused, then, by a disagreement over the definition of 
the term case work, and still more by the fact that the issues are not 
faced squarely. We react emotionalIy to our preconceived notions of 
what public relief bodies must be and do, to our loyalties and our 
jealousies over professional status, and then confuse ourse!ves and 
others by speaking zealously, for instance, for public social case work 
when subconsciously we hope it will fail, or by praising the "private 
practice" conception of case work when inwardly we think it snob
bery. One longs for astrong fresh wind to blow away all these fogs 
of misunderstandJng and let us look about to see how things really 

.~ '~' ........ 
are. ..(,"'~< ..... , 

What~f,tWè sh6-uld take a holiday from our own emotional stake 
in what hiWPé'rts to socia! case work and clear our minds by con
sidering what happens to the client( 'M;illionS of people in this coun-

,,,'<'y 

'. 'c'" try have reached or are soon tq,j~ach .. ,tli\i;,end of their resources 
1t'J:. for getting the necessities of Jff~:' T45lY' eome in contact with the 

machinery of distribution, and woe for t~em if it does not work 
honestly and efficiently! But it is not automatic like a penny vend-

• Chapter IJ pp. 13f. Sin ce that was w;itte~~~~e f~deral governrnent has taken 
over sorne of the public functions of the T~éeler~..,Äid Societies in its service for 
horneless transients. ..",.' ,,,-' 
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ing machine; and they have no penny. There is a person to ~e 
seen and talked :with at one or several points in the process of getting 
subsistence needs met. What kind of person is it? Is it one whose 
eyes dull till they see only male or female, married or single, in the 
procession of applicants whose blanks must be added to the pile on 
a desk? Or is it one who sees a person, unique in some way, wanting 
something needful for himself beyond the bare necessities for keep
ing life in the body, and that not exactly the same thing desired by 
anyone else? Is the relief administrator able to get through barriers 
of fear or resentment, humiliation or dumb misery? Can he stimu
late courage or will he kill it? The job is not a mechanical one, 
though it must be done in the midst of machinery.' The personal 
contact does very varied and intensely personal things to the dients. 
Is it case work? At least if it is an "individual approach to human 
beings in trouble" it meets. the definition with which we started. 
It seems arbitrary to limit the use of the term case work ttJ a 
counseling service sought by the dient apart from any need for 
material help when equally skilled personal service should be an 
integral part of the administration of relief. 

This need for individualizing is found in other types of public 
service. The following case from a state hospital illustrates how a 
hospital sodal worker may combine the duties of a public servant 
with the art of sodal case work. 

Mrs.W was brought to the hospital for observation to determine whether she 
was mentally responsible for her acts. She was charged by an unmarried physician 
with waylaying him in his garage when he drove in late one evening, and threaten
ing him with a pist ol if he did not make good a promise which he claimed was 
onl)' a product of lier own disordered imagination. He said that he had treated 
her family from time to time but had given her no reason to believe that he would 
help her get a divorce from her husband, marry her and provide for her four 
children as she said. ..... " , 

Mrs:W'puzzled the hospital psychiatrists. She told a story of love making and ' 
many promises on the part of the physidan, of sexual relations during her hus
band's absence of several months, of the opening of a door of hope in an other
wise barren existence, and.·thl!n ~f the doctor's refusal to see her or give any 
reason for his sudden indifference---until she was desperate to know where she 
stood with him. She told of tryingrto frighten him with an unloaded pistol into 
making a statement of what he intended to do, one way or the other. She seemed 
quite unaffected emotionally by the story or by the seriousness of her situation. 
The hospital psychiatrists wondered if she had sufficient intelligence to realize it, 
or whether she might be suffering from a psychosis characterized by dulling of 
emotional reaction. ~ ~ 

\.:" 

f; 
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The socilll case worker employed by the hospital was asked to make an investiga
tion. She interviewed Mrs. W, who was uncommunicative. She ~w thc husband, 
who gave a clear picture of Mrs. W's personality-a girl of good education and a 

'I 
background of culture, an orphan brought up by relatives who cáred httle for ller, 
ambitious, very capable, devoted to her children and making the best for them out 
of their slender means, always restless and blaming her husband for his frequent 
unemployment. She was swept off her feet, he belJèved, bY,an uriscrupulous man 
who tóek advantage of a time of great loneliness and .discouragement, and who 
thought, when it seemed likely that she would beèQme a nuisance to him, that the 
surest way out for himself was to discredit any ~tory she might tell by a charge 

'that she was insane. The husband had not seen the slightest indication of mental 
disorder. A number of most reliable people in the community who had been 
close friends of Mrs. W confirmed the story of her mental ability a~d of her 
unhappiness in marriage to a man she respected but had never loved, of á hopeless 
struggle against poverty in which her ainbitions forLper children seemed destined 
to defeat. All the information gathered gave a high p?c;bability not only that Mrs. 
W was in her right mind, but that her story was true. 

Another interview with Mrs. W revealed a marked change of attitude toward 
the sodal worker. She said she had not realized before that the sodal worker 
belonged to ,the hospital organization and had a rightto ask questions bearing on 
the dispositios< of her case. She had thought her an unauthoriied person from 
outside who was prying into her affairs, and she had written to the chiJdren not to 
teIl anything if asodal worker should come to the house to "pump" them. She 
said it was arelief to her to talk to somebody who would understand her feelings. 
She had been disturbed, almost frantic, over her situation, but kept telling herself 
that she must not cry or reveal her feelings in any way lest she be committed as 
an insane person. (Little did she realize that her unnatural calm had nearly had 
that result.) She asked that the sodal worker help her in any way she could, for she 
realized that whether they kept her at the hospital, away from her children, or 
she went back to the small town where her impulsive action had caused agreat 
deal of gossip, she would have an exceedingly hard course to run. 

The hospital sodal worker took up this case at the behest of the 
hospital, not the'paJ;ient, and consulted sources of information'without 
her conse?h .. lf'h~Pened in this case (as would not always be true) 
that thé15ati~At'áliè~pted her service as soon as she knew that the 
sodal worker w~s 'in an official position in t!le state hospital. If she 
had not accepted her, it would sti11:~.e "'trueth.at the hospital, charged 

" .,,?' ~ by the comri1Unity with a decis~qv:jhvoly.jrtgdhe liberty of a person 
-.. , '. who mayor may not be dangéi'ous, must,' in fairness to both com

munity and individual, know the truth in a~ far as' it can be known. 
As a public servant, therefore, the case vyofker had to get information 
pertinent to the decision to be maae;é'" ,c"'" 

In what way did she perform th~(:a:\ij differently because she 
was also a social case worker?, $h6 had"-none of the authoritative 
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methods or resources of a public prosecutor who may summon wi,t
nesses and demand that they teIl what they know. She could only 
persuade people to give information because the interest of an in
dividual and that of the community alike created an obligation 
to know before a momentous decision was made. However, the train
ing of a social case worker in winning confidence, in setting- people 
free to say what they believe, in helping them to see situations more 
dearly was undoubtedly of value in this form of fact fin ding. More 
than that, the social case worker brought the machinery of the law 
and of the determination of legal insanity into focus upon the in
dividual involved. The bare facts of threats and an ugly story might 
have left little choiee between the alternatives of jaiI or a commit
ment to a mental hospita!. There was confessed misconduct, but some 
knowledge of the life behind it set it in different perspective from 
that of many another story of marital infidelity and carelessness of 
responsibility for children. The individualizing of a public serviee 
is the gre~t contribution of a case worker in an official position. The 
authorities of that small town wanted to know what the adion meant 
in terms of the individual, and hence their referral of the defendant 
to the hospital for psychiatrie study. They were willing to accept 
the diagnosis of "not insane" and to release Mrs. W, espedally as 
further pressing of the charge of making threats with a dangerous 
weapon was dearly not the desire of the physidan involved. 

fn many cases the individualizing service of asodal worker in 
a statè hospital would have terminated when Mrs. W was discharged 
at the end of the period of observation as "not insane." But in addi
tion toher róle as a state employee, whieh the case worker had 
fiIlèd in a spedalized way because she was a sodal case worker, 
trained to find the individual in the mass of cases of similar diffi
culty, the hospital sodal worker had been asked by Mrs. W~ to 
serve lief in another róle-that of counselor. This, she did, therefore, -
as she might have done in private case work. To make it easier 
for Mrs. W to see her occasionally; she arranged for some sewing 
for Mrs. W. When they'mèt, it was Mrs. W's right to talk or not 
as she wished. Sometimes sqe did, and for a long time indicated, 
whenever she met the sodal worker, her appredation of the help 
it was to her in taking up the old struggle again to know that she 
could talk with a professional person if she wished. 

Illustrations might be brought tp", show how sodal case work may 
be used by administrative bodies tÓ'-reach the individual with a serv-
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ice planned for the mass. We are quite familiar with the work of the 
visiting teacher who reduces the number of school faiIures by atten
tion to home and personality problems. She may stand for a hated 
school system to child or parents and yet manage in some way 
to make a bridge of understanding between the two. The public re
lief worker also has to be the interpteter of :rulings-eoncerning eligi
bîlity and amount and kind of telie.f-w1).ich may be dumsy and even 
unjust. He may be consdousof ihis without trying to apologize 
or make himself responsible for it. He is there to say, "This is the 
way it is. We dtizens may find a way to get better conditions, but 
at present this is all we can do. I have to ask for sueh and $.p.ch in
formation which is required." His authority is real but limited to the 
area of the determination and reliëf of finanti.al need. It is accepted 
because he is a representative of the whole community. 

Slowly but surely, if we read rightly the signs of the times, there 
is melting away, in the thinking of both clients and relief administra
tors, the beli-éf that to have to receive relief puts a man in a position 
in which "beggars must not be choosers" and in which the surrender 
of self-determination is the price of assistance. Clients are organiz
ing and speaking out as men and women for the right to live liIee 
human beings. The demand for cash relief is an insistent demand 
for the self-determination involved in sp en ding even a very little 
according to one's own judgment. Clients who paid taxes as long 
as they had property feel that as dtizens they have a right to count 
on the whole community in a time of ~escapable disaster, just as 
truly as they have a right to look to it for health and poli ce pro
tection. 

The realitY9.(a·-change of attitude about relief may account for 
the fad tJ:!p.t,,-,:ïl1'g4!y._ ~rained case workers who have acquired their 

.,.~ ........ " ..... ; 

experience in, f6r-Jn,.stance, psychiatric agendes where there has been 
much freedo'm for the dient have gone, into positions in the public 

_ field with misgivings, o~ly to find it'Gpexpect~my satisfying. A rather 
"ilf},;large number have said to the wr-it~i'thlltfthJy will never go back to 

- -'the private field of case work, T1i~yc~:rinot always explain what they 
find. Only occasionally is there one who, f9r~personal re as ons prob
ably, seems to enjoy the opportunity t,gexe~Ç.ise power. Most of ten 
there is a sense of democracy, of bèihg . .a.:part of something that is 

~_linked with the whole community, _ which-:,iélike breathing free air 
in comparison with the concentratión uporî the dien t's welfare (even 
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in spite üf him) which has üften characterized private case w«Wr in _.. "1 

the past. In ,§pite üf heavy case lüads and far less cümfürtable würk-
ing cünditiüns in the public service, which is facing a sudden and vast 
expansiün, the case würkers who. are equipped by educatiün and per-
Sünal qualities für the jüb have, ün the whüle, füund it satisfying. 

Süme südal case Würkers üf lüng experience have been puzzled 
tü accüunt für the change üf attitude ün the part üf clients. They 
.have been accustümed tü expect tü find resentment ür a' sense üf 
humiliatiün assüciated with the need tü receive relief. They have 
tried tü "save" the families who. seemed tü them müst würth while 
früm having tü be classed as relief redpients even thüugh they had 
tü have private assistance. Case würkers are nüw sümetimes sur
prised, as was üne private family süciety, at having süme üf their 
clients go. vüluntarily tü apply für public relief tü which they were 
eligible, and then return tü the private agency für a cüunseling serv
ice which they had cüme tü value. Surely the cünditiüns undel' which 
public relief has been administered in the last few years have been 
anything but ideal. Staffs have been insufficient and i11 prepared für 
the sudden expansiün üf need für relief würk; adequate planning 
has been impüssible because cümmunities were assuming that the 
emergency wüuld süün be üver; funds have been in imminent dan
ger üf exhaustiün, and cünflicting administrative ürders have made 

~ life chaütic für büth clients and administratürs. Can it be that clients 
actually prefer this tü a private administratiün üf relief which at 
present can at least count ün müre stable standards and müre trained 
persünnel? Can it be that there is sümething abüut the practice üf 
private relief agencies, müst üf them cümbining relief administra-

. ",tiün with case würk, which clients are glad tü get away früm even 
when they cannüt get away früm relief itself? 
, A püssible answer has already been suggested în Chapter~I. The 
a;sumptiün üf authürity tü determine what is the welfare üf' the 
client has been passing üut üf the practice üf sücial case würk, s!üwly 
für a generatiün and rapidly für a decade. The change üf clientele 
and üf the subjecCmatt"er üf sü~ial case cünsultatiün have been im- -
pürtant reasüns für its going. Yet a traditiün has lingered deep in 
the thinking üf many cümmunities and üf sücial case Würkers them
se!ves that applicatiün für assistance must mean a giving up üf 
persünal self-determinatiün, a pladng üf üne's self in ehe hands üf 
'anüther. There has been an i~yasiün üf privacy in the detailed in
vestigatiün required. Thls-wai nüt limited tü a study üf pertinent 
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finandal data but, Sü it must üften have 'seemed tü clients, there was 
nü Iimit tü the things abüut which the case würker might assume a 
right tü ask nür upün which she wüuld give advice. 

Twenty years agü there was little tü disturb the belief that a sücial 
case würker, by virtue üf being such, was respünsible für fin ding 
the best sülutiün üf the prüblem whkh the':èlient brought. If the 
client did nüt intend tü place the problem f~l the hands üf the südal 
agency, why did he apply? If he preferred hI:'(üwn judgment tü that 
üf trained and experienced case würkers he shüuld nüt have-Cüme and 
he might Ie ave, but it was the südal case würker's respünsibiIity tü 
see that he understüüd that the agency feIt he was making a mis~fLke. 
If he came back, he wüuld have to. ,admit that he had been wrüng 
and submit müre cümpletely tü the judgment üt:.the agency. 

Much was made üf the analügy tü the prücesses üf medicine. The 
südal case würker must first üf all reach an accurate diagnüsis üf 
the tütal situatiün, üf which the dient undüubtedly saw ünly a part, 
and that, üften, ,nüt the müst impürtant part. The presenting prüblem 
must be seen"ifi' the perspective üf the whüle life and früm the dif
fering angles üf variüus übservers. The südal case würker must have 
abundant and accurate, infürmatiün in ürder tü meet the respünsi
bility üf fürming treatment plans. When clients übjected tü giving sü 
much üf their whüle life'.s histüry tü übtain a minür service, they 
were given a careful explanatiün üf the anaJügy üf a medical diag
no.sis. It was rather discüncerting tü thüse who. were still düing this 
in 1931 that Dr. Richard Cabüt,5 eminent in medical diagnüsis, 
stated in his presidential address at the Natiünal Cünference üf 
Südal Würk that nüt even in medidne is an exhaustive diagnüsis 
always necessary, an~, müre than implied that an unnecessary üne is 
an insult tü the R~1!~!(t 

The untf.2:,upl'éd ,~fiqence, üf sodal case würkers in their right 
tü make the t~nrtl-upón which thüse who. wanted their help must 
receive it was' crumbling lüng befüre 193141' Thüsé who., like Mary E. 

~,' ~'f 

"c,,,,J3.ichmünd, had a sure instinct für th~,:~i1tiv~!iQ.~~.of the human spirit 
·tfu~nq.ged tü do. their würk withüut4~ng ,y,i61ence tü it, even thüugh 

tlie ürganizatiün üf süda! würk and the ideas of the times were nüt 
in sympathy with any such giving up üf authorlty. Perhaps at times 
they üver-persuaded their clients tü agre~.,W'ith ~hem, verily believing 
that they were düing Güd service, bti{at-',:le8:~t these piüneers tü 

.;,.-<;.···'·::F~· 
• Proceedings of the National Confere-nee'-dfSocirii WOlk, 1931. 
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whom we owe so much did not browbeat nor threaten to gain • .Jheir: _ " 
ends. Some, }lOwever, who loved the power which the dispensing of 
charitable funds placed in their hands used it in ways that have 
made charity a by-word in the poorer quarters of many dties to 
this day. Vet the philosophy of responsibility for the client was taken 
for granted by those who trained sodal case workers twenty years 
ago, and much later than that. One often heard case workers discuss
ing whether they ought to break up a family or not, meaning, I 
suppose, whether they ought to keep together, by the money they 
were contributing to its upkeep, a family which would drift apart 
without such aid, or whether the members of the family might better 
be cared for in institutions. The point worth pondering is that the 
possession of a sum of money for distribution placed in the hands 
of sodal case workers such power as this over the lives of others. 

Gradually explanations were added to defend what seemed a bit 
too arbitrary. "When we say we make a plan for a family, W8; mean 
it is their plan." "Of course we do not proceed without the family's 
consent." The case worker still took charge of the problem and 
planned for its solution. She learned, however, to do it "in a nice 
way." Interestingly enough, the new term,"the psychiatric approach," 
meant for some years to many people getting around people so skill
fully that they would not realize it and become disturbed about it. 
To receive a volley of abuse from a dient meant either that you 
had been clumsy in this or else, possibly, that the dient was psycho
pathic. It was important to know which, and that, further, called 
for a great deal of information whieh the case worker had a right to 
demand as the priee of serviee. 

... I wonder if we realize that we have been passing through a pro
f6undly significant revolution in the philosophy of sodal case work. 
The older philosophy was logieally carried out in'- the procedures 
desli:ribed above, provided one granted its premise that the sodaI 
case worker was responsible for the solution of the dient's problems 
as the trained diagnostidan (not necessarily as the dient himself) 
saw them. To bear this responsibility the social case worker had to 
insist upon being given the necessary information and had to secure 
the dient's cooperation in càrrying out plans for the success of which 
the case worker expected to be accountable to the community. 

In what way has the philosophy of sodal case work changed? The 
newer philosophy proceeds from a different assumption about the 
function of the sodal case wQJ:kelt and the locus of responsibility for 
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the solution of the c1ient's problem. It assumes that the person who 
is having trouble with his adjustment to life is, nevertheless, a human 
being with -every human being's right to make his own "mis takes. 
He may need only a little help or a great deal before his adjustment 
to his social milieu is again going to his satisfaction. It is his to 
decide where he will seek help, and if hè:èan get it from his own 
friends 50 much the better. If 'he-seeks;': or co mes by accident, into 
touch with a professional counselor in thl'art of living, the service 
should be more skillful than unprofessional help but should carry no 
more penalties in loss of self-esteem (as if, indeed, everyone were to 
be prevented from getting professional service if he could ~,ossibly 
avoid it!) The problem is the c1ient's and remains so. It is his to 
say when it is solved to his satisfaction. Ont~'may stimulate him to 
new desires and new understanding, but unless the matter is one upon 
which the community has made a definite pronouncement the dient's 
-dedsionis fin al. The aim of the efforts of the sodal case worker, 
then, under this philosophy, is not to make changes in the client's 
life and pofnt to these as professional achievement, but to give the 
dient something for his own deve10pment which he was not able to 
extract from life for himself imd one whieh wil1 increase his capacity 
for living with satisfaction in the social group. How this is done may 
be reserved for another chapter. Suffice it here to say that it brings 
the case worker into a relationship to the dient and the community 
very different from the one traditional in socia! case work. 

A thoughtful pers on may object at this point to the use of the term, 
philosophy. Is it not true, rather, that these are two different ap
proaches or methods of procedure but that they involve no real 
difference in the c!lse worker's or dient's philosophy? Is not this only 
an old play iIJ;;~o.~éi:n dress? This many believe, and thereby miss 
the whol~riiii1it df';:the modern movement. The real -difference is not 
in procedur.es; ';'vhieh may not be so very different under the two 
philosophies if they are carried out)yith eqy:.~l consideration for the 

'. "r dient. The difference is in the cl:J,$M'worfer't willingness to let the 
:lt ':;-client be the llltimate source @f2;~'Ûthofity'in his own affairs. The 

case worker does not even give him thM right It is his already. 
Most of us have had the experience of,,·fi~ding our own relatives 

and friends in difficulties about family'+elatiónships or the training 
of their children. We may be conviriced·1hät· the children are being 

~~ruined. But do we, as we have been,_à~éüst6~~d to say in discussions 
of social ;cases, "take the social r~ponsibility for doing something 
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about this situation"? If we are wise, I am sure that we follow Jhat ~ .. 
has been de~~ribed as the newer philosophy of case work j that is, 
we assume that the persons concerned are responsible for their own 
affairs. We perhaps throw out bits of information which may suggest 
to them how they could use our spedal skill if they wished, but we 
do not take charge of their problems nor go farther in advice-giving 
than we are asked to go. 

Are we to suspect, then, that there may be a sense of class superi
ority in our sense of greater responsibiIity for the mistakes which 
our clients may be making in their lives than for similar mistakes 
on the part of our friends? Surely we are not more willing that our 
friends should suffer for their mistakes, but perhaps we have learned 
by experience with them that unsought advice not only has a bad 
effect on friendship but is quite useless in saving anyone from suffer
ing. Why have we not learned the same thing from our clients? Per
haps we have. Or perhaps the lesson has been covered over by our 
feeling that the community expected us to act for sodal betterment 
and that if clients were uncooperative and did not appredate our 
efforts there were always more with whom we might busy ourselves. 
The fact that these were not paying patients but finandalliabilities 
to the sodal agency mayalso have blinded our eyes to the signifi
cance of the large number of clients who, unnoticed, drift away from 
some sodal agendes. 
~ Historically, one can trace in the missionary and reform move
ments which preceded sodal case work attitudes which we can see 
clearly as those of "noblesse oblige." There was the religious ex
pression of t4is motif, and that which fulfilled itself in the reform 

. 'Of ,living conditions and in the transmission of culture from the more 
favored to less privileged groups. Always there were, in some form 
or,other, (1) a sense of divine "caU" or obligation ro do go"6d, (2) 
a séilS'e of division or distance from those to be helped, (3) a bridg
ing of that distance with the flow of power from the more to the less 
privileged. In other words, there was an assumption of superiority, 
more or less unconséiofls, but revëaled even today in numerous ways 
in the literature and pract:i,ce of sodal case work. This has been the 
focus of critidsm of sodal work by radical and labor groups for 
many years. The "divine right" of sodal workers has not been ac
cepted as universally as those who talked about "noblesse oblige" 
would have liked. 

Are we then entering an-erabf democracy in the relationship be
tween sodal case workers and clients? We have seen how certain 
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trends are in that direction. Perhaps professional workers are no 
less class consdous than formerly, but, seeing the lines drawn more 
and more clearly between the owning and the economieally ex
ploited classes, are finding themselves and their friends and neighbors 
in alignment with those of the great American public whose work, 
of hand or brain, avails them nothing for sec1::trity in an economically 
disintegrating dvilization. Pernaps it is': that the clients fall less 
willingly into a classification which brandi5:them as inferiors when 
they are only a few months removed from a prosperity in which they, 
too, assumed a right to feel superior to others less fortunate than they 
in the scramble for profits. Be that as it may, while martY, case 
workers have not yet discovered it, and many more do it lip service 
but have not made it a part of themselves, thi~~case work philosophy 
of the divine right of the client to self-determination is here in amaz
ing strength and vitality. 

Do clients want self-determination, however? Perhaps this is only 
another instalice, like those of other remedies such as removal of 
tonsils or the provision of Americanization classes, in which sodal 
workers dedde what clients should want and proceed to give it to 
them. Is it true that we are today applying a norm of maturity just 
as we did in prev'ious periods of dawning awareness of certain prob
lems, when we saw that good health in a growing child must indude 
freedom from continu al infection from diseased tonsil tissue, and 
that becoming a healthy part of the sodal group in a strange country 
must involve a knowledge of its language and customs? We made 
mistakes, no doubt, in the means we took to reach people with these 
admittedly good things, and in the resentments generated we may 
even have create~':"'Worse evils than those which we were trying to 
cure. Never~a~s;.knowing certain things to be desirable for health 

.~ ... ~......... '.- ..... (~ ...... ~ 
and general ~en~beip.g does seem to be a necessary part of the equip-
ment of a person whom anyone would",.take the trouble'" to consult. 

The "norm," however, is in the Ii\ltnd of'{:Jie professional person, 
'. ~-':l:lI).~ not necessarily in the min<!.,if;:lhe.);)He~twho wants health in 

a gener al way but may not want to take the steps to it which his 
professional adviser considers essential. Selt·dètermination is thought 
by the soda! case worker to be au (!~seÏlti~l condition of growth 
toward maturity of personality but "it: máy" not be desired by the 

__ dient either in itself or as a step tO\vaFd"a:gö"ál for which he has no 
consdous wish. For this reason,wê;' findthat as self-determination 
for the diimtbecomes talked about as "the latest thing in case work 
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technique" some case workers (whose own philosophy is not one,Jfhit. _ .. 
less a philosophy of dominance than before) will begin to try to 
force their dients to be self-determining and to punish them in some 
way if they do not at least "make a noise like" a self-determining 
being. Clearly this is only another example of trying to usè the dient 
to enhance one's own professional standing. It is anything but self
determination for the dient. Until we can see that self-determination 
for a given dient may mean manifestation of extreme childish de
penden ce because that is the expression of his choices at the moment, 
we have not begun to grasp the meaning of the term but are merely 
determining, ourselves, how independent he should be and trying to 
force him to that norm by our wiH, not his. 

The norms of growth towl;trd maturity of personality have been 
made dearer in general outline by the recent advances of psychology 
and psychiatry. They can never be absolute any more than there 
can be an absolute norm of health. Health or maturity are,,",terms 
relative to what is possible for the individual to attain, given his 
original make-up and the conditions to which he has been subjected 
since birth. Applying a norm in the matter of individual capadty for 
self-determination can mean, then, only a working knowledge of what 
the general stages are through which human beings pass in personality 
development and where, approximately, a given individual is in rela
tion to them. We may then be able to gauge what the next steps for 
Him wiH be, when and if he can take them, and may be able to make 
the coriditions of his taking them a little more favorable. This may be 
as truly done by providing an atmosphere of understanding and hope
fulness in the relationship between the dient and the professional 

. eounselor as by changing the conditions of environment. Both may 
be important. The point of great importanee for case work under the 
p:Qilosophy of dient self-determination is that change"s in the environ
ment are made not for their value in giving the dient an increasëd 
comfort which he would then owe to the sodal worker, and not t6' 
give the sodal worker the satisfaction of something to point to for 
"results," but as a meáI1S, èonsdously and responsibly used, for making 
conditions favorable for P'irsonality growth. 

Do dients want self-determination? Our knowledge of emotional. 
life admits a double answer: like everyone else they do and they 
do not. As long as me lasts, human beings are forced to find some 
balance between the desire for protection, security, freedom from strug
gle, and the desire to be indi~id1fal, to have new experience, control 
conditions, make dedsions, and take responsibility. Parents and 
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teachers may have done everything to foster the former impulses at 
the expense of the latter, but psychiatry assures us that both are 
there. Sodal case workers, according to their phllosophY' of case 
work, particularly as regards their beliefs about their responsibility 
for use of authority, tend to throw their influence to one side or the 
other of the struggle. Is it not conceivable' ,that their function might 
be to help the dient to work out á. balanc~ of hls own, more satisfy
ing to. him thall what he had come upon bèfore and more adapted to 
his successfully becoming a part of asodal group? 

Summing up, we find authority in some form an integral :,.part of 
the' responsibilities of a person who represents the community in 
getting done the work necessary för commurtitty. protection. He may 
be paid by tax funds or employed by a body of public-spirited people 
to fill a semi-public function (such as the care of stranded travelers 
or the protection of health) which public opinion will support as 
the concern of the whole community but which may not yet have 
been takeri--óver as a definite function of government. He mayor 
may not be called a sodal case worker or be trained for that pro
fession. He must, if he is to represent the community in such a way 
as to minimize· for the community's sake the maladjustment of in
dividuals, acquire somehow some training in the understanding of 
human personality and learn how to enter into mutually helpful 
relationships with the people with whom he deals. This training is 
certainly akin to training for sodal case work as we know it, and 
it is to be expected that a considerable number of sodal case workers 
will be employed in such public or semi-public services . 

The function of case workers there is to individualize a program 
planned for th~a\ie'fage or the mass. In the process of getting neces-.. ~., . 
sary th4J,ti('dóne,~ey' wiII meet many people who are traveling a 
rough road Jri' 'life., n these public servants, then, are the kind of 
professionaÎ persons whom people find'khelpf~l, it is to be expected 

". ',' that they wiII also be chosen as c9~'nselors()'h a certain number of 
,'" ••.• • • .~::,' ,!.J •. 

@t \:in~tances and have an opportqgi:ry' tq,:};:êrve their dients with the 
same dignity and mutual respect as in the, private practice of a 
profession. In their rale as public servant, j:;héy must be authoritative 
at times but may always be cons~d.erát~ Qf the individual-nay, 
must be so if they are to render a ~'reanyh~lpful service. In their 

~-other rale as counselor they canI}.ot·>bê.:.:ätfthoritative because, to 
have value as counseling at all, thè-relationship must be a voluntary 
one. 



IV. SELF-DETERMINATION FOR THE CLIENT: WILL IT WORK? 
~, . _ .. 

There is a considerable number of sodal case workers who would 
say without 'hesitation that self-determination for the dient is a 
beautiful theory but that it applies only to exceptional dients or 
espedaUy favored agendes. They point to those who believe in it 
as idealists, who have never seen the realities of case work, who ac
cept, so they say, only dients of considerable intelligence and then 
refuse to dealwith any but relatively unimportant and intangible 
problems. Psychiatrie agendes, in the minds of these cri ties, usually 
fall into that category. If their dients have "real problems," such as 
a need for relief, they are referred to agendes which work on a more 
practieal basis. 

Strangely enough, this attitude is almost exactly that taken by 
most psychiatrie sodal workers until a year or two ago and by some 
today. They 3..<isumed that relief-giving involved a use of authority 
whieh they disliked, and they referred their clients to relief a~ndes, 
when it was necessary, with reluctance. Either they took for granted 
that the relief agency would use methods of whieh they did not ap
prove and therefore tried to keep some hold upon the clients they 
referred (whieh did not make for mutual understanding between 
the agendes) or they feIt that once referral was dedded upon they 
must get rid of the clients as soon as possible and shut their eyes to 
what happened to them. Too often they did this without preparing 
the clients for the change and allowed a relationship of confidence 
which they had built up to be broken in sucha way as to cause 
severe emotional damage. They assumed that arelief relationship 
was necessarily so destructive that they did not wish to be involved 

. jn it at all. This, however, did not apply, necessarily, to gifts of 
cióthing nor to use of spedal funds whieh could be called scholar. 
ships. Perhaps they were a bit naÏve in thinking that-relief und€r any 
other ,name would smell more sweet. 

Many psychiatrie sodal workers also insisted upon working in 
"favored" agendes-at -least as long as the high demand for workers 
in community mental· h:rgiene dinics gave them the choice of a 
large number of positions. They avoided forms of sodal work in 
whieh they would have tó deal with people of low intelligence or 
would have to perform serviees involving the use of authority. Men
tal hospitals and schools for the feeble-minded have even complained 
that although their work demands tra,ining in psychiatry many of 
the sodal workers so equippe.d pfefer to work with "normal" people. 
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The economie depression, whieh stopped the expansion of mental 
hygiene clinics and dosed many of them, scattered sodal case workers 
with psychiatrie training among agendes dealing with all "types of 
clients and all kinds of problems. Some of these sodal workers, not 
knowing of the development which had been going on in fields 
other than their own, feIt that they,. were {ösing their chance to do 
work in which they could feel any,satisfl3.ction. Some who had come 
to value the philosophy of self-deter.minatioÎl for clients feared that 
they would have to abandon their prindples and treat clients 
as they would not like to be treated themselves. Undoubtedly some 
did abandon a philosophy of case work never weIl assi~ilated. 
Others found that it would work if applied with common sense, as, 
indeed, their new colleagues had p~rhaps lear:il.oid already. Still others 
possibly lacked the common sense to disting1iish between essentials 
and non-essentials, clung to familiar details of method, and struggled 
along, still believing in the philosophy but constantly thwarted in 
its use. Sometimes their assodates made them feel impractical and 
ineffective:,Stimetimes they made their assodates discontented with 
their old attitudes toward their dients without giving them any 
clear conception of how the· newer philosophy could be applied to 
actual conditions. There has been a period of great confusion between 
philosophies and between methods. Sodal case workers with a basic 
philosophy of paternalism have made their methods more flexible 
without changing the underlying assumption of superiority. Workers 
genuinely anxious to develop the clients' own capadty have not 
known how to do so and have practised a "putting the problem back 
upon the dient" which was virtually a refusal of service . 

Never has a pr9fessional field been in greater need of painstaking 
research. Perh~s::ë-àch philosophy of case work has certain types 
of dientê~.t!3étS::~(C~!1ditions to which it is applicable. If-that is so, 
there is neeg ö'h:J#èrmining what those conditions are and how to 
distinguish "the clients. It is obviously, naïve to assume that edu-

>. 'or' cational background or previous P9~ession'~~ property would auto-
:t '~m~tically assign dients to thelt;/prQP!f.~(das"sification. Devotees of 

the intelligence quotient might assume that a range of I.Q. for capa
bility for self-determination might be determirted. But then, it is hard 
to secure areliabIe I.Q. for an adu.lt, foLndb~ the time mental tests 
could be arranged so much sodal '.york,::w.ould usually have been 

_~ done that the case worker would be alrêady..;tbmmitted either to tak
ing charge of the dient and his aff[irs or" to an assumption that the 
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dient was going to manage them himself. Even supposing t~~t 8: _ .. 
dient's intel~!gencecould be accurately known in advance of work
ing with him, ability to deal with life conditions depends, as every 
practical case worker knows, on many factors in the environment and 
on much in the person's capadty for emotional response. Clients are 
capable in certain settings and quite lost in others. Some drcum
stances favor growth and others retard it. Much depends upon latent 
powers in the dient. Research on these problems finds itself con
cerned with very complex matters. 

Another hypo thesis might be that the choice of a working philos
ophy is dependent not on the dient nor on conditions but on the 
personality of the case worker. Some must take charge of their dients 
and their problems; others revolt against this and get results only 
as they help their dients to achieve them. If agendes believe that 
their work demands a paternalistic approach why not select that 
type of case worker? Why should not those who can wör~ best 
with the aim of seIf-determination for their dients do so without 
insisting that others should accept their philosophy? 

The trouble is that asodal worker's basic philosophy does carry 
an emotiona:l quality of "rightness," which comes to be defended with 
zeal. Perhaps it is true that these differences in philosophy will always 
exist side by side., just as conservatives and liberals have always been 
at loggerheads in poli tics. Unfortunate as it is for the smooth run
ning of community programs of sodal welfare and for the interpreta
tion to the public of the value of sodal case work, perhaps there 
will always be a conflict of aims among the practitioners of sodal 
case work. To add to the inevitable confusion, it is a fact that 

. ,methods of work are not at all areliabIe indication of the philosophy 
by which the case worker steers her course. Some who are essentially 
paternalistic in approach grant a high degree of f.reedom t.t>~ their 
dienta (the point is that they grant it on the assumption that it 'is 
theirs to give) and others who find clients extraordinarily unable to 
help themselves may seem to be doing everything for them when 
they are consciously' fanning the feebIe spark of client partidpa
ti on to the utmost. 

The tragedy of it all is that too often the case workers themselves 
do not know what is their own philosophy of case work. They are 
swayed by catch phrases, descriptions of "the newest techniques" 
and bJ the example of people they admire. Without making anything 
their very own, they try tOJlS.e Di:fth philosophies at once with results 
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that are a picture of extreme futility and confusion. The fact is that 
if anything is to be achieved no such mixture of opposites is possible, 
either in the activities of one case worker or with the same clients, 
be there one worker or several. Education for self-direction does not 
proceed when half the time the reins are tightened and the sodal 
worker assumes control. It takes courage ·tb carry through consist
ently either the con trol of the life. situa.tion of' another person or a 
plan for his education for self-detel'minaÜön, no matter how much 
help one has fr om a flexibility of method that smooths out the worst 
difficulties of each. The real difference in the two philosophies is so 
great that each tends to negate work done under the banner'i;;of the 
other. To take charge effectively, <?ne must believe without flinching 
in his own right to do so. To trus.t a more 61'1,less bewildered dient 
to take charge, one must not falter in the belief in his ability either 
to do so with such help as can be given him or to bear the conse
quences if he does not. If the individual case worker must be clear 
about philosophy or be ineffective, so must an agency, for its philos
ophy detei:rifines its aims. lts choice of workers is of greatest im
portance. To take only one strategie point, the worker at the intake 
desk (some of us believe) sets the stage for paternalism or self
determination by the way the first interview is handled. If that is true, 
there is only con fusion to be gained by a change of basic approach 
thereafter. 

Impossible as itis, with our present knowIedge, to allocate with 
certainty the clients who should be treated under one or the other 
philosophy, the methods whieh sh(1uld be employed, or even the 
capadty of sodal case workers to make a philosophy their own and 
practiee it, therejs'-still a method of research which may ykld prag-

"'~:-.. ..... l..... . . 

matie re.~~l~&.';~W~"l}(!,t apply one philosophy as consistently as pos-
sible in eve~y' suft ,pf agency and with every type of dient and see 
whether it works or not? Naturally the"philosophy of self-determina-

'>. '. _ tion for the client, relatively little.~t.Jed as(~et, and obviously diffi-
:ii. ':.cult in application, presents a ch1l.lfëtigingi6'pportunity. 

. • In the fall of 1933, the writer~-i~und-an: unusuallaboratory for this 
purpose. The Jewish Board of Guardians pf/New York City was it
self experimenting with the appliqttioll"; bf't,he philosophy of self
determination to its work with adolê~~erits,.'·partieularly those with 

.. ~a history of delinquency. Dr. John.Slaw~9ïf;ithe executive director, 
and Miss Elizabeth Dexter, thedlfector 'of case work, were keenly 
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interested in having the writer study som.e phase of this pr.p.blem- .. 
which could.be handled in the time available-two days a week over 
a period of several months. They provided office space and derical 
assistance, and the staff contributed generously of its time and en
thusiastic support. 

How far had the writer's thinking gone at the time this study was 
undertaken? The 'philosophy of self-determination for the dient had 
come to be accepted as a workable one during a previous experi
ment in the Boarding Home Department of the New Vork Children's 
Aid Society in 1931-32.6 At the beginning of that study, the writer 
had said to another case worker, "I have no doubt, from my ex
perience in a counseling relationship with students of social work, 
that it is possible always to stimulate and assist without taking the 
problem out of the student's hands. In six years I have learned that 
students will tolerate no other handling of their problems, and that 
this approach works even in the most difficult situations. I ~uspect 
that it will work with clients also, but I may find that their differences 
from students of social work create exceptions." "I think you will 
find," said the other, who had been using tbis philosophy in case 
work, "that there is less difference than you anticipate." This was 
dearly borne out by the Children's Aid experiment. 

The next step was to see whether the philosophy of self-determina
tion for the dient could be applied in agencies having almost a public 
service function in their very definite obligation to the community. 
In other words, if there are agencies which cannot hope to do case 
work under this philosophy, it is essential for them to know it. The 
Travelers' Aid Society seemed to be one which might be so handi-

. "Capped, and a brief study of case records was made in the spring of 
i933 with the conclusions which are set forth in Chapter I. This 
w,as only a beginning. Undoubtedly there would be~especialilifficul
ties'in the field of work with delinquents, with the mentally sick and 
defective, and the badly handicapped in other ways. The indication 
was to try this philosophy in the places where it would seem least 
applicable, and to experiment wfth a variety of methods under the 
same approach before abfUld<?ning the philosophy as unworkable. 

In beginning the study with the ]ewish Board of Guardians in 
the fall of 1933, the writer was interested in the question, who ini-

6 Bertha Capen Reynolds, "An Experiment in Short Contact Interviewing" 
S1nith College Studies in Social Work, .. Yolume In (September, 1932). 

' .... 
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tiates contact with asocia! agency? It seemed to her at the time that 
if clients had an adequate opportunity to know about the service of 
the agency and were left free to use it or not as they wished, their 
presentation of their own problem would reveal their real concern 
more truly than if an agency approached them with offers of service 
which expressed the agency's idea o~ the pJ:.oblems they ought to be 
having. Miss Dexter said something like ·.this in' describing the con
cern af the ]ewish Board of Guarciiàns abötit reaching with its pre
ventive service the homes of the boys and girls sent by the courts 
to the two schools maintained by the organization-the Hawthorne 
School for boys and the Cedar KnolIs School for girls. \; 

The agency's difficulty is that unless the families have been known, 
perhaps through its Child Guidançe Departn;umt, the notice of the 
commitment of the child by the court is the family's first contact with 
its case-work service. The explanation of that service by the ageny's 
representative in court is a difficult matter. The family is in a highly 
emotional s~ate of mind, and there is scant leisure or privacy to make 
clear what-.the agency could do for them. One may surmise that the 
delinquency of the child may be only a symptom of serious and 
long-standing social and personal problems in these families, but 
there is no time for the growth af a relationship of confidence in 
which they could be expressed. With the going of the child to the 
institution thecrisis passes. He may stay for several months or a 
year or two. The case worker resident at the Schools attends to mat
ters arising between the homes and the School administration, such 
as permissions for visits home, misunderstandings about the child's 
life there, explanations of need for minor operations and so forth. 
The case worker in the Child Guidance Department at the central 
office, who will.~t~kéthe responsibility for supervision when the child 
is parolleg:,)h~s·"t~"'.~~me on his list but of ten in the press of emer-

.~,~.",. ',' <I". 

gent duties doe!l.np~ 'see the child at the School for some time. Nar 
is it easily p~ssible to see the parents U:.sless sCJme contingency makes 
a natural opening for doing so. Undp,uhtedly~ia valuable opportunity 

>. ;f,· for preventive work may be 1~~t:.ii·cop.ràêt11s not made until just 
-, bèfore the child is to be paroiIèd .. Orl'" the other hand, if the case 
worker initiates the contact, how can he ayoi'd taking away from the 
parents their right to say whether tJiey;>w~n~:i~ervice and to indicate 
what problems are important to thèrii·?,.:Do.,not case workers some-

'. ~ times suggest to cIients the very p~oölêm~~,;diey are offering to help 
them solve, and then wonder that:"there'is so littIe enthusiasm for 
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working them out? These questions the staff of the Jewish B~!Lrd. __ , 
of Guardians ._was already asking. 

Af ter preliminary conferences, in which it was arranged that the 
writer should experiment with some interviews with parents of Haw
thome and Cedar KnolIs children, the following statement of a plan 
of procedure was set down. 

One of our major interests is to see the implications for details of our practice 
whiçlÎ reside in a philosophy of case work which recognizes the problem as the 
client's. 'thi& philosophy would logically pJace the initiative for seeking service 
upon the cl.ient. He is frequently handicapped, however, by ignorance of what 
case work service would be, by hostile attitudes, because of the auspices under 
which the service is offered to him (connected with demands from an authority, 
such as the court, which he may resent), or perhaps by the difficulty experi
enced by all of us of coming to the point of admitting that a problem exists 
before it has reached some severe crisis. 

One of our problems, then, in making contact with clients, is to convey to 
them our willingness to be consulted without giving the impression that we 
wish or demand that they consult us. Instead of making contacts on the jjitsis of 
problems which we see but which the dient may not wish to do anything about 
or does not even recognize, we merely indicate that we are available for con
sultation. A second possibility is that, even though the client does not take the 
initiative, we may see that it would be to his advantage to have the added under
standing of his situation which we might give, and we may, without forcing 
him in any way, give a sort of preparatory educational service which may lead 
him to know whether he wants to enter into a consuiting case-work relationship 
or not. A third possibility is that, in our position of giving case-work service 
aûxiliary to the workings of a court system and the administration of an institu
tion, our reJationship to these agencies might make it necessary for us, to take 
the initiative in consulting parents, with some responsibility to the system to be 
discharged through the interview. Dur understanding of our rale would here 
pJace us in the position of acting as court or institution representative, doing the 

. Business required in a business-like way, and also, if possible, in the course of 
that contact, opening a way, either by preparatory educational work or by 
expressed willingness to be consulted, for the client to talie the initÎ(l.tive in 
seek.iIJg ,from us a case-work counseling service if he wants it. ~ _ 

With all this in mind, it seems best, in this research study, to avoid a first con
tact by home visit (by which the social worker would have taken the initiative 
away from the dient) but rather to make contact bya letter sent out routinely 
to all parents in the seTècted ~group. The wording of the letter is designed to 
leave the dient free to come or not as he wishes, or to send for the social worker 
if he prefers. It aims to make èontact easy but to leave the initiative with the 
client. It will be interesting to see how many parents respond to the letter and 
what problems they bring as of significance to them. The letter is addressed to 
bath parents in order that whichever one is interested may feel free to take ad
vantage of the invitation. 

............ .~,~~ 
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There will be a mixed group who do not respond. Ta these the social worker 
may go with preparatory educational service entailing na obligation on their 
part to make further contact for case work. For the purposes of our study, the 
sodal worker wil! try to find out, first, how many have na consciou~\ problem; 
second, how many have problems but thought them not suitable to bring up 
with this society; third, how many are antagonistic to the society? Out of these 
interviews it wil! be interesting to see ho'l'l many 'pitrents finally choose to have 
same case-work service and for what; ,how m!Lny understand what it is and 
definitely have no wish for it; and, how 'many 'aréiapparently not able to reach 
an uncÏerstanding of what it is. This prepa~atory eclucational process will he con
sidered just as educational for the society as for the dient; that is, the attitude 
wiJl be not that of one giving a "selling talk" but of one asking the dient, "How 
can we he of service?" We will try to study a variety of ways of interpreting the 
society's work for varied mentalities and needs, and will also study ways'ilf being 
alert to what the dient is tryiilg to express about hJs own needs, even though 
he does so indirectly. : 'M 

This plan of procedure being agreed upon, 'a letter and enclosed 
postal card were sent to the parents of children committed or re
manded7 to e~ther of the schools since June 1, 1933, excluding those 
with whorri'any other visitor of the agency was in contact. To that 
list was added the parents of all children committed to the institu
tions during the following months, again omitting those cases already 
in contact with some other J.B.G. worker. 

The letter read as follows: 

My dear Mr. and Mrs.---, 
The Jewish Board of Guardians, a society interested in helping Jewish boys 

and girls, not only through its institutions at Hawthorne but in other ways, 
would like the parents of children in these Schools to feel free to come into the 
office and meet one of the visitors at any time if there is anything they would 
like to ask about or talk over. Ta make this as convenient as possible, Miss 
Reynolds will be in' t:!:te..pffice at 228 East 19th Street, for the next three weeks' 
on Tuesday ap.d,irhursday mornings (except Thanksgiving Day) from nine until 
one o'clockii,slié·'ma:r~~~1s(). be reached for appointments at other times by tele
phoning the oJfict ··G.rarnmercy 5-5400. If you are planning to come in on one 
of these monilngs, it w~uld save your having ;p wait if you telephone in advance 
for an appointment.:;:{·{-i 

~" .:Z.'.,~ l:;';'}/'= ..... ··~~J.k 
-- '~' '.' A remand is an order for custody<-'/'if':t:he ch-n'd. fei\: a certain limited period. 

8 The aim was to give a period long en6ugh to avoJd accidental hindrances but 
short enough sa that if the parents had some idelj; o'f coming in they would not 
put the letter aside with the thought tha,t it.)JOuld l?,e done any time. Later it 
seemed best to make the time unlimited. Aftèf thé first, office hours were kept in 
the Brooklyn office of the society on Thur~diy;;':: .. :r.; 

.... ..::- _:~ ".}:... .;?7 
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If it is bard for you to get to tbe office and you would like Miss Ret~olds. ~ .. 
to see you at your borne, just fill in and mail tbe enclosed card. 

Sincerely yours, 

., .................•.•........... , Director 

The postal card was self-addressed and contained the following mes
sage: 

Address .................... . 

Telepbone .................. . 

r would like Miss Reynolds to come to my bouse on Tues. or Thurs. afternoon 
wben I will be at borne. 

(If you are not able to be at borne at these times, please write below when you 
could be and Miss Reynolds wil! let you know wben she can come.) 
The best way to .get to my house from East 19th Street is: 

Sign bere ............................ . 

The interviews were recorded as soon as possible af ter the Rarents 
were seen. The "comments" upon the interviews were made' when 
the record was typed, and later as they occurred to the writer. This 
materiaI will be found in the following chapter. 

The reactions of the writer to the recording process are shown in 
her comments on one of the cases, 

In general, worker bas been dissatisfied with ber recording of interviews. Wben 
sbe thinks over a case for comment, the tbings she wants to comment on seem 
.usually to be absent from the account, and the account itself Ia{;ks the ·richness 
of significant detail that can be reproduced in memory. Is it tbat the process of 
selections (largely automatic in an experienced worker) concerns itself most with 
determining wbat the problem is and leaves out detail irrelevant to tbat? The' 
educational or research interest would take .in a wider range, but worker still 

. ,J:hinks of tbe record of tbe interview as related to the functioning of an active 
agèncy, and only "lets go" on comments-perhaps rightly so. Seeing this happen 
makes ber conscious bow mucb ordinarily drops out during the recordinlLprocess. 

\ "'- "' ..... 

The study, as is clear from the above description, did not attempt 
to cover more than a small area of the problem. It did aim to gather 
and record some impressions of the extent to which parents of de
linquent children in' thiS' group "are articulate about problems for 
which they would like 'counseling, whether they would take the 
initiative, and what their rhatters of concern would beo The previous 
court experience was recognized as handicapping, but it was hoped 
that the experiment would show whether good contacts could be made 
within that limitation. The agency hoped for leads toward earlier 
and possibly more fruitful.cQl1taèls with parents for preventive work. 
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It was recognized that added to the always unknown influence of the 
.personality of the interviewer was the fa'ctor that she was not J ewish. 
Since nothing could be done about that, the plan was to proceed on 
a basis of common humanity, not emphasizing the difference but re
cording any indications that the clients gave of being disturbed by 
it. As far as the writer could judge, there"was very UttIe either of 
such consciousness or of langUage. difficl,llty. The statistics of the ex-
periment were as follows: "/ 

Total Sex of Child 
Male Female 

21-,. 6 
9'~' 4 

Letters sent toparents .................. ;............. 27 
Parents responded ...................................• 13 

Came to office ................... ~ ........•. '\i,: .. 5 
Sent post card ................... :............... 7 
Telephoned (appointment not kept) .............. 1 

Parents did not respond .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 12 2 
Research visit ................................... 5 
Eliminated (antagonistic to agency in previous con~ 

tacts) .'. ; .............. , ...........•............ 3 
Failed to reach ................................. 6 

As the study progressed, it became evident that the first thinking 
had oversimplified the problem. It was found that the client's taking 
of initiative could not be determined by the number of caIls at the 
office nor the number of postcards asking for a visit in the home . 
Perhaps because of the authority of the court in the background, the 
parents did not seem to feel the freedom to come or not which the 
form letter had intendecl to convey. For instance, the record of one 
of the interviews begins as follows: 

Motber came to th~.office in a beavy rain, evidently with the idea tbat the form 
letter had been a,sum.'mons of some kind. She explained toward tbe close of tbe 
interview t~i!-ts$,b.~'~)ld have come last week except that sbe bad to go to the 
hospitalWItIl' a :child'whÓ bad a running ear. When worker told her it was not 
necessary for"her t~'i:ome in unless sbe wanted to, motber shrugged ber sboulders 
and said, "But you know, tbe second letter.'i'. (A nPte had been sent correcting 

,.'*:<; . ...-:'/\1 
" .. ;, the statement that worker would be in ~h~~office." fQ~~three weeks to say that she 

lt ',::. would be there till further notice.)}VEên sb!l'~:first entered tbe room, motber 
. sàt down on the edge of the chair as "''ii w.aiting 'for worker to ask ber something. 

W orker expressed appreciation for her willingness to. come in on such a day and 
mother said, "But I couldn't ask you to come ~o."f~r." Worker asked ber if tbere 
was anytbing she wanted to talk over, and,sJ!-c;then began to talk about her boy
how mucb she missed bim and how sorry she'-was' that he was sent away. She 
spoke witb a sligbt accent but witb good vóCiJ:ltilàTYand gave evidence of being 
a very devoted mother and a responsible,Person. ·,r· 
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Comment.-This case raises the question how we can teIl how much of,the . _ .. 
nature of a sum}:nons a letter from an agency like the J.B.G. will have for cJtnts, . 
no matter how carefully it is worded. The sending of the set:Ond letter was an 
error of method. In correcting the statement in the first letter that worker would 
be in thc office for three weeks, an unintended urgency was imparted to the 
situation. Writer recalls, however, that others who came to the office sat as if 
expecting to be told why they were sent for. Several who sent the post card asking 
for a visit apologized for having done so, giving illness and, in one case, lack of 
carfare, as a reason why they could not come in. It is impossible to teIl how much 
they feIt obliged to respond in some way. Mrs. S, who was visited on a research 
basis, said that her husband. had intended to come to the office (she herself was 
sick and her husband was the boy's stepfather) but wanted to co me when his 
nephew, who was a lawyer, could accompany him, since the latter had told them 
not to talk without his assistance. Mrs. L, also visited on a research basis, did 
not come to the door of her room, but called to visitor to wait in the front hall 
and she would speak to her. She came as if she had dressed hastily, and obvi
ously not desiring an interview but afraid not to see what it was about. Most of 
those seen, either at the office or at their homes, had small requests to make which 
may have been of sufficient importance to them to initiate the contact, bttt were 
possibly put forth as excuse for having made it, af ter the c1ients found that 
worker had nothing to ask of them. All this makes us doubt whether we ever 
really know whether the dient took the initiative or not. It may be that those 
took more initiative who did not respond at all. 

From these and many other instances, it was evident that the 
response to our letter was na measure either of the amount of initia
tive the parents would take or of the reality of their problems to 
them. The set-up of the situation was apparently too artificial for 
the clients to give the agency even a lead for further procedure. 

The parents who did not reply to the letter were approached on a 
"research" basis, somewhat in this fashion. "I come from the Jew-

. ish, Board of Guardians. (Stop to find out if they know of that 
agency.) Perhaps you know that we are interested in children and are 
st1,ldying our work to see how we may help children and their ~l:lrents 
mOlle . .our idea is not to tbink up new things to do in our office, but
to ask the parents who really know. Will you help us by telling us 
just what you think? If you had known about this society when 
your boy or girl was"at hnme, perhaps two or three years ago when 
things began to go wrong, 'vvhat would you have wished that we would 
do? Could we have done ànything to prevent the trouble you have 
had?" 

The families approached in this manner showed no consciousness 
that they had a problem about which they could do anything, and 
counseling service apparently.. mtlánt nothing to them. few visits of 
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this type were made, partIy because of exceedingly bad weather con
ditions which would have made absurd to the families a "casual" 
caU with no other urgency than that the agency wanted, to study 
its own work. Even with care in planning the time of the visits so 
that they would seem reasonable, the writer found that the parents 
expected her to have come from some conc~~led purpose. They usual
ly offered die gift which expenence may. have taught them was gen
erally acceptable to social work~rs-dehïns of history about the 
child's delinquency. The question, spoken or unspoken, was, "What 
do you want?" ApparentIy they could not think in terms of what 
they might want, except for their child's release from th&. School 
or some special privilege during his stay there. It is only fai? to say 
that tbis group gave a marked i~pression 0~!410wer intelligence than 
those who responded to the letter. Only one; and he decidedly the 
most intelligent among them, is included with those whose interviews 
.are given in the next chapter. 

Sometimes the writer asked, "Is it hard to bring up a boy or girl 
in this neighborhood?" This was done in the hope of drawing out 
consciousness of lack of recreation facilities, but nothing of that sort 
was brought forth. On the whoIe, all the families interviewed seemed 
to have expected no more than they received from their community. 

Summingup, the study ended with a conviction that we had tended 
to overestimate the extent to which the parents of children com
mitted to Hawthorne and Cedar Knolls Schools would either under
stand what social case work could offer them or would take the initia
tive in using it. It seemed that the agency would have to devise 
some way of meeting the parents which would be more natural to 
them if it hoped to find them spontaneously seeking its service. The 
court setting, .. {l~·0r··as it seemed to be (in its lack of leisure and· 
privacy).~f~l"'.'.fh~~P;t~ç.e of first acquaintance, did at least present a 
common meetifig,g:çound at a time when the parents feIt the urgency 
of a crisis r; their relationship to their",,child. ·It may be inferred that 

. a social case worker available at th~;,time of~the court hearing might 
"it;~ l;J.~ve found in the parents mor~,:,;1~!l1~e)ptdii~uss problems of family 

life, or that, if they did not at thai. timê bring up more than matters 
immediately connecttid with the commitmen't, they might later con
tinue with the same pers on a relatio~lihip q,f, confidence which had 
been begun. In at least two instàn'2es..in,'this study parents had 

'0' gone back to someone whom they.met:t\.t''''tourt for advice-once 
(Interview 10, Chapter V) appai:~ntly to find out whether it was 
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advisable to respond to the form letter. The disadvantages of making 
the contact for case work service at the time parole is being ~~n
sidered have áîready been discussed. There is a natural opening for 
meeting, but a desire to have a favorable decision about the child's 
return (improved in behavior as the parents seemed always to be
lieve) would tènd to make them suppress discussion of family prob
lems at that time. On the whoie, then, ·the indications seemed to be 
to find an occasion for meeting in which some crisis would make 
vivld to the parents their need for counsel, and to use that to create 
a relationship with the case worker in the atmosphere of which the 
parents would feel free to discuss whatever they wished. 

Apart froni these negative results, this series of interviews with 
parents furnished the stimulus for thinking about many of the diffi
cult problems of case work. Ten of the interviews are given in the 
following chapter. 

""--
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..... -~ 
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..... , .... 
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V. TEN INTERVIEWS AND THE THINKING THAT GREW 
UP AROUND THEM '\ 

The interviews to be described in this chapter are presented in 
the form in which they were written for the case record,and the 
comments and discussion upon them also 'tétain the informality and 
incompleteness of the original'notations'; The whole chapter, there
fore,. should be considered asillu~tratini?'the kind of "raw data" 
out of which the thinking of the other ·chapters emerged. 

The arrangement of the interviews corresponds roughly to the focus 
of interest of the comments. For convenienee they are divid.çd into 
four groups. 

In the first group of cases the: comment~;Mare occupied with the 
problem of how much initiative and responsibility clients are likely 
to take' for thei.r own problems when they either have a great deal 
of emotion about them or evade thinking of them as theirs. The 
second group. furnishes illustrations for a discussion of "paternalism" 
versus an"/"'éducational approach"9 in sodal case work, especially 
that involving the giving of material relief.The third stands as intro
duction to a discussion, running also through the cases in Group IV, 
of the relation between social case work and social conditions in the 
community. The last group contains, in addition to the community 
focus of Group lIl, a consideration of the case worker's function. 
What has the agency togive in the situation? How may it be given 
so as to stimulate and lead? How may it foster the client's own initia
tive and responsibility? 

GROUP I 

.~ ·::...···lnterview 1 (Ce1ia Lj age 15) 
r.:::'~~' ..... 

Admitted;.~·'e.edar",knoIIs School, July 21, 1933, on commitment for an in-
'~'~" ........ " .... , ...... 

definite term. . .. " "'. - . 
Complaint.~DelinqiIent child: a material witness. in case of adults charged 

. "" with Iarceny. She had taken $1700 from tRI! firm W).\ich employs her father and 
'. ..•. had spent several hundred dollars on a ,wim spr<:,e .. ~iJh friends . 

';;Z' ", •. • History,-Girl was referred to J.~~~~··bY,.cI.Ii:Öthèr, October 6, 1932, because 
sheleft school and re.fused to return. Had been successful in school but had be
gun to associate with a young married woman th,ought to be a bad influence. 

~~. . 
• These terms, found throughout the cas~J.' :wh~ used before it occurred to the 

writer that they might carry emotional cólÏnqtaJions that would handicap their 
acceptance as descriptive ·of two points of view'in;cá1e work. They are retained, 

',~ however, as representing the writer's thinking !ft thë time the discussion was 
written. 
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Was out late at night, crazy for money and clothes, outspoken ab out desIt@ng 
Jews and about antagonism to mother. Father blamed mother's having had two 
nervous breakdowns for the spolling and neglect of the two girls. Rose, 17, is 
now dependable, while Celia, who has been ill with chorea, has learned to get 
what she wants by creating scenes. Treatment by the J.B.G. attempted to estab
lish a confidential relationship with the girl and to help her with vocational 
plans. Mother told worker she had not wanted to marry and did not wllnt 
children. Father is devoted to Celia. Rose and Celia very antagonistic. Parents 
have alternated beatings and indulgence. 

Interview (11-28-'33) .-Mr. L telephoned (in response to a letter sent to 
parents of girls in Cedar KnoIls) asking how much later than one o'clock worker 
would be at the office. He said he was very busy but feIt he must see worker 
before Thanksgiving. When asked when he would like to come in, father said 
he could arrive at 12 :45. 

Father arrived promptly. He found worker in interviewing room. Length 
of interview was one-half hour. Worker placed a ehair for father 50 that he need 
not face the sun, and father remarked that he had little time to be out in sun 
and air as his work is very confining. Throughout the interview the father seemed 
tense, moved restlessly in his chair and talked in a rather breathless w~. He 
asked at once if worker knew the story of his daughter. She said &he did in 
genera!. He stated at onee his errand, saying hls daughter was having interviews 
twice a week with a woman who is giving her psychiatric treatment, and he 
wanted to know who this was and how he might get in touch with her. Worker 
gave the name of the psychiatrist explaining that she is an M.D., that she some
times comes to this office, and that a letter to Cedar Knolls would reach her. 
Father said he was anxious to talk with her and "get a line" on his daughter's 
case. 
~ Father said, "I want you to know we are very satisfied with the treatment 
Celia is getting. She has gained 20 pounds. Her mother has visited several times 
and I saw her in the city at the hearing in court." Father said she was much 
upset at that time but seems happy at school since then. Father has visited the 
School once and,liked the place. She is doing so weIl at present that he does not 
want to think of having her come home for some time, although, of course, he 
misses her. 

Father gave an impression of a sudden change of subjec1-when he sa,id that 
thè trouble with his daughter had taught him how much his employers-inought 
of hlin.' They not only let him keep his position but they treated him with utmost 
kindness. "I would rather they had given me a slap than that." He scraped 
together the money to make' good the funds spent by Celia and her companions
about $1700. Worker cöinmen1.ed that ihis must have been hard for him to do. 
He said yes-but the money' side of it was not the hardest. "Money doesn't 
matter-it's the girl who matters." He said they had done everything they 
could for her. Bis wife is very nervous and so is he, and they cannot expect 100 
per cent perfect offspring. When worker asked him about bis wife's health, he 
said &he is weIl. He was afraid of a complete break in all this trouble, and she 
was equally afraid for him, but both of them came through it. W orkerasked if 
his wife was anxious to have Celia h'gme. Father said, "No-she wants her, of 
course, but she is 'level-headei';nd knows Celia is better off there." His wife 
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warned him not to make too strong in writing to the girl his desire to have her 
home. Father said that he has not written her except to say that he still loves 
lier and to indicate that he would either have to say a great deal or nothing at 
all. Mother does the visiting and most of the correspondence. Fathe~' says they 
send packages almost every week. Father says Celia's letters contain little save 
lists of what she wants. They do not give her 100 per cent of what she asks but 
try to keep her satisfied. ' ' '::' 

Sister Rose visited with mother imd, criticiz~d the way Celia put her arms 
around the cottage mother and patted her on thé 'ba;ck; R~se thought Celia should 
be under more strict discipline. Father ~5 glad that girl is not treated as a 
criminal and thinks she is given just the right degree of freedom by the cottage 
mother. 

Worker asked, "Do you understand what this psychiatric treatment if' like?" 
Father said he thought he did. Asked if it wasn't "auto-suggestion." He 'said he 
supposed the interviews were an opportimity for Celia to talk out her feelings. 
Said he knew that it helped. He says he himself has gi~en up doctors when he is 
ill but just a word at the right time does him more good than medicine. He is 
glad Celia is having this treatment. 

At this point, worker explained the plan under which a letter was sent to 
parents to make it easy for them in case they had anything to talk over with 
the psychiatr-is,t.'·Said she supposed parents might be thinking ahead and wishing 
to prepare the home for the child's return even though that might be a year 
away. Father said they were thinking of that also but they do not want to 
move yet. They do think it will be necessary since the whole neighborhood knew 
about Celia's escapade. They hate to move because they have lived there many 
years and enjoyed the location. Said they have had a happy home there. At 
several points in the interview he praised his wife's devotion to her children and 
good management, blaming her illness for the fact that this child has disap
pointed them. Said she was younger at the time her mot her was taken ill and 
hence was more affected by it than the older one. 

Worker remarked that trouble like this may co me to anyone. Father said 
his employer, who is a millionaire, has children who are worthless and spend 
more in a week than father earns in a year. Father took Celia into his office 
this summer. Apparèn'py..wanting to show that he trusted her, he gave her ac
cess to the cash ~·àiaw.er and introduced her at the bank so she could cash 
checks. He,~id"~ome"'people blame him for this but he thought he was acting 
for the best. Work~h;erriarked that it is a difficult thing to understand children 
weIl enough to know how much they are. wIe tO'stand-one may make a 
mistake in trusting too little or too muc.!1'. FatheJtJdid not reply in response 

iE,.to this with ev~dence of any con~cio~~s,~~~' o~ .. !l,.ee~l"for greater understanding 
'of -her personalIty, although he dld "Say that'·'he thought a great deal of her 
trouble was due to her being brighter than her sis ,ter and that she used her 
brain destructiv'ely; that her sister had been muchi~s capable but thoroughly 
reliable. Worker explained that by the t~me )Jlèiia .:was ready to come home, 
she will have a regular visitor but that this':\vil)f~:r,_ ~hile there is not much to 
be done, father can always communicate witli ... w.ot.kilr if there is anything he 

'. "wishes to talk over. .",'"'' ",F 

In answer to father's remark that Cëli~ had certainly been a sick gir!, worker 
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said it takes a long time to help a sick personality and also that the proc~ss 
is much like that of education and helping Celia grow up also takes a t'ing 
time. Father is i>leased that Celia goes to school there and is getting good 
marks. Father said he would feel free to get in touch with worker at any time 
that he has any question to ask. 

Comments.-It was not dear why father came today when he claimed to be 
so excessively busy. By te1ephone he said he had been intending to call up 
when he received the letter and showed anxiety to meet worker immediately, 
although on coming he only asked for the psychiatrist's address to make a con
tact which evidently required no haste. His telephoning to see if worker could 
wait after one o'clock was contradicted by his setting the time at 12 :45 when 
given a choice. He also stayed one-half hour af ter stating several times that 
his visit would only take fivé minutes. One gets the impression that father 
wanted help of some kind and used this rather trivial errand as his ticket of 
admission to some contact which he really wants-perhaps without under
standing just what he wants. 

While father did not show the extreme guilt and anxiety evidenced in previous 
interviews recorded since his daughter's commitment, he did seem guilty about 
the kindness of employer, and one wonders if he is not punishing himself 
by depriving himself of letters and visits to Celia although he covers his guilt 
about keeping her there by stating that it is doing her a great deal of good. 

Worker's questions were designed to help father articulate his problems, 
relating to the mother's willingness to have the girl stay and to his understand
ing of the psychiatrie treatment. Certain comments were for reassurance, such 
as "this may happen to anyone" and worker's saying she knew the family 
had done their best. Some explanation was given for worker being available 
to parents at the office at this time. Father seemed to take this as a very 
natural thing. The suggestion of a possible moUve for contact in that parents 
may wish to do something to get ready for the return of the child, however 
remote, was responded to by father only in terms of the family's moving. He 
did not indicate whether he was conscious that other preparations in the attitudes 
of the family might be necessary . 

. .... In regard to . the transfer to the regular visitor, worker feIt that at this 
tiine the father is either not conscious of any problem or that he is unable 
to talk of his problems, or is possibly' using this visit onll to feel ~ut the 
situation in regard to making further contact later. Worker saw no inruèation 
for tritroducing the regular visitor at this time and feels that if father doês 
return, she will continue to work in the direction of helping him to face his 
problem until he has more clearly articulated what he wants. 

A talk with the acting. superintendent at Cedar Knolls confirms the im
pression from the record that ,the father's attitude to Celia is more like a lover 
than a parent. In the office at JCedar KnolIs, he was conspicuous for constant 
fondling and expressions of affection to which the girl seemed entirely cold. 
Mother, on a recent visit, wept and said she knew Celia would never confide 
in her, and begged Miss D to take her place as a mother andtry to win the' 
girl's -confidence. Miss D said she could not do that and would not want to. 
She would try to make girl see that-rn0ther has aplace. Mother was sure girl 
did not love her.~'~ ,. 
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The psychiatrist also confirms the impression of father's extreme nervousness 
and his need to see her as a link (it seemed) with Celia. She was impressed 
with the seriousness of father's emotional probiem for help for which, how
ever, he seemed abie to go no farther at present. He responded to" her sug
gestion that he come in to see worker if he wished, since the psychiatrist was not 
often in the city for appointments, by saying that he wouId, but has not done 50. 

, ,,", 

It is interesting that this fatner and mother, both having serious 
emotional problems, did not feel able togo;.for help to a centre set 
up for' that purpose, i.e. to discuss the problems definitely with the 
psychiatrist or the sodal worker, by either of whom they would have 
been steered to some source of psychiatrie help. The agency see? these 
people as centres of steering to therapeutie help. It seems &rtain 
that the parents either did not or :were afrai.H. to seek it, afraid of 
having to do something about a problem that i's 'too painful to touch. 

Sometimes it seems as if mental therapy is in a stage corresponding 
to the pre-anesthesia days of medicine. Unfortunately each indi
vidual carries his own anaesthesia for mental distress-repression. 
To incur th~~pain of treatment requires a courage perhaps greater 
than having a tooth pulled without even alocal anaesthetic. How do 
people ever get help? It seems that the pressure from the subcon
sdous becomes at some moment too great to bear and breaks through. 
Whoever is present at the time receives a flood of confidences, rieh 
in material of a significance. that a psychiatrist would envy, but whieh 
is usually misunderstood and of ten, so it seems to the listener, in
appropriate to the occasion. 

Is it possible that our planning to pI ace skilled therapeutie serviee 
where it is available to those who need it fails to take account of 
an immense amount of fe ar and inertia and inability to face pain 
and grapple witq di.stress? After all, most people are pretty fatalistie 
about suffel;.~l:lg,:j?èt~ps it is a characteristic of trained case workers 

. ~'-,.. '. .i( ..... ~-.... 

but not cir~aIly large lilimber of other people to greet a perception of 
need with "What cail be, done about it?" Do sodal case workers re ad 

• ~,!;; 

into what they expect others to do a b,'I!:ckgroP:tl.d of an attitude which 
" ::i),hey themselves owe more to their,:tF:à1nil1<g't~än to ordinary human 

experience? Perhaps the functioIÎ'''of ,the"n.'rst interview is to awaken 
some feeling that something could be done ab,óut this problem ij and 
when one wished. ,,' " ' 

It se ems to the writer that probabiy,',Ii'~~~r "f~nd certainly not now 
,,}vhen public appredation of what isppssig,W in mental therapy is 

so undeveloped) will people come readilyand jóyfully for therapeutie 
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help anymore than they go to doctors when a patent medicine~~hat. -." 
costs as much ás an office visit is at hand. Why do they prefer the 
medicine? Among many reasons, partly because they keep the control 
of the treatment in their own hands, do not have to admit defeat to 
another person or torisk that other person's insisting on measures 
they have not the courage to take. It se ems likely, then, that any 
effective program of mental hygiene will have to place at every 
strategie point (in schools,industrial establishments, stores, churches, 
relief.agencies, everywhere) people in touch with the public who are 
trained enough to see needs, to interpret the possibilities of help, to 
make real to people what they can do about their problems if they 
wish, and to ten where counseling service may be found. 

The case workers trained to professional skill should perhaps be 
scattered about at these strategie points or in close touch with those 
who are there, for one doubts greatly whether the most important 
step toward treatment is not that first preparation to accept it .... -which 
takes place in settings other than the clinic office. For this, case workers 
who are employed by an agency giving a concrete service which the 
community understands are in a position of advantage. They are the 
ones to whom people come, secure in being able to discuss clothing 
or coal or a home for a child, and they are often the on es to whom 
the revealing confldences are made. It is they who should have psy
fhiatric insight second to none) to see the meaning of what is said, 
to go as far with the client as he can go at the moment, to pass him 
on to more labelled therapeutic help when, and not before, he is ready 
to use it. It seems to the writer that the major part of the psychiatric 
social case werk of the future will be done in this skilled, and often 
Îong, preparatory treatment for what we now eall therapy, for which 
only a minor fraction of cases now coming to agencies are ready. It 
wil~come to be, she believes, not a frustration but a privilege 1Ó'w~rk 
in àn' agency where clients come freely (for any reason) and whose 
serviee is so wen under~tood that the client does not commit himself 
in coming to any b,u.t, th~ service. he thinks he is willing to a?k for. 
Case workers in public r!!lief agencies, for instance, may at present 
find their way badly blm:ked by faulty administration, attitudes, 
ignorance of all sorts, but they have a chance to be the "shock troops" 
of the finest kind of skilled psychiatrie service. Even lack of time is 
no barrier, if they have discemment and the best quality of personal 
preparation to bring to their tas~ 

.• loo..'..... ., .. 
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Interview 2 (Morris W; age 14) 

Admitted.-Hawthorne School, Oct. 16, 1933, on remand until June 11, 1934, 
after which father is to pay $3.00 a week for support. . " 

Previous court record.-On Oct. 9, 1933, boy was adjudged a neglected child 
and remanded to lB.G. forinvestigation of his story that stepmother does not 
want him, refuses him proper food, and accuses him of stealing from her. 
On Sept. 3 he had run away for four day-s and sà;lèi he would rather go to 
an institution than go home. Probation' offi.cer thQÏ;!ght he wanted to be with his 
brother, Abraham, 16, who has been at Hawthorile sirlèe' Dec., 1932. 

History.-Mother deserted the family several times, and children were placed 
in an orphan asylurn. In 1927 parents were divorced, and father was given 
custody of the children. He remarried in Aug., 1930. Stepmother has a boy, 
11 years old. Mother has married an Italian. The two boys were in the b.rphan 
asylum till July, 1932, when Abraham .ran away. Father took him home, 
hoping he would help in the store, but found him rp~orrigible, stealing from 
store, staying out late, using vile language. At court Abraham said he had no 
use for father or stepmother and wanted to be sent to an institution. This 
was done, after probation had failed. Morris has done the same. A sister is 
with father's sister-in-Iaw. 

Interview (2-1}-'34).-Since father did not respond to form letter sent to 
parents of Hawthorne boys, family was visited on a research basis. 

Family has a small stationery and notion store, in the rear of which they 
live. The name Goldie W (stepmother) was painted on the window. The step
mother was talking to a customer in the store wh en worker entered and spoke 
to father, who took her to family's apartment. He did not introduce step
mother, who was at leisure wh en worker went out, and to whom worker made 
some remark about the weather. Father left interview on ce to answer a eaU 
of stepmother from the store. A boy was in bed with a broken leg from an 
automobile injury in the bedroom next to the kitchen where interview was held. 
Store is located in a mercantiIe district where the shops have a fairly prosperous 
air. The side streets are filled with single and double houses and apartment 
blocks. 

Father is an alert man in early middle life, one would judge American-born. 
As soon as worker" d~"-entering the store, asked for him and indicated, 50 

that customer,s~Q,~Xch~i.t~ear, that she came from the J.B.G., father led the way 
to the kitchèÏl"ànd t~lkêd- with apparent ease and interest. He accepted worker's 
explanation that.-she hàd: come because she is consuIting parents about how the 
society could be most useful to them. He spo'ke entpusiastically of what the 

., ..• ~chool had done for the ol der boy, Abr~h~k, who§~tas still there and how 
:t:pleased he was with the care that Mor~i~i:.was g~mnt 

'. Fàther traeed the souree of his troûbies to1115 divorced wife, who keeps in 
touch with the boys and influences them to deman@ money and undermines 
their respect for him. Father said he placed thebiÏys in the orphan asylum 
and took Abraham' home only after his mB:q.iag~ JO J1is present wife. He said 
he did not blame her; she tried to do weil b§ hjs-·c;hildren. He married her with 

'. !pe understanding that he had these children: .. He·;.s:a:id naturally he supposed 
she did not anticipate how much trouble.-.tbey weIe gÓÎng to be and of course 
was more interested in her own children. I:Ie said he was given custody of all 
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three by the court but that mother tried to take the girl and infiuence'i}he . _ .. 
girl to want to go to her. This developed into a scheme to get him to pay 
the mother mon'éy for the, girl's board and when he purposely' was not very 
regular in his payments, girl was returned to him and is now placed with his 
sister-in-law. 

Abraham was uncontrollable from the time he came home. Morris has not 
been as much of a behavior problem but insisted he could not get on with 
hls stepmother and would not live at home. He was in a foster homefor 
a time but wanted to be with his brother. 

W orker's questions were such as this: "H you had it to do over again, would 
you have placed the children in an institution or with a family?" Father said, 
by all means an institution, because they have discipline there and are in fear of 
someone. When worker asked tentatively if he thought that they had, for 
this reason, had difficulty in adjusting to community life, father did not 
seem to see any connection. He thought that if they had been placed in 
a family, they would have been still more uncontrollable. Worker ex
plained to him the society's desire to be useful to parents at the point where 
they are beginning to have trouble with their children but, so far as worker 
could tell, father saw nothlng in this period of hls difficulties except that~f the 
mother's interference. He did not know why she wanted to act that way but 
showed no indication of seeing where éase work could have helped him or of 
knowing what it was. When the parole visitor was explained, father assented 
to the prospect of having a regular visitor to consult, although worker doubted 
whether he sensed that there would be any difficulties which he could not 
cope with himself. He was looking forward to Abraham's being retained at 
Hawthorne in some kind of work. He said he would give the boys a good 
start in life and then expect them to take care of themselves. 

This case illustrates (as do most of the others) the ease with which 
blame for unfortunate outcomes may be projected upon one outstand
ing circumstance with no real inquiry into what else may have been 
contributing to the poor result. This father sees his boys turning out 

. 'f)adly and connects this with their mother's interference. Given such 
a mother, they would be bad, and there is nothing else to relate it to 
which a counseling service might help him to think Out. Mrs. 'n (In
tervléw 9) has a sick husband, who leaves more responsibility to hèr 
than she can carry. Other p~rents blame bad companions. Unemploy
ment is a common focus tor a search for causes of maladjustment these 
days."·' ~ -

The difficulty of case-wqrk counseling is obvious when there is a 
prominent factor of this sort which is all too real. Even to imply, 
in a time of business depression, that there might be other problems 
if the needed job were obtained is to give an impression that the so
cntl worker is not sympathetic, J~ to seem to be forcing her idea of 
what is a problem, is to beengagêd in the thankless task of trying to 
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make people remember what they had found peace in forgetting under 
the all-enveloping blanket of the major disaster. The man who never 
held a job because of his disagreeable disposition need no longer be so 
painfully aware of that fact when most of his friends are out of work, 
too, and he can share in general sympathy.for the victims of dis aster. 
If he admits that he was once "foolish" in gi~ing up jobs or getting 
himself fired, he is sure he has lèarned his lesson and will have no 
more trouble if only business picks up; ",::' 

The case worker who would do anything more than relieve misery 
by dispensing the community's gifts-the case worker who wants to 
do counseling, in other words-finds herself faced with the ö~rrier 
which has prevented clients from façing their real difficulties before; 
a natural inertia and desire to avoid the pain'\\jf self-criticism. The 
comparative comfort achieved by having a good' excuse for what has 
gone wrong cannot be easily given up. The desire to improve is not, 
it seems, deeply rooted except in neurotic individuals whose pain is 
so bound up· wjth unsolved conflicts that excuses do not satisfy. A 
large number' ol normal (not neurotic) people do not wish to take the 
trouble to learn to deal with life more effectively and have a great 
deal to back them up in blaming the sins of the social order and of other 
individuals for their plight. The case worker's dilemma is, then that if 
she takes the responsibility for trying to effect an improvement which 
the clients do not want, she becomes paternalistic, and if she does 
not, nobody does and the same old mistakes are repeated over and 
over with great cost in human misery. 

The answer which public healtli has found would seem to be the 
reasonable one for sodal work-a group approach to problems which 
are recurrent in the majority of families, and sodal case service where 
the education of~~lJ:è:iroup fails to reach the individual or has stimu
lated him tQi:~äht arï'-individual service which the group method could 

.. 'l.; • 

not supply. Thousàftds of families have come to include tomato juice 
and spinach in their diet as aresult of"edt).cati@ of the public to the 

,~need'of vitamins. At first only a few 1ÄÏie any l~terest in the publidty 
:t'àbout this, but after it has spread to;;ä'poiI1éj;;~hére the individual is im

pressed that "everybody is doing it," it would take a counter revolu-
tion to turn back the tide of tomato juice. /< 

A great deal of education for pare~t.ho'bçl, it, seems, will have to 
be spread through the usual channels by whiéh'travel the farces form
'ing public opinion before case-work servtéëfï4:';'fu.dividual parent-child 
problems w~ll beappredated or used.'l"t would seem as absurd to try to 
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bring about a general understanding of the uses of spin ach bj., the· - " 
house-to-house visiting .of dietitians as to count on sodal case work for 
raising the general level of child care. The very disproportionateness 
of the effort conveys to the public something unnatural in the paternal
istic interest which the case-work agency is taking either in remedy 
or in education. We can be as paternalistic in giving individuals what 
we have to give in education as in anything else, and if we refuse to 
be paternalistic, we can b.e as ineffective as if we left the creation 
of a public love of spinach to the spontaneous impulse of human be
ings to improve themselves. 

Does this mean group mental hygiene, group education in sodal 
relationships, in family life, in marriage adjustments? Why not? And 
why should not sodal case work find itself in relation to some such 
creation of public sentiment, functioning soundly only where the group 
approach proves inadequate? 

... -
GROUP II 

Interview 3 (David Cj age 15) 

Admitted.-Hawthorne School on remand, March 29, 1933. 
Complaints.-Complaints that he was uncontrollable have been 'made to this 

organization since boy was seven years old. Frequent requests for placement of 
all the children have been followed by mother's taking them home again almost 
as soon as placement was made. Parents quarrel and alternately separate and 
1"eturn. Economie conditions always bad, in spite of much relief from social 
agencies. 

Committed.-Hawthorne, August 30, 1933, at expiration of remand, for an 
indefinite term. Hawthorne School recommended this, sin{;e boy was infantile, 
complaining, ill. adjusted to the group, but improving in school work. Con

"'sidered to need further training, and home situation thought unfavorable for 
return. 

Family.-Father, mother, sister Bessie, 17, and Ida, 9 y.e.ars. , 
'I1'It~rviews (12-15-'33).-In response to letter sent to parents of Children 

at Hawthorne, Mrs. C telephoned the office asking to see worker on Monday, 
Dec. 18, if possible. Since worker is at the office only on Thursdays, it was 
arranged that Mrs. C should see someone else if the matter was urgent. She 
agreed to come on Thürsday~morning~ 

Mrs. C at office. She is a: short woman, with pale face and pale blue eyes. 
She was warmly dressed in a sweater and leather jacket whieh she did not 
wish to remove. She seemed alittle embarrassed at first and asked what worker 
wanted to see her for. Worker explained the general interest of the society 
in meeting parents of boys at Hawthorne and said she thought that perhaps 
mother wanted to see her. Mother said she did not know where to begin. She 
speaks with an accent whicll .. uuikÎ).g understanding difficult and said herself 
during the interview that she supposed she got everything all mixed up, be-
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cause times were so bad that she was confused. In the end, worker found that 
she got a fairly dear picture of the situation, however. 

Mother said that her husband has had no work for· three years ex cept an 
Emergency Work job at $15 a week for tlîree days' work. Before the depression 
he was a dothing operator. Mother said it might have been better for him if 
he had not had this work with the city, beeause he has been afraid to hunt 
for another job lest he lose this and have a Jong '~ai1i' to get on the list again. 
Now he has not been paid up to date,' and the family is threatened with being 
dispossessed tomorrow. Father is to be at court to·see· about this. Mother did 
not think· that the court could do anything with the'\andlord but did not seem 
exceedingly worried about it. She said that the landlord lives in the house, and 
they are two months beliind in rent af ter Dec. 15 j said she gave the landlord 
five dollars this month but got no receipt for it-also failed to ask for;a re
ceipt for the last rent that was paid. She realizes she should not trust p~ople. 
Mother herself has had no regular work ~ot several n;}.?nths. She has been an 
examiner in a dress shop but those jobs are hard to gef~'and her shop is closed 
down. Bessie, who is a bookkeeper, sometimes gets work and gives her mother 
all her money when she does. Mother says Bessie is a good girl j "so settled 
down." She is troubled that she eannot afford to visit David, and she knows 
that he is very anxious to come home. He writes on ce a month, a very short 
letter, asking wl1!:n she is coming to see him. She is not able to send him 
presents and hás only seen him in August when he came down for the court 
hearing. She cannot write to him in English but Bessie writes for her. 

When worker asked how David and Bessie get along, mother indicated that 
they fight, as most children do, but that Bessie says now she will let David 
alone if he comes home. Mother has thought that the boy might get working 
papers and help her a little if he could be home but has been told by the 
judge not to take him out until th ere is a job for him. 

Worker asked mother to wait until she inquired about the possibility of 
visiting. Mother said that she did not like to ask for favors as she knew 
many other people did, but sometimes, she knows, tickets are provided for 
visiting. She says it is too bad that since her husband has three days' work 
a week they ean get no help of any kind while families entirely on relief have 
gas, electricity, food, t~ck~ts, etc. She said these things, not in a particularly 
complaining way b(t~,,:r~er as a statement of fact. She says Ida is at home 
from school,.R:ê~!ilSe sJl~-clui~ no shoes and that she has a toothache but the 
school dentist will ·ri'ir·lopgèr give any treatment and the girl does not want 
her tooth pulled'·out. On the whoie, mother's .lhtptude seem to be, "What ean 
you do when times are so bad?" /',.rc~\'. 

'. .~~, Consulted with the Director, Brooklyn .. btinch, wh'Ókhas known the family 
'I'" . "':<>"~ .. :. 

~'f(ljr' sQme time. Previous record gives litt1{'hope;}'b'f ~èrmanent adjustment for 
this family. Mother and father do not get on wellj th,ere are frequent separa
tions. Mother bas of ten had the children placed an.çFtaken them home again. 
Mother has had a great deal of help from social,,;àgen'cies, without being able 
to make constructive use of it and is, on th~_"wh~le~. qGite resourcefuI in emer
gencies. The indication is not to go into the faiÏl}iy. .~~.ÇOnomic situation unless 
tlrere is more need for it than at present..:rlf~· mlJitter .·of visiting David does 
seem a point iLt w!:lÏch some study of tht S1tuation should be made. There is 
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no way to teIl whether contact between mother and son means a great deal 
c<' • - " 

to them or not, but they are certainly cut off from each other since mother 
eannot afford fo visit, and letters are unSatisfactory and gifts impossible. It 
was agreed that mother might be promised a ticket to Hawthorne on the next 
visiting day and, in the meantime, worker will get in touch with Miss D at 
the school and try to find out more about the boy's adjustment. Case will re
main with worker unti! it is c1earer whether there is more to be done in the 
situation or not. 

Later: Talked with mother again, promising her a ticket, with which she 
seemed much pleased. Worker, asked her what she would say to David on her 
visit that would help to make him more contented. Mother said she did not 
know. She did not wish to worry him with the family troubles. There is littIe 
to talk about because he wiIl not teIl her how he gets on there. He just says, 
"All right." She showed a report card which gave some improvement in marks 
-a B for woodwork and in effort, C in conduct, and a deficiency in arithmetic. 
Mother says that a former employer of hers, a lawyer, might be willing to take 
David out and be responsible for a week-end visit. Worker said that if this 
were 50, the man and his wife should come in and talk with us at the office 
some Thursday morning. Mother wiII eaIl at office tomorrow for ticket,;., 

This family is one whose difficuIties could occupy close to the fuIl 
time of one sodal worker. Twenty years agoit seemed that social 
agendes were loaded with such families. What can be accomplished 
in such a situation by case work? It seems that parents like these must 
inevitably create an environment destructive for normal growth of 
children. Modern thinking about case work (less obsessed than that 
~of two decades ago with a sense of responsibility for everyone) would 
tend to define more clearly the point at which the community should 
interfere and remove the children, and might conclude earlier (and 
therefore with less waste of effort) that short of removal with authority 

. )ittle or nothing could be accomplished. 
, . The difficulty of knowing enough about a family to be sure of 
the correctness of such a dedsion without a long p~riod of egJensive 
faUu\,e in treatment makes us long for more development oftne i,dea 
of "exploratory treatment" which is being studied in the Philadelphia 
Family Society. How does this differ from the treatment which has 
always been administ,ered with so little resuIt? Three points of dif
ference come to mind. (1) Treatment for the purpose of diagnosing 
a situation would be morè carefully watched. (2) The sodal worker 
would consider the effect of procedures in committing the agency to 
certain courses, creating certain attitudes in clients, etc. and would 
try to select such forms of treatment as had diagnostic value rather 
than a supposed efficacy ins91ving the situation-in other words, 
action that disturbed the~~ituation least while revealing most about 
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it. (3) Since the major point to be understood would be the family's 
own capabilities and resources, "exploratory" treatment might take 
the form of stimulating them to do certain things that they c<>uld do 
for themselves and studying how they responded to responsibility. 
In this way, the social worker would also best avoid committing the 
Society prematurely to doing things for tbe 'jàmily. 

The problem is riddled with difficultie~r because there is so little 
knowledge of what is the significance of.;:'these "diagnostic" or 
"sample" situations. Mrs., C showed clearly from the first a completely 
disorganized way of living. Not knowing what combination of causes 
was operating, ho wever (whether her personal incapacity, he!!.;; hus
band's lack of co opera ti on, the pres~nce of spoiled children or other 
causes) one could not say whether :the same 'disorganization would 
continue if the children were removed, wife aná husband were sepa
rated, and so on. If she met small responsibilities badly, such as keep
ing clinic appointments, could we say, without trying it, that she 
would also be l}-nable to cooperate so as to make foster placement a 
success? Some'people rise to great adjustments much better than to 
smaIl ones. Why? We do not know. Our only conclusion at present 
seems to be th at we may have to spend as much effort as ever in 
fin ding out conclusively that nothing but radical measures will do any 
good, but we may direct that effort a Httle more consdously toward 
understanding the real situation if our aim is not too exclusively 
tied up from the start with a desire to play' Providence to some chil
dren who certainly seem to need it. The trage dy of the latter is that 
it is a question if the children are not worse off for well-meant but 
futile attempts to help them, and whether the possibility of a real 
change is not delayed, by such efforts. The whole philosophy of pallla
tives confronts ua hèrê; 

.. I;:.,-~~. , 

When iS.;f.-ellef'notrl:.el~f? Mrs. C's case sets up the question whether 
we are not s9. sensitized to "something given" that a bell rings in
side us, as it were, if a certain bit qf. "ireatment has money costs 

,....... ft 

, ,attached to it, and we have to justify iEbn sorriéjvhat different grounds 
'f J',. ~ .• ::.' .k . 

. !t,that} if it were detached from mO!:J.:eY:;·êon.~.idèràtions. A ticket to visit 
Hawthorne might be thought of as a 'gift. It ll).ight also, if one were 
strongly emphasizing the mother's cooperatic;nr"in a plan for cultivat
ing what might be helpful in the relatiQtlship of mother and son, be 
as incidental a means of enabling her tÖ/ser;e th,e case work objective 

"a-s asodal worker's expense moneyJoi ä'#iiiillar visit. In the first 
histance, the socia! worker thinks, "Here is a favor this mother wants. 
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Shall I give or withhold?" In the second, she is trying to achie~e a. _ .. 
result in which the mother can be a big factor in success or fallure. 
She invests a'-certain sum in an experiment in parent-child relation
ships. That it is given to the mother has little importance. This second 
way of thinking would certainly be likely to produce very different 
attitudes in both, and would lead the sodal worker to proceed very 
differently .. 

Neither point of view, however, covers quite all we want to firid in 
modern case work thinking. It is not a question of "Is the mother 
trying to use me?" (in which case I am on the defensive unless I find 
some reason why I want to give what she asks) or "ean I use the 
mother for my purpose?" Such a purpose as the fine-sounding one of 
establishing a healthier mother-son relationship has no vitality unless 
rooted in some desire on the part of mother and son for such a relation
ship-unless, that is, it is their purpose, too. The case worker may think 
farther and feel more truly than they are able to; she may be 1l.everal 
steps ahead of them but must be on the same road. Otherwise a visit 
is arranged, but nothing in the way of better relationship happens. 

This ties up with something the writer learned by taking foster
home applications.10 We cannot expect complete aItruism on one side 
of any human transaction. Foster mothers and placing societies have 
purposes ·of their own (each selfish if you like). If they can reach 
an arrangement whereby both are reasonably satisfied, there is a 
healthy basis of cooperation; otherwise not. So with sodal worker 
and dient relationships. I do not believe that asodal worker should 
have no goals which spell success in the case for her-only that she 
should be wiUing either to find them on the client's road or to forego 

"1;heir attainment for this case. If both discover that their paths go 
together, weIl and good; but there is no sound relationship when one 
cannot be satisfied without fordng the other into his way. ~~ 

It..- \ 

Interview 4 (Sylvia Pj age 13) 

Admitted.-Cedar Knolls School, July 1, 1933, on aremand to expire Jan. 
30, 1934. .,-, , 

History.-Girl was referred to this society by the Crime Prevention Bureau 
in June, 1933. Was known tG the School Attendance Department because of 
truancy. Had been written up in the papers because she lived six days in the 
subways after a scolding at home. Mother complained that girl stayed out late 
and was incorrigible. Psychological and psychiatrie examinations showed aver
age intelligence, but an unhappy child, feeling herself rejected in favor of 
brother. Plans for treatment at hom~~n probation failed because girl ran away 
again. She was found after six'dàys at Coney Island. 

10 An Experiment in Short .C.qntact Interviewing, p. 45. 
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At the Sc.hooI : Girl has been under treatment by the resident psychiatrist. 
Family.-Father, mother, Alfred, 15, Rosalie, 8, Norma, 3. Ladies' Benevolent 

Society interested in raising money for a scholarship for Alfred. " 
Interview (12-24-'33).-In response to the form letter sent to parents of 

Hawthorne children, mother sent postcard asking worker to visit her Jan. 4. 
Home and Neighborhood: The home is in a district of single houses, duplex 

dwellings or blocks of six or eight l10uses 'set closè·'together. Houses are some
what run-down in appearance, though ev:identli:comfortable when built. Home 
is a single house in a block, with glassed ·:porch. 'MOther says they moved here 
from Ridgewood a few months ago to get rent of $20. Mother is not sure 
how to run the steam heat and has asked advice of neighbor. Rooms are eom
fortably furnished and neatJy kept. 

Circumstances of Visit and Observations: The porch door stuck and\seemed 
to be locked. Worker heard avoice caIIing to her, and thought it was a 
young girI, with a mop of wavy black hair, who W1J,\l waving from the stairs 
and who led the way into the rooms taÎking ineessantly. It was soon apparent 
that she was the mother. She gave impression of being quite a dramatic person. 
Worker thought at first that she must have been an actress. She did not relax 
and slow down her rapid flow of speech for some time. She was explaining the 
chili of the parlor, and talking to Rosalie and Norma who came in, trying to 
get Norma tQ,s{ng for worker, all as if she were talking to gain time. Rosalie 
is a small, thin chiJd of eightj Norma looking 50 big in her zipper suit that 
her mother's sending her for her nursing bottle made her look ridieulous. Norma 
refused the milk and asked for candy, which mother first refused and then sent 
for the box and. took out one piece for each, telling the girIs that if they had the 
candy now it would soon be gone and they would have no more. She then 
sent them out to play and talked more at ease, crying wh en she mentioned her 
unhappy life at home. Alfred came in before the close and joined in conversa
tion, asking about psychiatrie examinations. He is a talI, thin, good-looking boy, 
gentlemanly, and asking questions in aresponsibIe way. He brought his m-other 
a china swan for a vase. Mother says he often brings her littJe gifts from the 
ten cent store. 

What Mother Wanted from the Society: Mother apologized for sending for 
worker. Said she s~t tbis.date because she was selling neckties before Christmas 
and was not Qf(eri~àt:"home. She is much cohcerned whether she should try to 
get Sylvia"hÓfu~··\y,hi!îi\1).er remand expires Jan. 30. Feels "terribly" to have 
her eMd awa~'>frorrtner (she eried here) and thinks Sylvia has learned a lot 
of sophistieation from older girIs at Cedar ,KlI'ölls. IJ she takes her home, she 
fears that Sylvia wiIl be just as bad aslilfore. H!$ft husband blarnes her for 

'.,;ç' .. Sylvia's being sent away but she can se~.1):~thing!>peçlS'-tild have done differently. 
.... 'SaY's her husband has changed a greaf"deaI sin'te' Sylvia was sent away. (Cried 

and said she is not happy at all.) He is away from th~house almost all the time, 
and she does not know what he does. When asked/if: 'father was fond of Sylvia, 
mother said she thought so but he was nevel"''6ne to pay mueh attention to 
any of them. At another time, she said he Iiid ha;dly ever taken her anywhere, 
was not interested in amusements, always athome·tp--t1at and go to bed. At still 

., 'ánother time, mother said father is resnèSs~ha(wa:ÎlderIust, and she thinks 
Sylvia has it:"in the blood." 

Mother : The'; mother gave a picture of a hard-working girlhood, whieh is 
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not easy to connect with her appearance. Said several times, "I'm a Hun,~rian. ~ .. 
girl, and I was brought up to all kinds of work." She brought up her nine 
siblings after hér mother's'death. Did not mind the hard work because she was 
happy then. There was nothing to disgust her with life, as now. Her home was 
a religious one, while 1!er husband is German and cares nothing for religion. 
Sylvia, too, would run out when her mother lit the candIes for Friday evening. 
Mother speaks in praise of her father who came from the old country two years 
ago. When he visits, mother tells him nothing about Sylvia except that she is 
away at a (:8.mp. She' cries and says she has no one to teIl her troubles 
to, for she does not want to worry her father. 

Mother says her husband used to make a good living but now works in knit
ting milIs where hé has only a day or two of work a week. He was on strike 
in the fall when work was good. Mother made neckties to sell as long as 
there was any demand. The teachers at SyIvia's school bought a number. Sylvia's 
teacher was sympathetic, and one day mother told her all her troubles. Says 
she has never had what she wanted from life-always hard work and nothing 
for it. Mother says teachers and workers at court have told her to leave Sylvia 
at Cedar KnqlIs as long as court permits. They say she must think of herself 
and "be strong for the others." "'_ 

Mother beamed when Alfred came in. Had told worker that he has said that 
he would not write to Sylvia. "She is not my sister when she acts that way." 
Mother seemed to look to him and value his opinions. Asked worker to teIl 
him about the psychiatrie service at Cedar KnolIs which worker had told her 
about. Alfred was thinking in terms of a "mental examination"-not of treat
ment. 

Throughout, mother filled the conversation with descriptions of Sylvia's be
havior-how she would take her lunch to school and run away at noon, how 

'She lived in the subways for several days and came home sick. Her two first 
menstrual periods coincided with trips away from home when she was without 
adequate food or rest. Mother says the doctor whom she called the second time 
told her Sylvia deserved to be sick and mother should not bother any more 
about her. Mother, herself, complains of pain in her back and vaginal dis-

"charge and says her family doctor says she is all run down. Is giving her a 
tonie. All through, mother's expressed concern about Sylvia was closely con
nected to how Sylvia's behavior has made her feel. She is much hurt that on 
hèr visit Sylvia seemed to care nothing for her but ;anted high' heeled 
sho'êS, \ a wrist watch and bracelet, etc., though she knew how little money 
mother has. 

Worker's part in the conversation was that of an assenting listener. At times 
she asked questions, S1lch asowhether' father had been fond of Sylvia (when 
mother described the change in him). Impression was that mother hardly 
noticed questions and passed !On with the flow of her own thoughts. Several 
times mother paused to ask worker what she thought she ought to do about 
taking Sylvia home. Worker expla:ined the nature of aremand, the possibility 
of psychiatric treatment for personality difficulties, the time necessary to effect 
any real change, etc. Mother probably gathered that worker thought girl should 
remain longer-at least, she seemed~ to lose her attitude that she might be 
harming or punishing her chUt bY"not making im effort to have her come 
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home, and said that she feIt greatly relieved by the opportunity to talk. 
How Case Was Left: Worker explained that there would be a visitor later, but 

that for the present, mother could find her at the office on Thursd<\ys, if she 
wished to tark over anything. 

Comment.-In this case one has the impression of an unhealthy family re
lationship and rejection by mother as the main root of Sylvia's difficulty, and 
the psychiatrist's opinion that the c~ild is> a persoirlility in deep conflict would 
confirm this. Superficially, mother's w'eepi.ng and':complaining that life had given 
her nothing that she wanted would seem to in'dfcate a need for therapy in 
mother: Worker is not sure that mother wants any therapeutic help, however. 
She talks much of her unhappiness (as she says she has done to the teachers) 
but the impression is that she wants sympathy (this is what she reports that she 
got from teachers and physicians) but not that she feels any need or~;change 
in herself. It seems to be her husband who is all wrong. There is a suspicion 
that her relationship with Alfred is sufficiently 10Yfi,lr-like to give her some 
satisfactions, in addition to those of being an unhappy married woman. Her 
relation to Norrna, as observed, reminds one of a mother animal alternately 
licking and cuffing her cubs. She wants Norma to show off as soon as she comes 
into the room, but one wonders if swift rejection will not follow if Norma 
hurts her pride or becomes rebellious. 

As far as wotker can teIl, mother got what she wanted from this interview
a sympathetic hearing and relief from guilt about keeping Sylvia at Cedar 
KnolIs. Worker did not intend to convey to mother that it was her advice 
thai' mother let her remain, although the information given about need of 
time for personality study might be so interpreted by mother. It seems likely 
that mother will need to think that someone else has taken the responsibility 
for this decision, to relieve her own guilt over rejecting the child. 

This ease brings out clearly the difference in thinking.if one has a 
paternalistic as contrasted with an educational philosophy of case 
work. Under a paternalistic philosophy, an agency which comes in 
touch with a family for any purpose would feel responsible for seeing 
what the needs ate.,and for meeting them as far as possible, or, if 
not, seeing tpay·sqill.e"()ther agency equipped to do so is in touch with 
the case.,.~<"'~" "'-'\".-. 

•. -t.;. .' 

It is quite obviöus that all the children in this, family stand a 
chance to grow up with unhealthy perê,Orl:'álities.,:Alfred, at present, is a 

" ot .• ~.~. 

'.- socially aeceptable young man, in .th~) proteè1J,e.d atmosphere of high ."" .. ,...... .. .. 
~. ::School, with an attractive mother;'tû proleet \ind buy small presents 

. for. One cannot conceive of his making a nor;mal adjustment to the 
other sex, and one wonders what will happen ~hen he has to compete 
with others for a job. Perhaps some b~néVàlen(' society (they already 
have) will give him a scholarship to 'g9'~ii:: fl».,d on in school, and if 

'. 'he does not get into too much emotipl1áfconllict to do his school work 
weIl he may end as a professor, single or unhap'pily married, with a 
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mother very proud of him, but a wretched misfit in human relation-. _ .. 
ships. 

Alfred's need of mentàl hygiene help is something that a case worker 
would forecast rather than anything at present apparent. I suppose the 
best type of case work, under a paternalistic philosophy, would 
exhaust every means to get into rapport with members of thefamily, 
induding the father, and if it saw therapy for one or more as a goal 
try to get them to accept it. There would be a study of the economic 
situation and an attempt to meet the needs if possible. This would 
probably be picked as a good case for intensive work, with an un
happy mother as the focus of treatment. 

With an educational philosophy of case work, the steps in the mind 
of the case worker would be not (1) perception of need, (2) assump
tien of responsibility for it, (3) devising ways to get into contact with 
members of the family to make them see the need. Instead, there would 
be (1) a discriminating study of what the individual who makes the 
first contact sees as needs; (2) relation of this to resources in the 
society or in the equipment óf the worker; (3) meeting this need (or 
not meeting it, according to circumstances) with the major considera
tion how to do either one in such a way as to stimulate the dient's 
sense of responsibility for problems and his capacity to meet them; 
(4) developing a relationship with the individual who first makes con
tact and with others with whom contact grows naturally out of this
a relationship in which counseling help is known to be available if, 
as, and when desired; (5) proceeding always from the known (i.e., 
problems seen by the dient) to the unknown (problems seen by the 
worker) but only as fast and as far as the dient'can go. 

. "', This educational approach involves more faith than most sodal 
workers have in the pressure of emotional difficulties for outlet when 
any understanding person is available as listener. It implies mlling
ness' to'wait for an educational process rather than to drive ahead for 
aresuit, such as connecting a dient with therapy or some other op
portunity. (It is sometimes forgotten, incidentally, that these very op
portunities mean IitÜé u?less there is educational preparation for 
them; the client gets therapy but cannot use it.) 

The most marked difference of the educational from the paternal
istic philosophy of case work is its acceptance of the fact that there 
are many evils which cannot be cured by either sodal case work or 
psychiatry. Where paternalistic.,..case work takes responsibility for 
any case that it "accepts,"'w'örklilg thereafter till it has exbausted all 
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resources to see that needs are met, the educational philosophy sees 
no use in trying to meet needs whieh people cannot be educated to 
meet for themselves. (See, in connection with this, later comments on 
material relief, Interview 5.) If it is associated, as sometimes hap
pens, with a philosophy of the responsibility of the whole community 

\ 

for sodal welfare, it sees no reasoh for iilàking exceptions of in-
dividual vietims of wretched soèial'condiÜo;~~,. but rather sees educa
tion for social and economie change as essêntial and only to be re
tarded by palliative treatment of individuals. It treats individuals, then, 
as they are ready for its counseling serviee in the handling of their 
problems of life adjustment, stopping at any point where th~; dient 
can no longer be stimulated to see. further needs or to make further 
changes in the relationships betweeri himself aÎiil his environment. 

Interview 5 (Samuel S; age 14) 

Admitted.-Hawtborne Scbool, Dec. 23, 1933, on remand unti! June, 1934. 
Complaint.-In Cbildren's Court, Sept. 27, 1933, for stealing pocketbook 

containing $90 'Qn street. Plac'ed on probation. In anotber court af ter break
ing into housé-witb two otber boys on Nov. 25, 1933. Stole jewelry valued 
at $425. Caugbt by owner in bouse. Sent to Hawtborne on remand because of 
good reputation of family and because boy confessed and told names of bis 
companions and seemed to court officer sincerely repentant. He bad been 
stealing and selling wine from cellars and gambling witb tbe money. 

History.-Parents, born in Turkey, are CÎtizens of tbe U.S.; bere 26 years. 
Fatber ingrocery and fruit business unti! fmced out by tbe depression. Living 
standards and reputation good. Samuel left scbool in BB grade and was sole 
wage earner at $13 a week, working in a brusb factory at time of his arrest. 
Public Scbool bad given sister Mary (15) and brotber Mark (12) free luncbes 
and c1otbing. ScbooI referred family to Home Relief Bureau after Samuel's 
arrest . 

Interview (1-25-'34),.-Posta~ card received from fatber in response to tbe 
fonD, letter sent t,FtP~r~;rts of Hawtborne boys. He asked for a visit on Janu-
ary 25. ,;.:,.:~'<,,~.;-- , 

House~iid 'N eighllorhood: A J ewisb residential district, fairly newly built 
up apparentJy:"'Homei~ aImost opposite Pub~!c Scbool 79 on tbe corner of B 
Avenue. Family lives on tbe tbird Hoor fr~n,t:" ./';':i, 

''j'' Circumstances of tbe Interview: Worker;was açjmi~t.ed by Mary, atbin, pale
::.t: )';{ac~d, tired-Iooking girl, wbo took 4.~:,}hto _~pit front room, used as a bed

'room, and introduced ber motber. Motberis a somewbat stout woman witb 
straigbt black bair, combed back into a large knot.,:Sbe was alternately taking 
up and putting down a baby of about a year,j~ètb~ginning to walk. Motber 
speaks Englisb witb some difficulty and' .indièated ;"~bat ber busband would 
soon be back. Sbe said tbat be bad seen fro~, thé"wm,qow worker coming across 

",tbe street and bad feIt sure sbe was comipg"fö 'iiië-if"'house. Sbe seemed to find 
tbis an amusing littIe tbing to talk abouf wbich helped ber to keep ber conver-
sation going: ' 
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Before father cameïn, mother showed a letter from Samuel, a formal il!Wta- . - .. 
ti<>n to his graduation next Monday. Mother says she cannot go. She bas been 
taken to the Sclîool once b'y a friend who has a car. Mother says that she has 
very bad headaches and points to a goitre in her neck whkh she thinks may 
be the cause. The father, came in shortly. He is a small man, apparently not 
in very vigorous health. He sat on the edge of the bed and talked fiuently. 
Before the end of the interview Mark came in from school. He is a quiet, pale
looking boy, who listened attentiveIy to his father. Father shook hands and 
asked if worker had seen the letter from Samuel. He said that the School 
was a good place and he was glad Samuel was there even though it was a 
terrible thing to have him sent away. Worker explained the relation of the 
J.B.G. to the School. Father said he was glad the society was interested in 
Samuel, for he is not a bad boy even though what he has done is bad. Father 
said several times, "I thank God this has happened, for nobody knows how 
far he would have gone if something hadn't stopped him from stealing." He was 
trying hard to help the family, however. His earnings were the family's sup-
port before his arrest. Father says, of course, he wants him home but "not 
because I need him, you understand. I do need him and we suffer without 
him but even more I want him to have a chance. It doesn't matter so-much 
about me. If I can't get work, we suffer but then I'm an older man and my 
life is not so long. But he has his life to live yet, and he ought to have a 
chance." 

Then, as if beginning a new subject, father asked if he might ask a favor 
of worker. He said he didn't suppose it could be granted but would she please 
try, at least, to help him get a job. He said he had- registered with the Civil 
Works Authority in aIr the boroughs but could not follow this up by daily 
visits, as he would like to, for lack of carfare. It would cost twenty or thirty 
Cents a day, he said, and they do not have it. He said he was referred to 
the Home ReIief. Bureau by the school where he had registered for a job. 
He was reIuctant to take relief but knew he had to, and if not they would 
not keep him in mind for a job. He said he could do anything with his hands, 
although he exp'lained he is not expert. He can do carpentry, painting or odd 
:tabs of all so1'ts. "Everything except office work," he said, at which his wife 
joined him in laughing. When worker said that the society was in as bad a 
position as he, since there are almost no jobs to be had, father said be knew 
that; nevertheless, he knows that infiuence has something to do with it, for '. , 
men registered at the Civil Works Authority long after he did are working 
today, and he has never had an offer. Father says it takes someone to speak 
for you. He, himself, has Ïriends, many of them, people of influence in the 
Riverside District where'1!hey' used to live. He says, however, he could not go 
to them for help. 

Once he had a good busine~ there. W orker asked if he thought they would 
blame him for being out of work .. Father said, no, it was not that but "it hurts 
me here," putting his hand on his chest. He says that they moved to this 
neighborhood when their fortunes went down, partly to get away from the 
pitying looks of friends, and here they have had vei:y Iittle to do with the 
people around them. Worker ,!!sKed'What father did all day, and he said the 
days were very long-just tramping the streets and coming in again with noth-
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ing accomplished. Samuel could have work if he were home but not his father. 
The brush shop has sent for him and also a dress fadory in Manhattan which 
had his name. Father told both places that boy was· in hospital. Father asked 
the dress factory if they would not employ him instead but th~y refusedj 
said they wanted only boys. Father explained boy's leaving school by saying 
that he was il! in the hospital af ter an accident from Dec. 1932, when he 
left school, until it was nearly summer. Then' he:\wanted to go to work and 
help the family. Father said he was·told ~n visit to Hawthorne by a man who, 
he thinks, was the superintendent that boy is' :on~. of the best there and that, 
regardless of what he has done, they thiIik he ip 'à fine boy. 

Worker asked how the boy himself has reactèd to being sent to Hawthorne. 
It was a little difficult to explain to family that she nieant that while he would 
naturally have regrets, it was not healthy for him to be overcome witjl shame 
and to lose his seIf-respect. Worker allowed her struggle for words iri saying 
this to be apparent to family, with the expected resuJt that they seemed to have 
a fellow feeling for her difficulty in language and "~eemed to make a special 
effort to understand. Father thinks boy does respect himself and feels sure that 
he has the respect of the school authorities. Worker explained that there wil! be 
a regular visitor before boy comes home and that she would like to pass on 
the father's requests immediately. Ex'plained that she is herself on special work 
and has more,Jime to get acquainted with the parents than the regular visitor 
and is only filling in until active work is to be done. Explained that while the 
agency might not be able to do much, father could feel free to talk with 
them at any time. Father said he was sorry to bring worker to the home but 
he had no money for carfare. Worker assured him she has another visit in 
the neighborhood and was glad to come to meet them. 

Her impression of family's attitude was one of self-respecting cordiality. 
Comm.ent.-This family is one of thousands in New Vork, brought from 

a condition of comfortable livelihood to the edge of destitution, if not beyond. 
None of the family looks weIl. The home, although clean, is bare and cheerless. 
They have to face the monotony of existence without any of the things which 
would make the day pass with any pleasure. From the court record worker 
learnedthat probation office was convinced that boy was sincerely repentant 
and the family was, Olle with standards, with whom it wil! be worth while to 
work intensively~·~~~gè!less of whether it is true or not that boy has given 
up his di~~,~esf, wa.Y$,'_O~ making money, the fact that he told on his con
federates would make ,a' complete break with his former life necessary. In any 
case, it seems'- undesirable for family to co,n,!;jnue in this neighborhood where 
they have nothing but misery to remembei: and noQ:~ of the ties to their com-

"1' munity, which they left behind in RiverM'de. lp \\muld seem to be a meïltal 
;:t, ':;;hygiene problem to work out with:i~thèm -th~ir'emotional difficulties about 

"return to a neighborhood which has muchmeaning Jor them. 
In relation to Samuel, it is impossible that an ;;tdblescent boy, craving all the 

things that money could give his famil;v i~, i1icr~~,se of comfort and some 
of the excitement and pleasure of youth".,shoul'9 return to a factory job at 
$13 a week, all of which must be given tothe' 1!im.UiY for barest necessities, and 

-- .-' should maintain morale and make anygrèi'\Vth 'i'!Jf personality. It would seem 
that he must have the reinforcement of something to enjoy, something to live 
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for besides monotoI).OUS labor to keep just out of starvation. For the sake of the 
boy's rehabilitatioll" then, it would seem that everything possible shoufd be' ~ ., 
done to reinfort:e the famjJy in its own struggle to maintain morale. It would 
seem that this family has possibilities for using educationally, for growth of 
personality, any betterment in their condition which can be given them through 
the interest of the society. ' 

Comparing tbis situation with the philosophies expounded in com
menting on Interview 4, one asks whether an "educational" philosophy 
of case work (as distinguished from a paternalistic one) is compatible 
with the administration of relief. In this case, of course, the basic 
necessities are taken care of (probably very inadequately) under the 
Home Relief Bureau, but there are so many things the family needs 
before they can have anything like a stable foundation for maintain
ing their morale and starting the children out in life with any chance 
of success that a case-work organization has to think seriously about 
relief in relation to its treatment. Discarding the paternalistic philoso
phy that case workers are responsible for meeting all the needs. they 
see or for getting someone else to meet them if they can, there have 
grown up various attitudes toward relief. By relief here is meant not 
only coal and groceries, but recreation, scholarships, gifts of dothing, 
anything that costs the agency money directly or means a transfer 
to the dients of material goods. Generally, relief of any kind seems 
to be thought of as a sometimes necessary evil. If a family is in
terested in nothing else, then it might be used to form a contact in 
the hope that the client would then be able to cónsult ab out his per
sonality difficulties, but some would condemn even this concession to 
the ftesh. If the contact cannot proceed without something being done 
about pressing needs, then somebody else should attend to the relief, 

. tays this theory. The writer objects to the use of relief to "buy" a 
relationship and equally to the fe ar that it will kill it. Sound human 
relationships outside of case work do not seem to be tirade or deStroyed 
as è'aSilyas all that. The writer objects equally to an attitude whfch 
would see it as a professional duty either to divert people from pre
occupation with materiàl needs, which are all too real, or to refuse to 
do anything for theffi if tbey camlot be thus diverted, on the ground 
that they do not want càqe-work service. It reminds one of the re
ligious missions that give meals and a beq only as a means to sav
ing a man's soul. 

There are a number of dilemmas all mixed up here, but a funda
n'lental error lies in the conception in the mind of the ca.se worker 

""':r: 
~"'.~... ... .. 
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that money is power. With this association of money-power, a largely 
subconscious one and never thought through, case workers who want 
power over others use relief with a patemalism which is kindly or 
dominating as the case may be, while those who revolt from having 
power exercised over themselves or from using it on others shun re
lief, Of course, dients usuallythink that rribney is power and have 
all kinds of emotional reactions to their la:c~of it and to the supposed 
power over them that is bestowed upon the'''case worker when she has 
something to give. All the more reason, then, that the case worker 
should darify her Own emotions about it, so as to be able to help the 
dients with theirs. \); 

As was discussed in the commel}ts on Interview 3, money may be 
used to carry out a case-work plan with th~l"attitude that the case 
worker has used power or bestowed it upon the dient in the process 
of carrying out the plan, or with quite a different attitude in which 
money figures as something as incidental to the plan as the matter of 
choosing troll~y or subway for transportation. The plan is made by the 
dient (so runs the educational philosophy of case work) with the case 
worker's encouragement to think it out as ij what was needed could 
bedone, what resources are necessary, where if anywhere they can 
be found. The case worker contributes a relationship which gives 
confidence where, with no one "standing by," the dient might not 
be able even to imagine a way out of his difficulties. She may contribute 
considerably in information and knowledge of how to help dients 
think dearly, along with psychiatrie skill in sizing up at every point 
just how much she needs to help the dient think things out, and when, 
with a little stimulation, he can go on his own . 

Suppose this pl;ap., as evolved, takes money. The dient has ex
hausted his res9;uiees; Where shaU it be obtained? If the case worker 

•• " ..... '!'~. , 

herself h~,4éased.to,'a.spociate money blindly with power, and especial-
ly if she has.,a sbcialphilosophy which looks upon the resources of a 
nation as rightfully used for human w~lfàre, sq,é will feel neither guilty 

',1' nor grateful nor humiliated to apprB~6h apet~~n or agency which has 
;:t. ::}urds on behalf of this well-thQ~lJl-out/putpose. Perhaps the dient 

'should approach such a source himself. PeJhaps the case worker 
could contribute a point of contact with thtffund or giver through be
ing a professional person, as a doctor W{jl'il,d ask for a medical report 
from another physician for bis patien( (:mln t~e patient's. permission) 

",.,knowing that he would be told more-::The"iiQ.lhtis that the case worker 
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must divorce herself entirely from the idea of power or merl~ in. _ .. 
getting this gift to the dient. If she does this and puts her energies 
into helping the dientto make the same divorce, this wrÏter can see 
no damage resulting to the relationship. The dient mayor may not 
get the lesson in detàchment from his childish attitudes that a per-
son who gave was "nice" and one who did not "real mean." If case 
work is like any other educational process it takes time, and no teacher 
expects perfec1lon from every pupil. But in this "progressive school" 
called, life, where giving anei receiving relationships are so important for 
all emotional development, there seems to be great advantage, both for 
case workers and dients, not in eva ding them but in leaming to deal 
with them constructively. 

As more and more of relief, at least for basic necessities, is taken 
over by public agencies, and its administration becomes a business in 
itself then case work may be freed to use relief or not as it is needed
not to wield power and force plans through, but to provide the "",here
withal for plans soundly conceived in the best case-work practice. 

GROUP III 

Interview 6 (Jacob M; age 15) 

Admitted.-Hawthorne School, Dec. 8, 1933, on commitment for violation 
of parole. 

Court Record.-April 13, 1933, was in Children's Court {Jn complaint that 
acting with four otber boys, he engaged a jewelry story keeper in conversation 
about a fountain pen while his confederates stole watches from the show case. 
Was placed on probation. On Dec. 1, 1933 complaint that boy, with two adults, 
stole a horse and wagon and laundry valued at $250 and concealed goods in 
vacant apartment, abandoning the horse and wagon. 
" Family.-Father, mother, brother Hyman, 13, sister Beatrice, 12, Sarah, 8, 
Millie, 6, Tillie, 4. 

Interview (1-2-'34).-Visited after having received a postcard requesting 
visit in answer to form letter sent to parents {Jf boys at .... Hawthorn'è.' Inter
view" tbok place in thc kitchen, the only warm room, heated by a cook stove. 
Two rooms open from this into which mother sent the children while she 
talked with visitor. Mother- was standing by tbe kitchen table sprinkling clothes 
for ironing. Mother di<l .not~ sit down until urged to do 50 by visitor. The 
room was smaIl and had litt~e furniture but was weIl kept. Mother is young
looking, rosy-cheeked woman, lwith alert face and friendly manner. During the 
interview the children came in from school and stood about in a circ1e listening 
and talking. Beatrice, at mother's request, read Jacob's letter to visitor. Hyman, 
the boy of 13, was bringing coal for mother from the basement. The children 
are bright-looking youngsters, healthy and well-kept. 

What Mother Wanted from the Society: Mother's first remark was an apology 
that she had sent for'visitor wnèh sli~ ought to have come to the office herself. 
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She said she did not realize this until after the postcard had gone. Visitor 
reassured her that she saved the time in the afternoon to visit and that she 
knew many mothers are too busy to leave home. " 

Asked mother how she was. Mother shrugged her shoulders, continuing to 
sprinkle the clothes, saying she was pretty weIl but she had troubles. Worker 
asked her what they were, and she said it was. her boy being sent away. Asked 
how much worker knew and gave her h~r own stàry that Jacob was involved 
with other boys aaginst whom she" had warned him" telling him to stay by 
himself. It was no good to be around ~ith th~ ·tJóys. She said he had said he 
could . take care of himself. When the boys stole laundry from the wagon 
Jake helped them bring the packages upstairs to empty apartments in the 
house. He claimed he did not know the goods were stolen. Mother had sent 
him out to school to pass an examination the day the police came \10r him. 
Mother said he was a bright boy, and it was too bad he was se~t away, 
although after all she thought it might be good f~1" him to stay and learn a 
lesson until he was 21. If he was at home, thoughj he might get a job and 
help her out a little for times are bad. 

When questioned about her husband's work she said he is a tailor in a 
shop on L Street. He has only two or three days work a week. Mother ex
plained, although worker could not see in what connection, that her husband 
had been marired before and had three children when she married him. The 
stepchildren are now married and out of the home. One of these sons got 
a job for Jacob last summer in the shipping room where he works, and 
Jacob made $8 a week. He did good work, and they have been asking for him 
recently. Motlier hopes no one will tell where Jacob is, as it may spoil his 
èhances for a job when he comes home. 

Mother produced a letter from the Superintendent at Hawthorne telling her 
that Jacob will have his tonsils and adenoids removed about Jan. 17 unless 
the parents object before that time. Mother was worried about this and tele
phoned the School today (at a cost of thirty-five cents, which meant much 
to her) to find out more about it. She wishes she could only be there over 
night but the School told her it was impossible. She will be allowed to visit 
on Jan. 19. She said it is hard for her to get away because "I am a house
keeper too. If th ere' ,is'no hot water everybody will be crying for it." Evidently 
the expense .oj xiSltin'@Js also a large issue. Visitor reassured her about the tonsil 
and adenoi.,d,'opèratidiî'/which none of her children had had. Two boys have had 
operations fbr .. appern:liciÜs, and worker told her this was less serious, but mother 
had heard oi a child dying of hemorrhage and was 'evidently very fearful. 

A letter from the boy was read by Beatnce. It is'hIll of praise of mother and 
'.i .:~:;r;c' the good advice he had received at h.?,P,i~fetc,:?;,th~'.1kind of letter a boy might 

';'think it good for him to write. Hë~'Senf gièetings to all his sisters and his 
.. boy friends, especially Eddie, a boy who,' mother Sll.-ys, has warned him against 

bad company. A letter to Eddie written on the s.aJ:îl~ paper was in quite differ
ent language from that to his mother. In this·\he sê-ld the school was a "Iousy 
place" and he was glad Eddie was not therê: .• _::... .. 

'Although worker prolonged the visit, the .. çliildr~ni;bringing samples of Jacob's 
., .... drawings and worker telling mother a.3ittIeab'butthe school at Hawthorne, 

mother see!lled to have nothing further to say or to ask of the society. Worker's 
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conclusion is that the mother was worried by the letter from Hawthorne a;pout. ~ .. 
the operation and primarily needed reassurance. She asked about the 04ce at 
19th Street, aria worker lold her that she could come at any time on Tues-
day morning if she wished to talk with visitor. Explained to her that the 
society will have a màn interested in Jacob when he is ready to return home. 
Mother pressed worker's hand with a great deal of warmth as visitor left. 
Evidently she feIt the need of some personal contact with the School and ap
preciated the interest of the society in her boy. 

Although 'it is probable that the family is living on very small means, 
Il\other did not bring out any .need for assistance. She did misunderstand some
tl;ting that worker said about the boy's coming home and asked at whose ex
pense- this would be arranged. Worker explained that visits are sometimes 
aJlowed if the Superintendent thinks best, but did not indicate at this time 
that there was any question that expenses could be paid. 

There seems to be nothing to be done in this case except reassure mother. 
It may remain quiescent unless mother appeals to the society for some service. 

Comments.-In the absence of information which might reverse the opinion, 
the M family shows no evidence of the social pathology that might produce de
linquency. One suspects, rather (and there is information lacking 'Qn this 
also) that a sociological study of the neighborhood might show a delinquency 
area (similar to those studied in Chicago by Clifford Shaw) in which it is 
the normal thing for adolescents to become involved in delinquency. Mother 
seemed to have some consciousness of this when she said she tried to keep 
boy from going with other boys, and when she said she supposed the sons 
of people who lived uptown did not get sent away like this. When the case 
worker said that they came from all parts of the city, she replied, with what 
looked like relief, "Oh, I thought maybe it was only from districts where-
-you know-cheap people live." Worker had the impression from the way in 
which mother told her that they had lived in this district twenty-two years 
that mother does feel at home here and has a sense of "belonging." One 
wonders whether she bas just begun to realize that there are infiuences threatening 
her children which she cannot control by the admonition to "keep away" 

"irom the crowd. 

Observation during this visit would suggest that the mother was 
one who devotes herself utterly to making her fami'ty as conffortable 
as po!;sible and expects from them in return obedience and a loyalty 
that may have in it considerable shutting out of other interests. She 
was proud of the boy's' school and athletic ability, and one does not 
doubt that she wants' her childrèn to "get on." But the penalty of 
living in a neighborhoocf jWhich must have very mixed sorts of at
tractions for young people is that one "gets on" by being highly selec
tive of companions and interests. Naturally parents do not trust 
youngsters to have the judgment for this, and in trying to select for 
their children ding to the things they know-which may not be the 
newest resources or those tîibst erijoyable to the child. AIso, the whole 

-'-:' 
.:5;. )':~ 
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emphasis is apt to be on picking out what gives the child the most, 
not what he can contribute to in such a way as to develop social
mindedness. Youngsters mayor may not get this in extra-turricular 
activities at school. Chances to participate in something worth while, 
even at some personal sacrifice, are rare jn our present civilization, 
and, if there were such an opportunity, p'àfents might easily object 
to a youngster's embracing it.t'Wl).at do ,you get out of it?" "Why 
waste your time?" "You may get into tr6uble." These are natural 
enough things for parents to say, little realizing how valuable a part 
of education for socially-minded citizenship is being lost. 

It seems to be a penalty of the monstrous growth of cities tHat com
munity spirit does not develop or is sa domil1ated by the elders that 
the young have na place and na education for';i:Jarticipation. The "will 
to cooperate" still seeks an outlet, but on the immature gang level 
where the goals are the crudest sart of personal advantage (fruit from 
pushcarts, adventure, money for fun, etc.). An admonition to "keep 
away" solvell,.nothing then, and a good family life cannot maintain its 
health without roots in a sound social fabric. 

It seems that case work would take on quite a different emphasis 
if case workers were more aware of the relation of their dients to the 
whole community. It seems as if they aften repeat the mistakes of 
parents, described above, in which they try to create a world such as 
they approve for the young pers on, or to "make an exception" of 
theirchild, giving him advantages not enjoyed by other young people 
of his age and group. Youngsters aften react like J acob in refusing 
to be made an exception of or to take an artificial world. Then the 
case worker is as surprised and hurt as the parents would be, and per
haps as little unde:rstanding of the youngster's seeming perversity. The 
question is whéj;~è(ihe young are not healthier in their reactions. Is 
not the i~sii~";Basit'ä;ny one of making communities fit for them to be 

.. -\': . 
a part of, w.ith rèàl participation in their community as'a sine qua non 
of healthy mature adült life?",· ", j<;,: 

GROV,?;:!tV ,,",.' :;'!~ , 
Interview 7 tl~~i!lg J/(~ge'15) 

Admitted.-Hawthorne School, Nov. 1, 1933, QIlJremand for four months. 
Complaint.-Acting with three other boys!Jl,/bogsted John Smith into the 

window of a house, where he, took a pur~e;'The" böys later returned the purse 
with five cents missing and were caught on.re~~~~ti!', 
, History.-No previous record of delinqueiicy. ,l'1lther, mother and two sisters, 
Amy, 20, a?d Elizabeth 18, live in an ápä.rtme~t 'in a good neighborhood. 
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Interview (12-5-'33).-Mrs. F telephoned, asking worker to eall. Ap~p'int-.~ .. 
ment made for Dec.'7, 1933. 

Place and Circumstances: Interview was held in the combination sitting and 
dining room of the apartment, mother sitting on the couch by visitor and 
father standing leaniIig, against the tabIe. On arrival visitor met father and 
another man just leaving the apartment. Father came back for the interview, 
and mother later explained that the second man was his business partner 
and that father had to go out with him in order that no one' should know of 
her son being at Hawthorne. 

Father is a well-dressed, thick-set man with fiorid complexion. Mother is 
a rather pretty, middle-aged woman, growing stout and rather worn-Iooking. 

Parents' Story: Mother began by saying she cries every day since her boy was 
sent away, that she is sick with.·high blood pressure and therefore asked worker 
to call. Both parents said that they had no idel;t the boy would be sent away 
for a firstoffense. They told story as given in the court complaint with the 
comment that the neighborhood boys had been in mischief, had boosted a 
younger boy to a window where they took a pocketbook in whkh they had found 
five cents. It was on returning the pocketbook that they were caught. Mother 
saÏd Irving had always been a good boy, in faet too quiet, and ~e had 
had to "cllase him out on the streets" to play with other boys because he was 
always in the house reading. She and father repeated several times that they 
had lived eighteen years in one apartment house and never had any trouble 
until about two years agö when the neighborhood deteriorated and they moved 
to W Avenue where they paid $60 rent and expected that the neighborhood 
would be unusually good. There was one boy in the house that mother did 
not like from the first, and she feels that this boy was a ring leader. She said 
Irving would be called "yellow" by the other boys if he did not joiJ,1 with 
them in any mischief they were undertaking. It had been his habit to teIl her 
everything that happened but she knows now that they were getting into 

,trivial misdemeanors and were ten ding to more serious delinquencies. 
Parents said if they had had any idea the boy would be sent away they 

would have engaged a lawyer., As it was, the boy was crying too much to 
;say anything f~r hiInself and of the four boys involved, he and another one 
who had been accused of beating a little girl were the only ones sent away. 
Two others were released, father has been told, beeause their fathers went to a 
pólitician and fixed it up. Mother ~aid' tearfully that the; would hà;'è done 
the 'äaIhe for theÎr boy had they known, but they supposed it was a misdemeanor 
to offer a bribe and did not dare do 50. They had no idea the boy would 
be sent away for a first'offense anyway. They were told by the probation 
officer that it might be- advisabIe to 'move, 50 they arranged for removal to 
tbis apartment at the very day the court was in session. They both said the 
boy's school teacher "cried liklt a baby" when she heard Irving was sent away 
and said she would have gone to court if she could have gotten away from 
school to testify to his good character. 

What Parents Want of the Society: Almost before visitor was seated, mother 
asked if boy could come home for Christmas. Visitor explained that this might 
not be possible and that the Jewish 'B"9l'lrd of Guardians could not interfere in the 
orders of the court. Parents tlïêÎl wênt into the preceding story and when a 
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pause occurred, visitor asked them if they had any previous knowledge of the 
J ewish Board of Guardians. They said they had not. Visitor then explained 
that the society, wbile it has nothing to do with thè commitment Qf children, 
does endeavor to run a school which shall be the best possible for the boys 
sent there and that it is interested in meeting the parents and being of any 
service to them that is possible while the child.is in the institution. 

It was evident that the parents h,ad not visualiZèa any service except possibly 
getting their boy out of Hawthorne: Worker !!sked them this question : "What 
could you do when you go to visit Irvirig to ma:kè "ihis whole experience seem 

, to him something that is not a disgrace but will be helpful to him all his life?" 
In this conneetion she asked if Irving seemed to have a great deal of shame. 
They said he did and that he cried when they visited him and asked if anyone 
knew about his commitment. They have earefully concealed it from \~'elatives 
and friends. In faet, mother has cut herself of! from aIJ her friends in order 
tö have no questions asked as to where:Irving is. TWlY hope to keep the secret 
until he returns home, although boys in their old neighborhood know it. Worker 
suggested that it is not good for a boy to have' too much shame and asked them 
how they could explain the situation to Irving constructively. Mother suggested 
that she would teIl him that he must be a good boy, that he could come home 
if he was gOQd and no one would know, but if he was not good papa and mama 
would not w.aat to see him any more, that papa and mamma were' anxious to 
do everything for him, etc. Worker asked father to wait a moment to discuss 
this question before his return to his work. Father thought he would say about 
the same thing. Visitor then saidthat this suggestion of hers might not apply 
to their boy, qut she thought often a boy of his intelligence could be appealed 
to by speaking to him in a somewhat more grown-up fashion. For instance, 
that everyone makes mistakes but a fellow has to learn to pick his own as
sociates wisely and to depend on himseJf for decisions, that there is nothing 
to grieve over but rather a real need to make the most out of this experience 

, and to regard it as an opportunity to go to a school which has much to offer. 
Parents said boy has been quite pleased with his work in the mechanics shop, 

that he had a good deal of mechanical ability. They showed worker some 
tiny models of aeroplanes that they said he had made. Mother said tearfully 
that he did these tMugs, very weIl but she thought he was too much alone in 
the house and.ll!l<ci"~{èhàf;ed him out" in orderto play with the other boys. Worker 
reassured,~èm"abodt\the educational work in Hawthorne and the fact that 

.:~. . 
the shop is of"greaf'value to many boys. Father said that after Irving's com-
mitment he .:vent down to Central Office .tO'"'ask a~:out the school and found 
there a graduate of Hawthorne who had:~ÎJeen in':$'thool four years and who 

':i4',~gave him an encouraging report of i~,,;~~. F,,"gàv~\his boy carfare to IWto 
".' ''tlie home and teIl his wife the samè1hing, alld she had gained some comfort 

'[rom this. '.{ 
Returning to the subject of what they coulel' teIl Irving that would help 

him when they visit next Sunday, father t~~}Jgfii.)h~",boy was old enough to be 
put on his own, as visitor suggested, rather more, than they had thought of 
doing. Mother gave a number of illustrations.,tq;s'IÎow that Irving had been 

" -, made a good deal of a baby. She had ... ëlitered"t~ him in food and rlOW was 
worried les.t heshould not eat but is told by his letters that he is eating 
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everything and gaining weight. She has prided herself on her particular fll-re 
of him but she said that she would hate not to have him grow up to be a 
real independent ·-man. She'blames herself for not having watched him more 
closely. Visitor tried to reassure her on this by saying that there are hazards 
in every neighborhood 'aJ;.ld it is impossible for a mother to protect a boy. 
Rather he must learn to tlike responsibility for his own actions. Y outhful mis
chief need not ruin a life, but, on the other hand, if an experience like this 
is unpleasant, the only thing to do is toextract all possible good from it. 

Af ter father went to his work, mother talked of her own loneliness, being 
cut off from her friends and how the "day is aS long as a year." W orker 
asked her what she could do to fill up the time that would perhaps not only 
interest her but enable her to be even better equipped as a mother after Irving's 
return. Asked her if she had ever taken any course which she enjoyed. Mother 
said she had not, although she had studied English by herself and learned a 
great deal, learning also from the captions in the movies. She said she came to 
this country at sixteen; married at nineteen and was a mother at twenty. 
She . reads more easily in Yiddish but also knows Russian and English weU 
enough to have taught her children their first spelling and reading in English. 
She does not believe she could take any courses because her time is 50 tibd up 
with irregular meals in the family. The children and father come in for lunch 
from twclve o'dock until three and for dinner for a like period of several hours. 
Also mother said she has "no patience." She used to do a great deal of· sewing 
for the chiidren and showed with pride photographs of the litUe girls in dresses 
which she had made, also beautifuUy embroidered curtains of her own making. 
She said she gets so nervous she cannot do these things now. Her blood pressure 
has gone up a great deal since Irving was committed, and she does not go 
out except perhaps to the movies by herself or with her husband. W9rker 
suggested that constant grieving cannot but be bad for her health and make 
things worse in the end for Irving, and that if possible she should do everything 
to be weIl ·and happy when he returns. 

Mother said the daughters are very satisfactory young girls who have gradu
ated from high school and would have gone to college if the family could have 

'afforded it. They' are now working in their father's business. They have always 
been steady and no problem to bring up. She believes it is much harder to 
bring up a boy in the city. She expressed much appreciationJor visitor',!l com
ing,' saying that it was so long since anyone had come to her home, that ft was 

''- , 
a pleasure to her. 

She was told that the family can communicate direcUy with the School on 
matters connected with the1ife there, but that if they wish to talk over any
thing they can reach the"'visitol"'at the J.B.G. on Tuesday mornings. They under
stand that the boy is on remand until March 1 and that then the case will 
be reconsidered in court. I 

Comments.-This case was one in which the parents' greatest conseÎous need 
was for the undoing of what seemed to them a terrible injustice. Not expectÎI\g 
this miracle to happen, they wanted a visit from the boy for Christmas. Their 
story stressed how they had done the best they could as parents and how 
neither they nor the boy deserved the:·~isgrace that had come upon them. 

A situation like this is at firstgîánc~' a poor one in which to experiment with 
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the capacity of parents to take responsibility. It seems as if there is nothing 
th~y can do, as if others are to blame and they may justifiably feel themselves 
helpless. In fact in two striking instances they have done the best th~y knew, 
only to regret it later. The mother "chased the boy out to play." She said at 
one point that the father now blarnes her that she did not watch Irving more. 
(Had she begun to realize his babyishness and. was she reacting to her own 
guilt for coddling him 50 much or to a real apprecflHion of his need to grow 
up in social life with other boys?) Then the pa~ents failed to fix up the case 
with the poIitician as others did. (Do theY)hink.' ri,ow' that their friends would 
blame them for not "spending a couple of dollars" to save their boy?) What
ever the parents did, therefore, they now feel was wrong. It is not much stimulus 
to self-confidence or renewed effort of any sort. 

The case worker saw, however, an opportunity to make this single int~,rview 
not only one for "placing the problem" but one in which some treatment in try
ing to produce different attitudes might 1:i~ possible. '\H' 

The problem was not to try to show them how to undo what could not be 
undone but how to make it a constructive instead of a destructive experience 
for the boy. She was helped to diagnose the stage of thinking which the parents 
had reached by the way they met her question of what they would say to 
the boy on their next meeting. She asked the father to wait and contribute to 
this discussion :bécause she feit that he especially might appreciate the boy's 
need to have a less emotional type of handIing, putting him more on his own 
for the fut ure in regard to companions and activities. The parents expressed 
in their imaginary address to the boy their wish to keep him dependent on them, 
hlS conduct shaped and motivated by their good name and approval. Yet they 
were at a point of despair in regard to their ability to protect their son. They 
were tying him around their necks when they feIt themselves most helplessly 
in the mire. 

The worker does not feel that she did a particularly good job in intro
ducing to the parents a new conception of the boy's responsibility for himself 
and of their rille as parents. This was partly because she knew too Iittle 
either of the boy's capacity or of the forms of presentation which would mean 
most to these parents. The most she hoped to accompJish was to set a some
what different emotion~Ltçme for the visit to the boy on Sunday, to stimulate 
the mother to rOl!sê,,):I.~elf from her flight into ilIness and grief and to help 
her to see~e'~ebnneèti{)~ between her attitudes and activities now and a 
constructive or destthctiv.e' outcome for the boy. She was rather conscious that 
the relationship'to the worker was the chief façl;,Qr in whatever might be accom
plished. Circumstances favored this. The pa~nts 'expect~d a harsh organization; 

,;;:t):Iey are pleasantly disappointed by evidenç~;J;f' som,Il,drli!erest in them. They could 
~,': iêu' their story j any connection with th~,"èourt-á>iasèiisclaimed, yet the agency 

'st'óod for the same soit of attempt to make'the best oJlt of a bad past that the 
worker was urging upon them. The worker took ,no': responsibiJity for things 
at the School or in relation to the boy's r,eturp/\;hom,~, but was available and 
hence might represent some security if the Plit~ll:!{atiempted to carry out her 
suggestions. ', .. ",.", ",.l', 

-.. ' One important sentence of mother's t4e.::wó'rker"'i~rgot to record (perhaps 
because she did not know how to evaluate-it). The mother said toward the end 
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that she was glad "in a way" that boy was caught when he was. Other~.i;;e 
he might have gone on'with the same companions into worse delinquencies. The 
worker does not know whet'her this was evidence of a real attempt to begin 
to see the experience constructively, or an echo of something the worker had 
been saying. She does not recall, however, having brought' out just this point 
in any way. 

The writer was interested to find herself taking the typieal case
work attitude of acceptance of a possibly rotten situation in connec
tion with the court. She asked herself why shemade no effort to study 
that situatibn as weIl as the family and personal one. She thinks it 
sh<1Uld have been taken into the whole picture if the case were worked 
with' intensively, and that would involve discussing it further with 
parents. For whether they were really the victims of injustiee or only 
thought they were, there was good foundation for the formation of 
grudge attitudes. What political corruption means to people who 
have to live under it, how some people may be even more helpless 
against it than these clients, what an ordinary citizen can do about it 
(their idea, guided by questions perhaps, but not by a lecture from 
the case worker) these seem as valid subjects for discussing in case
work contacts as anything else that parents find to be a problem in 
relating themselves to their world. The extreme adherents of a "pas
sive" therapeutie approach would not introduce such a discussion un
less clients showed anxiety about it. But it seems that its promin~nce 
in~these parents' story was itself an introduction of the subject; the 
case worker had somehow to convey that she was interested, or the 
clients would not think it relevant enough to themselves to go on with it. 
The therapeutie goal of stimulating their participation in all that 
affeçts their life 'might weIl include more conscious facing of their place 
in 'the larger community. In fact, one of the most valuable tools of 
tre!l:tment is to translate what seems isolated, peculiaF- to the cli~rit's 
situation into terms of the suffering of others and terms of effort., 
at least, to find when some responsibility may be taken by the client, 
ho wever indirectly, as avoter and citizen. 

In an experiment of·t.his·kind, WÎth a limited contact, there seems 
to be no reason for going into more than can be assimilated or than 
appears to be entirely releVant. One point învolving change of at
titudes was taken up, though the case worker quite consciously knew 
that it Iilight take many interviews to get parents to a point where 
they would really change emotionaIly. One such problem seems enough 
for most parents to grasp in . .on.t ln.rervièw. To attempt more would be 
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to degenerate very easily into being "preachy." (See discussion of 
premature "giving of insight" in comments on Interview 8, following.) 

Thinking over this case and comparing it with Interview" 8, the 
writer felt for several reasons more justified here in having attempted 
to give suggestions. First, she had sensed an immediate problem. The 
parents were to visit the boy and showed eyldence of carrying an 
unhealthy attitude over to him. S-econd, tMir story suggested a ma
ternal over-protection from which the:mother:::"vas possibly trying to 

. free herself and whieh afather can usually be counted on to resent. The 
case worker thereforesaw a chance to connect her suggestion that the 
boy be treated more as an adult with the latent wishes of the pài,',ents 
for him. The counter wishes (to protect and cherish) were probably 
over strong at the moment in reaction against tÏIe injury done to the 
boy and the family, but the worker's treatment àim was to restore a 
more normal balance by trying to set in motion again patterns of 
responding "for the good of the boy" whieh would result in fostering 
growth of persoI.1ality. As she sees her treatment function, it found its 
place in a sltûátion whieh would probably anyway have made its 
pendulum swing back from emotional reaction to some sort of con
structive planning for the boy's future. Left to itself, however, un
healthy shame and dependence might have been fostered in the boy 
and neurotie illness in the mother, so that constructive planning would 

. have nothing but damaged people to work with, and planning might 
be indefinitely delayed by the absence of an undamaged person in 
the situation to make the first move. The case worker, then, might 
speed up the return to normal planning for growth, enough to prevent 
some of the unhealthy attitude formation and give stimulus to normal 
planning before too .mllch damage to personality had been done. 

•.. ~.<~.~< "irt-;~rview 8 (Bessie G j age 15) 
··· .. ·t~c'·.:... "'. " ~.:.~~ ...... ". 

Admitted.-Cedar·'Kllolls School, Oct. 31, 1933, on remand until March 
1, 1934. ' . '. . "', 

Complaint.--Dn Sept. 27, 1933, father c9~p1ained.,.f~at girl is a delinquent 
. ;i-.;child beyond control of parents. "Remains.{6ut till 't.'wo A.M., uses vile and 

,~,1!ril'aecent language." Stayed away all niihF·on.zS~~t.'22, returned home and 
. 'uien left again. 

Family.-Father, mother, brother Harry, 18, SiIl}otl, 13. Older stepbrothers 
and sisters out of the home. .,;.- . 

Interview (12-12-'33).-Home visited in rè!iPo;';~e·to i' return postal card sent 
out wUh a form letter to parents of Cedar Kn9.11i(gi~l~r.·· 

..... ' People, Place and Circumstances: ApartmeIÎf' is jit' a .. block of stores and is 
fairly comfortable and well kept. Father sáys they have lived in this neighbor-
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hood for over twenty years, since it was a region of farms. Father answllf,~d 
tbe doorbeIl and conducted worker to the combination sitting and dining 
room where mother was. Father did most of the talking, mother foIlowing 
his remarks in a sort of echo. Brother, Simon, came in from high school dur
ing caIl. He is a slender boy, very taIl for his age. Father is a man of very 
evident vigor of physiqu~; white hair, ruddy complexion and with not an 
ounce of spare fiesh. He speaks in quick, business-like way. Mother is frail
looking with short stringy hair about her face and no teeth. Much of her 
speech consists of ejaculations-"Isn't it terrible?" and the like. 

Parents' Story: The card was sent to visitor- because parents want Bessie 
home for Christmas. The brother Harry is in a Civilian Conservation camp 
and is coming home, as is also the older sister. They understand that Bessie 
is aIlowed to come home at times and that they can take this up with the 
School. Worker explained the plan by which the form letter was written and 
indicated that the central office was willing to be consulted if they feel any 
need. When it was explained that this organization might be the parole agency, 
father said he wanted Bessie under supervision. 

Father said he is a special police officer assigned to a dance hall in the 
neighborhood, and his work makes him very conscious of the dangers to '.Qung 
gitk He said, "Only respectabie organizations use our place," but the law is 
evaded by young men, many of them Italians, from the Park section, who 
hire a basement, call themselves a club, get a victrola and for admission of ten 
or fiJteen cents draw in the young people of the neighborhood. These places 
are hardly visible from the street, and they keep open unti! all hours of the 
night, since they are supposed to be a sort of club and the law cannot reach 
them. Father said that he and his wife made the rounds of these places and 
turned a lot of them out on the street. He said it seems that Jewish gir~s go 
crazy over Italian fellows. He does not know why. 

He took Bessie to court expecting to give her a lesson. He would not want 
her put away for a long time, but he does want her under supervision when 
she returns. He likes the School and the freedom there and believes in the 
honor system. Says there is a good young man who would marry Bessie to
·morrow if she would have it, and parents are encouraging it. Bessie is only 
fifteèn but looks eighteen or nineteen and has gone with older girls, claiming 
to be their age. Parents think she is not too young to marrz and fro~ their 
point df view would prefer it to having her run -around with all kinds of men. 
They'say that they were fourteen and fifteen years old respectively when they 
were married. If Bessie returns and is not married they have made arrange
ments to have her transferred to the trade school she would like to go. She 
bas been interested in beauf3 PQ.rlor work at Cedar KnolIs. 

Worker's Questions and Rep1arks: Worker's responses during the parents' 
story were in the nature of q~estions about what opportunities Bessie had 
had for recreation aside from the unwholesome sources which parents men
tioned. Father said there are frequently weU-run dances at the hall where he 
works but the price of admission is 75 cents. He implied that Bessle could have 
had a reasonable amount of recreation without indulging in the basement-club 
night life. When father was out of the..,room to attend to potatoes cooking in 

'40. ..... " :,';' 
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the kitchen, mother said that she had tried to have Bessie bring her friends to 
tl:Îe house and dance to the victrola but that of ten the girls would say, "Let's 
take' a walk," and then they would not return. She ;;aid Bessie bas many 
good points. She mentioned that she is good natured and that she is änxious 
to have mother get weIl of the diabetes which makes her a semi-invalid. 

At ane point worker volunteered a little dissertation on the fact that at 
adolescence girls who have been obedient become -IÎl.qli~ independent, and it is 
hard for parents to decide how much to .trust to thèin and how long to con
tinue making regulations for them., W~~ker _doubt~_if parimts got very much 
from this. ,Her impression is that father is a strong p~~onality, dominating the 
family. It is not possible to teIl whether this domination is kindly and in
telligent or the reverse, or whether it is weIl accepted by the family or not. 

Parents seemed concerned that Simon should have a chance at camp, next 
summer and asked if the J.B.G. could arrange tbis, since they are not~able 
to pay. Father said he has only one or two nights' work a week as special 
policeman and it is hard for them to afford even a \!isit to Bessie. Workér 
suggested that they speak of this again in the spring. Théy are anxious to have 
Bessie home for, her birthday in February, aIthough they are told she must 
stay at the school until March 1. It is evident that the father has thought 
of this stay away from home as something to be determined by himself, the 
court acting as 'bis agent. Apparently, he visualizes Bessie as a penitent and 
very obedient girI~~hen she returns but he wants some authority outside him
self io back him up in controlling her. It was explained to family that by the 
time of Bessie's return, a visitor would be assigned, but that they ,are free to 
consult the society if they wish in the meantime. 

In this case, as in Interview 7, parents who have ideals of bringing 
up their children weIl are helpIess to control bad neighborhood con
ditions. The father's attitude is interesting in its reflection of his oc
cupation. He wants to proceed actively against vicious resorts ; he 
knows the law does not reach them. When roused in a search for his 
own daughter, he takes the mother and makes a raid on them himself. 
Where the ordinarY',citJzen might helplessly move away, he accepts 
these resorts aS,Jl;lé\p;iice accept them-to be c1eaned out one by one 
if there is sttftltiènt, feason for getting at them, expecting that they 
will be back tomo~~öw:. We are reminded of the individualistic case 
worker's or physician's attitude in contr~t 1:0 th~of the public health 
:T~ysician or the community-minded sgSÎ.ID. worker~, 
'"';',: '~"fhe question arises of what meart~fthe fäthef would have had for 
exPressing an ideal of good citizenship ""bi eh wOl,lld inquire into ways 
of getting at these basement night clubs. As fäi ':as the writer knows, 
there is no civic organization to focus tlie"séiiHmerit of the community 
unless it be some settlement house. Citize'h::;ifê,,~'p'athetic because they 
'áre used to being helpIess as individuai.Ê;?rhe~eis no community de-
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mand for adequate public recreation facilities because no one Èils 
thought of the possibilities of taking them out of commercial competi
tion. People toC; poor topay the admission price to par ties of private 
organizations, which .are often run as money-making projects, are left 
vainly trying to keep their children from adventuring wherever they 
can. 

For two reasons it seemed rather futile to offer these parents any 
suggestions about understanding adolescence. In the first place, the 
parents apparently saw no n.eed of advice; the offering of it was a 
mistake and an intrusion. The case worker did not get well enough 
acquainted with them to learn where, ifanywhere, they feIt inadequate 
(except as the father wanted some more authoritative supervision to 
back up his own). In the face of bad community conditions she does 
not question the father's need for aresort to repression, but she does 
not know him well enough to know what forces in his own personality 
also made him take this method. She notes with interest from the.par
ents' account how little they have grasped any picture of Bessie as 
a person. All the mother could say was that she is "good-natured." 
They saw her under the label, "young girl," who must be kept from 
disgracing them. 

The second reason that the case worker's remarks were a futile 
gesture was that she herself, 50 it looks in retrospect, was not able 
to speak with the confidence she had used in talking to the parents of 
Irving F about putting adolescents on their own responsibility to 
choose their associates and activities. Public sentiment wiH not give 
the girl adolescent the same chance as the boy to make mistakes. 
There is not J;4e same opportunity to say, "The past is past. How can 

. we .make a fresh start for the future ?" 
The case-work method of giving responsibility involves some risk. 

The case worker who does not believe in forcing hèr point ö'f'view 
has 'to'see parents fail to take the risks she wotIld like them to take 
in order to give their children a chance to grow up. Her wish to make 
the child her client might lead he~ to try to take the problem away 
from the parents ana:' tb sày to thèm, "I say to you that you should 
try this," thus making hers~lf responsible for the risk. But, af ter all, 
this is an unnatural situation, and the parents know it. In the end 
they are responsibIe until the child reaches the age when public 
sentiment would place responsibility on him. The case worker, then, 
is thrown back upon a proces.s.,gf education, without coercion, for 
both child and parents. Shèmusf give what they can take of a new 
pQint of view and no mor~:_ Probably this has to be usually "educa-
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tion by the current event" or in answer to questions; seldom by ex
position, which subtly implies, "You take this because I say so." 
In other words, discussion with parents of their impressions of the 
honor system at the School, for instance, might mean something to 
them. Attempts to save time by premature "giving of insight" do not 
really save time. .::\' 

Interview 9 (Harry ej age -14) .. 
,'., 

Admitteà.-Hawthorne School, Nov. 1, 1933; committed Nov. 8, 1933. (Not 
identified with previous record at Hawthorne where boy was for eight months 
ending June, 1933.) 

Complaint.-Refusal to go to school, hanging about the streets with g~pg, 
unable to get work. Complaint of violation of parole. 

Family.-Father, an invalid; mother suPP?rting the family by janitor workj 
brother Louis, 12, Morris, 7, Jack, 3. 

Interview (1-2-'34).-Mother telephoned 19th St. office, making an appoint
ment to come in. This was following a form letter by which worker had ad
vised parents that whereas in the first letter she had stated that she would 
keep -office hours .for three weeks, she was now regularly at the 19th St. office 
on Tuesday morninis. 

Mother asked how much we knew ,of her boy's case. When worker told 
her that we had little information, as yet, about what had happened, mother 
said thàt her boy had been at Hawthorne before and bad graduated from the 
grammar school there last June. She attended graduation and was very pleased 
with what the School had done for him ahd hopeful on his return home that 
he would get a job and help her out a Httle. She found, however, that he was 
still under age and had to attend school. She registered him at the Industrial 
School where he might learn a trade, but boy ,.refused to go af ter the second 
day. He hung around the street with a gang, protesting that. he wanted to 
go to work not to school, and really doing nothing. Since he was on parole, 
he was brought into court. Mother rather resented it that "a J ewish man, 
Mr. T, talked against him and told the judge that he would be no good run
ning around the streets' à;p'à. ,advised sen ding him back to Hawthorne." Mother 
plead for one D;lore.ibàiil!e, and she says the boy "raised a terrible holler in 
court right in~fFOit' .,()f"'tli'tl·.judge," which did not help his case. She feels 
sure boy feIt very,badly' about being sent away. 

Early in the conversation and woven all through it,' mother referred con
stantly to her diffieult home situation. For th~, past si:!~wears her husband has 

': ,~~~FP ill from the effeds of a stroke, and}~~si:.' of,J~e;rîme unable to work at 
~ll,:,' Hè lies about the house, reads a littIè; ·loóksö'àfter the fires, etc. He talks 
to tbe ehildren but they have little feeling thät they b"ave afather, saying to 
mother, for instanee, "Why did you marry sueh aweak man? Why can't 
we have a good father like other children?" :Mo,tliÛ' Il!i!o)f.es a living by acting 
as janitress for a twenty-apartment house antf li'y~g,: in three rooms in the 
basement. For this she gets rent and $25 a month.Wor.k involves c1eaning the 
'hahs, running the heating plant, etc. She, s,a.y.s'~that/fueneighborhood is good 
and that while their home is meagre, it is adequate to bring up the ehildren, 
but she feels she'?as entirely too little time to give to them. They want sa 
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much in the way of clean blouses, etc., and she gets very tired and nerv.{l.US. 
She lays boy's delinquency to the lack of time to supervise himj says that while 
the neighborhooc( is good, hè went outside the neighborhood to pick up rough 
boys for friends. She i~ expecting now that she may lose 'her position, since 
the owner lost the house ,and the receiver may discharge her. Worker got the 
impression that mother rather wished this, that she might be relieved of the 
burden of care of this house. 

Mother speaks of a Mrs. Murphy, a soda! worker in B. Mother does not 
know her agency conneetion but she has been very good to her. Mother 
thinks she does "detective" wärk and has a "baage." She has advised her 
ani:! offered Harry a chance to clean her office and earn some money if he 
would only go to school. Mother says Mrs. Murphy is a Gentile lady. "Her 
name' is MUl'phy but she has a good heart. She said to me 'Why do you work 
so hard? Other people get relief that don't have half as hard a: time as you 
do. Why not get some help and give more time to the children?'" Worker's 
impression is that mother was thinking this over as a possibility if she loses her 
position. She says with pride that she has asked for nothing and has kept the 
children together all this time, and she has counted a good deal on Harry, who 
is her oldest son and who disappoints her greatly. She does not feel that"he is 
a bad boy and is glad to know from his letters that he is contented and is 
working in the printing shop at Hawthorne. She feels relieved that, since there 
are no jobs for boys of his age, he is out of harm's way, although she does 
worry lest he learn bad things from other boys at the School. 

Worker's questions were to dear up doubtful points and also to lead mother 
to think a little of the general situation of adolescents and theii- parents at 
these times. Asked mother if Harry had changed very much from the time 
he was a little boy. Mother thought he had and is becoming more independent 
alfd unwilling to listen to her. Worker asked her whether she had known the 
children of her friends to change a good deaJ at adolescence and then to settle 
down later. Mother said she had some friends whose boys had given them no 
trouble at all, and she lays this to the faet that they had a father and a 
mother at home, '!Lble to supervise them. On refleetion she could think of others, 
'htlwever, who had some difficulty, even though these conditions of family life 
were favorabie. She says that her sisters son, who is 21, has graduated from 
high school and has been looking for a position for two yeaJ:ll without liuccess. 
W orker talked to her a !ittle about the changes of adolescence, the facttÎiat a 

': \ < 

boy can neither be as obedient as he was as a youngster nor as independent and 
helpful as he will be as a man; that this half-way stage is very difficult for 
both the boy and his family. Mother said he was very good at first when he 
came home from HawtllOl.ne 'Rnd stayèd in the house reading all the time. 
Then, gradually, he got in touch with the boys again. Worker asked her if she 
would want him to be the kind.l of man who would stay in the house reading 
all the time; asked if really it w~ not natural and right that he should be 
out if there were the right kind of things to occupy his time. Mother assented 
to this but with how much understanding worker did not know. It was not 
clear from her conversation why boy had so instantly hated trade school and 
refused to go to it. "' .. ," "';,r ' 

... 
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W orker feIt that the result of the interview could be little else than the faet 
that a contact had been made. (Mother says she has been to this office before. 
Through some failure of identification, previous record was not located, and 
this was supposed to be a new case.) It was explained -to mother that "there 
will be a regular visitor later but that mother is free to come to the office to 
see worker if she wishes at any time this winter. 

In this case, again, the case worker tried thè :~xperiment of giving 
some explanation of the adolescent's conflict ,Ó'l{~)." ,gröwing up and of 
the effect of community conditions (such as un'èmployment) on that 
process. (Cf. comments on Irving F, Bessie S, Nathan B.) Regardless 
of whether this particular explanation was effective or not in stimulat
ing the client's thinking, there is something to be said about its réla-

_", tion to initiative. If the client is expected to choose whether or not 
he wants case-work service, it is reasonable to ~~ffer some sample 
of what it would be like. Is this a fair sample? Or is it merely a sample 
of the case worker's equipinent being put on display so that she may 
feel more comfortable in thinking that she has contributed something? 
Whether the "sample" will prove aUractive enough to the client to lead 
him to seek for"~ore cannot be prophesied in advance, any more than 
can the effect of a clever advertisement in indudng a given potential 
custorner to buy. A merchant can count on a statistical certainty that 
if his advertisement reaches large enough numbers a certain propor
tion will buy, but he knows nothing about individuals. There is an 
essential difference, of course, between ~erchandising and case work
the former wants to stimulate a choice of its product; the sodal 
agency, which deals in the miseries of men, cannot want to stimulate 
the use of its service except as that service may be needed. It is 
a question, however, whether the case worker's wish to be needed does 
not sometimes opera~~.J!l a subtle fashion to the same effect as a 
pro fit motive. .~'~< .,:~ . 

Retuming",tiÓt't1l~, ,q:ftes,tion of samples of service, what could a 
client normally want 'of 'an agency, or for what would an agency which 
had thought out its philosophy wish to b:~ 'd'êsire4~ It is quite normal 

" if>.r clients, we suppose, espedally immatûre PftrsQl1alities, to want to 
,~~' ) ... ~ ~<,'.g' :'... 

'1tave their problems taken and sol:vètl'for,lthem. Paternalistic case 
~o'rk will always get an eager response Hom a c,ertain proportion of 
clients. An agency which conceives its case-work:service as an educa
tional process, preparing the client to solve .. ,hi~\6.wn'j:>roblems more suc
cessfully, will ask itself what prevents the 'Cliêiït}f.qm doing so already. 
It \'vill find in the way a lack of matertalresout'Ces, perhaps, physical 
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and menta! handicaps, lack of information or lack of ability to pse 
what is known"Dr einotiqna! problems preventing the use of any of the 
resources in these categories. 

What are the relative chances of the agency's showing samples of 
any of these? Giving Inaterial resources may be an excellent intro
duction to a case-work contact if it is properly organized as a business 
in itself, and if the case worker's attachment to arelief organization 
is just an incidental thing-4is way of being w.here dients will natural
ly meet him (see comment on Celia L) just as he might be connected 
with a bank, a school, or a hospital. As a sample to be used by an 
ag.ency whose main purpose is case work (not an administration of 
anot!1er system of activity) material giving has the danger that if it 
creates an expectation of more (as a sample should) it draws largely 
the dients who least want to be stimulated to independence and de
f~ats the purpose of educational case work. Information or help in 
using what is already known is something a dient may lleed b"efore 
he can make a more successful attack on his problems. If it is true that 
emotional problems are reached only through a relationship with an 
understanding person, a sample of this may be given in the first 
contact, although usually a very limited sample, for dients may be 
as easily frightened as drawn to return by a perception of an under
standing relationship that is new to them. That it seems to have no 
ulterior motive, when life has taught them that strangers always· do 
have, may be a profoundly disturbing thing to many dients, especial
ly if there is the slightest hint of pursuit of them. 

Summing up, then, it would seem that while a case worker must 
give some warmth of relationship as a sample if dients are to choose ... 
whether they' want more of it, there are dangers of making them feel 
pursued by- some motive unknown to them, or of setting their expecta
tion in the direction of being cared for in paternalistic fashioif. "Ma
teriaY glfts carry the same danger. Giving information which the dient 
lacks is about as safe as any "sample" that can be shown. The 
writer does not see ~y. ?bj~ction to giving it if (1) the case worker is 
as willing to see it "wasteq" as a merchant is to see some individuals 
pass his display window ano not buy; if (2) the case worker does not 
feel it necessary to report (to herself or her agency) some result from 
every act; and if (3) the case worker does not make the dient feel 
that he is being talked down to or coerced into accepting it. Are we 
perhaps just outgrowing the cru de stage of the earlier salesmanship 
when the salesman all but l1ëra a"'customer by the coat tails until he 
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... bought something? In other words, when we say we leave a dient 
free to choose, do we give him a real choice and then really leave 
him free? 'I 

Interview 10 (Nathan B; age 14) 

Admitted.-Hawthorne School, 'Nov. 22, 1933, on remand. 
Family.-Father and mother, brother Adolph; 13, Anèl~ew, 9, Meyer, 6. 
Interview (1-4-'34).-Parents came to office.in respop~.e,to 'form letter sent to 

parents of Hawthorne boys. Mrs. D, representative of tlle J.B.S., in court later 
met worker in office and said parents came in to see her at court this morning 
and she sent them to J.B.G. even though it was late and although they said 
they had planned only to do a little shopping. (Had probably not understood 
letter from J.B.G. and wanted to find out about it before coming in.) :Mrs. 

>_, D, has impression that mother is rather dull and exasperates father because 
she cannot carry her end of the home responsibilities adedû'lttely. 

Circumstances of Interview-Observations: Father apologlzed for coming later 
than the office hour mentioned in letter. At end of interview, which lasted 
nearly an hour, he apologized again for having "wasted" so much of worker's 
time, although he said he was very glad he had come. Worker had assured 
them that she was, pad that they found her in and that she had no set ap
pointment. Father' took the lead in conversation though mother asked a num
ber oI questions about, the School. Father interrupted her impatiently several 
times and on ce said to worker that the details mother asked about were a 
housewife's business and that he believed in her taking full charge in her 
own domain. Both were well dressed, mother with some make-up. She seemed 
much younger than father, with some carrying on to middle age of the ways 
of the "flapper" period. Father is very serious in manner and appearance. 
Speaks English with a slight accent but very good vocabulary. 

Father's Statement of What He Wanted: Fafher said he came in to ask some 
questions abóut Hawthorne. Had not understood at court what kind of place 
it was. Had expected to visit, but was ill on last visiting day. As the conversa
tion progressed, it was evident that he was puzzled, by boy's behavior and had 
really come for help in, understanding it and in knowing how to treat boy 
when he visits. After~!~ëiexplained the relation of the J.B.G. to the School 
and said that ~@.:~itë., n? .t.o,f~~mation as yet except the routine card from the 
School, father told ofhis, difficulties with boy, most marked for the past. two 
years. Worker asked questiÓns where points were not clt:ar, most of them in 
relation to time-"When did this begin?" or '~~~il did",{pat happen?" 

'<;r,;~:father's Story: Nathan is the oldest of f~)lr?boys.: Ag,()lph, 13, Andrew, 9, 
. i\4ey~r; ,6. He alone has given the parent~.:fàfiY trp!l1;Jle. 'He has been crazy to 
eà:i:ri" money always. Before he was eight,. hé madé himself a shoe-shining kit 
and earned a good deal at odd jobs. Father says he is ,!l:~barber, "willing to do 
two weeks' work in one to take care of my fami~y" ahd proud of the fact 
that he makes a good living and no child èf ,:hi~ 'need~' to earn. Customers 
used to ask him if he knew Nathan was selling ,aïiidyr,in the park. Nathan 
developed salesmanship in selling balloons atço-rieY'J:~iii.rï4. He would place a 
balloon in the hand -of a baby who lookedinterested, and the mother would 
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usually buy it rather than take it away from the child. He hasbetween twoènd 
three hundred dollars' in his bank account. 

Father noticeá a changè' in boy from age of eleven to thirteen in growing 
independenee of father's wishes, spending more and more time away from 
home. At thirteen he ,is~emed to change back"; then more serious difficulties 
began. Father said, "For the last few 'years,' I could count on his getting me 
into some kind of trouble about every six months." 

Parents have always kept in dose touch with school and never had a 
complaint till boy began to lose interest, fail in work, and then to play 
truant. He would stay out late -evenings, watching tars for movie patrons, then 
perhaps not go home; sleeping with some of his paIs, would wake too late 
for school and not go. Father works at a shop in Manhattan and is away from 
home from 3 P.M. to midnight. Father was advised by school principal, Public 
School 38, that boy was getting nothing there and should be under stricter 
discipline, 50 he was transferred to Public School 49, a disciplinary school, 
grade 8B. Nathan hated this school and refused to go. Father reasoned with 
him that he could graduate in a few months and then be free to go to any 
Junior High he wished. Boy seemed to agree but finàIly rebelled absolutely. 
Father thought he would not be so independent before the judge, but Nathan 
defied the court to make him go. Father thinks he made a mistake in handling 
boy, seeming to side with the officers against him, but he had no idea that the 
boy's defences would not break down. Agreed with school principal who told 
him boy needed a lesson before he gets worse. Father admits that boy has 
hurt him by his defiance, and he has planned not to visit too soon, and when 
he goes, to take an unde who gets along weIl with Natban and let him sound 
out Nathan's attitudes before father sees him. 

When asked by worker whether Nathan had gotten into delinquencies. other 
than truancy, father said he did not know that he had ever stolen anything. 
He bas stayed out nights fairly often and once disappeared from home for 
over a week. This was in the summer of 1932. Father sets up a shop in sum
mer at some beach or mountain resort and thus, "I give the family a vaeation, 
though I don't get any." Nathan on this occasion grew restless and wanted 

. 00 go back to the city. Father told him grandmother was too old to look 
af ter him, and he would have to stay until the family went home. He then 
walked off and was not heard from till· one of the state police officers notified 
fatller to come and get him. He had been picked up ~n suspicio;, as a 
wanderèr and had, as father suspected, been supporting himself by odd jobs in 
the city. 

Worker asked in what way boy's activities were different from those of a 
rather independent bOY-linusURlly ambItious to make money. Father said they 
were not different except that they were leading him into dangerous associa
tions, were i11 timed, and not appropriate to the family's situation. Boy's de
fiance of his wishes seemed inexplieable. Once he said, "We have to show him 
who is boss," but said it appareritly more in sorrow than in anger. Mother 
wanted to know about the food, what clothes were needed, etc. Boy's letters had 
told them very little, apparently. Both par-ents seemed relieved to leam of the 
educational emphasis, that boys did 'llot wear uniforms and were not treated 
as criminaIs. .", .. " '.-

... 
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Treatment Attempted: Worker sawa chance that this intelligent father, 
frankly puzzled about his relationship to his son, might want to talk out 
some of his difficulties. She wondered what his conception of adolescence 
might be, and what were his own attitudes to his father at Nathan's agé'. In 
answer to a question about this, father said he grew up in Russia, in a 
viliage where there were few vocational opportunities, so that at twelve he 
was sent to an unde sixty miles away to leam his "ti':;t!!,~. Before this he had 

- had little time for play, for they were·l,>.ept in scb,ool' tiIl after dark. "The 
worst I could ever do was to get together a; .gang· o~ ... :PQYs 'and throw rocks 
at another gflng." From age of twelve to foutteen he,c'did not see his home, 
having no money to travel, and at the end of his apprenticeship had only 
a suit and a little money, some of which he spent for presents for the family. 
Heregarded himself as a man then, and cannot remember any such attitudes 
as Nathan shows. "That is the difference between him and me." \ 

Worker said she wondered if it was only. the differeI)~e between them, or 
also the difference between life in Russia and Ameriea. FatHér gave a thoughtful 
analysis of his impressions of American schools. They faiÎ to "qualify" boys, 
to study their individual needs. Boys are pushed along in a machine-like way 
and not prepared for anything. He thinks there is more purposefulness in 
edueation in Russia today. When worker suggested that part of Nathan's 
difficulties might b.e tl}at he did not find what fitted him in school and that his 
ambition was concè~trated boy-like on an immediate goal instead of on prepara
tion for something worth while in the future as father would have liked, 
father th.ought that might be so. Father says he reads a great deal and thinks 
a lot, but he can't make out where boys are heading. Worker asked if he 
and mother had kno\vn any children of their friends to create disturbance dur
ing adolescence, and both said they had. Cited boys who were "far worse." 
Thought some had become very satisfactory citizens. Worker talked a bit about 
how accidental occurrences or the timing of certain happenings, for instanee, 
ean easily make a normal boy or girl at adolescence look quite hopelessly 
delinquent. Father thought sending boy to Public School 49 was such an un
fortunate occurrence, for, though he saw nothing else that could have been 
done, it did drive Nathan into a stubbomness which could not be deal with 
at all except by more c'oercio.n. Father says boyexpresses penitence in his letters, 
as he would expect he ~~o!nt· 'when his anger cooled. He has always been sorry 
after his escapap.es.:-bût, alW?-ys repeated them. 

W orker triecl"to bring,6~t" a little of the adolescent boy's conflict over 
achieving independénce. She compared awkward efforts. at self-assertion to 
the absurd performances of young roosters tr,ghlg to )~r.0w. Father said he 

'Jla;i read a lot and thought he could recogni~cl!'this i.ll. ()~ers, but Hit is hard 
_t~'[s'ë~ ip. my own boy." Worker agreed .. W,\f1( hhl1ilthat parents find it hard 
to'"·take the things adolescents say, which tó .them do not mean ingratitude 
and hatred but only the normal desire to grow up andb.érree. 

Close of Contact and How Case Was Left: Both plIrénts said they were much 
relieved and father asked if they might come in,.'a~~in- beI'ore the next visiting 
day. Worker said she would be in office eve~~ Tl'îursda,y until one. It was 
left ",that they would probably like to come. after'" (!ii""'visit to talk further. 
Worker told them that before boy comes hö:ifie, they will have contact with 
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a man on the staff who~ill be boy's visitor, but that for the present, since 
worker has more time, they may come in to talk things over with her any 
Thursday, if they wish.> , 

Comment.-One observes that this father, in stating why he came, made a 
commonplace request for information about the School, then began to talk about 
visiting boy and finally it was dear that his concern was as to how he should 
treat the boy on his visit. In other words, the problem, as it appeared to the 
worker, was one of relationship between father • and son. What had it been 
all tlrrough the boy's life? What had it become under stress of boy's com
mitment? Father himself seemed concerned about the latter. How could he meet 
the boy, not knowing how Nathan regards him? He is troubled that he seemed 
to side against boy at court. He will take the uncle along to try out the situa
tion for him. 

It is by no means certain that father, intelligent man though he is, would 
have wondered very much about the original relationship with the boy if he 
could have settled the immediate problem of attitude. True, he had been hurt 
by boy's seeming disregard of him, The behavior was inexplicab1e '0 him, 
and he seemed to he unable to link \lis reading to what was happening to 
his own boy. It seemed to worker that there was a simple service of interpreta
tion which might be useful to father. Her questions and remarks about 
adolescence, therefore, were designed (1) to see what concepts of the adolescent 
period father already had; (2) to give him a little further relevant informa
tion; (3) by so doing to link father's problem to that of other fathers of adoles
cent boys; (4) to connect the problem of the individual with community 
conditions in so far as father is aware of these, She felt fairly. c'ertain 
~that this father was accepting fuH responsibility for dealing with his son's 
difficuJties, that he had been disconcerted when the court took things out of 
his hands, that he was nevertheless going on thinking about the boy, and that 
the purpose of the visit would be served if he could see his problem in better 
perspective, that is, in relation to that of other boys of Nathan's age and of 

"',an American metropolitan setting. She feIt that she helped him to "place" his 

"' ...... H· ~ .. 

1 
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immediate problem, and therefore to take some steps toward solving it with the I' 

'fhole father-son relationship in mind rather than as an isolated episQfle. Father 
said 4e feIt much better and wanted to co me again, indicating that 'Whether! 
or not he had· expressed, or worker had understood, all his problem, he had j 
received enough to make it worth while to come. I 

" } 

Thè giving of in.tçrpre.tation about adolescence in this case may be . j 
compared with that in the cases of Irving F and Bessie G. In those "I. 
cases information about ooolescence was linked with suggestions, giv-
en without pressure but nevertheless suggestions about how parents . 
could use it in future dealings with the child. Here it served to in
terpret the past behavior ot' the boy ",hieh had been misunderstood, 
so that the father was reaoting to hurt feelings rather than with 
understanding of a reasonfu tKe background which made age-change 
rather than deliberate intention the cause of the seemingly defiant 
acts. It seems that there is less risk in giving informatioI). for under
standing than in making suggestions in a first interview. 

I 
j 
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There is always the risk that the case workermay be wro~g in 
talking about the usual traits of adolescents when, with the individual 
in question, some other feature of the situation may be a great deal 

_ more important. For instance, Sylvia P ,:wasshQwing exaggerated de
linquent adolescent behavior and yet was probably reÇLcting much more 
to deep personal conflicts. The same niay have/been true of N athan. 
One suspects something out of gear in hls relationshlp to his father 
which exaggerated the usual desire to be independent, perhaps empha
sizing the very thing in money-earning activities that would hurt. the 
father's pride the most. Even if this were so, however, since the stbry 

... of behavior does bring out traits so usu~l at adoleS&~nce, it would seem 
wise to treat first what can be most easily understood. If this is not 
done with an excess of reassurance (whieh might seem unwarranted to 
a father who felt the problem was serious) there is no apparent reason 
why it should ,not be a good foundation for a later return, in case 
the parent wants':to say, "I can see where a lot that I worried about 
is what happens tb all boys, but here is something I can't explain 
that way." To face the existence of abnormal behavior it must be 
best to begin by appreciation of what is normal. 
, To help afather to "place his problem" in relation to the whole 
matter of father-son relationship is not to say that a case worker 
should try to get the whole picture of that relationship in one in
terview, or eyen that she should probe for it at any time. It seems 
to the writer quite important to stick to a focus on the immediate 
problem, letting the father see the whole sketched in as background, 
but not fordng his attention upon more of it than he is himself able 
to see as related to. ihê-problem in hand. 

.~~~ . 
To take ~,~Ëdka~jl;B.ll:~~gy, a patient may need to see his sore finger 

in relation to a .seIi'èrat diseased condition, and it may be the doctor's 
duty to inform him that there probably is ca. connection and to advise 
,~, more complete examination. But it i~'fjptcus~~inary to make every 

:jfi:t).ger-dressing case one for complete.:,~~inil)!;lfîori'\mless there is some 
:irtdic~tion for it. Case workers seem"'t:ö'havfra: need to be paternalistic, 
to solve all a person's problems, if he puts hi§I1ead in at their door, 
before they let him go. Probably this pas",do'ne ',!;!lore than anything 
else to discredit sodal work as a professi'o~,ai5.d;to drive people away 
f.rom it who are in real need of the ":finger;,dre~si:fig" services and pos
sibly of much more which could have been reached naturally by way 
of the :finger~dressing. , 
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I feit that I had.-n; busines,s meddling, which was what I was doing if I 
gave the individual case no chance to grow. That's all they need, not pushing, 
just a chance, and that's. why the job isn't heavy to me. I'm not' pulling or 
pushing anybody anywhere-., All I'm doing is opening doors, windows, and 
. . . painting a picture of how it would feel to them to use this added air, light, 
sunshine, bypaths .... Casework is anything but a puppet show. If people 
are going to be real characters in whatever role circumstances have left them, 
they need to have an understanding not of their roll! alone but of the whole 
drama and their role in it. . 

So wrotè a student of social case work when she began to practice 
the philosophy of self-determination for the dient and to glimpse what 
it meant for her own happiness as well as for her work. What do 
others say who have worked with this philosophy? Most of them find 
it hard to describe except by noting the differences from case work 
that takes a parental attitude. One outstanding difference seems tQ, be 
that they have ceased to make thèmseIves responsible for the soèial 
betterment of their dients. They do not guarantee anything, as if, 
indeed, they were powerful enough to make desirabl~ changes come 
to pass if only they exerted themselves enough. Stated thus baldly, 
it seems incredible that one would ever believe that they could, but 
anyone who has known case workers weIl for very long will recall 
abundant evidences that there has alway been an undercurrent, of 
self~accusation and guilt if dients were not demonstrably better off for 
their ministrations. A psychiatrist lecturing to a dass in social work 
ten years ago had no hesitation in saying that asodal worker should 
always blame himself, not the dient, for an unfortunate outcome. The 
implication was 'that case work is a personal matter, with the en
vironment forgotten except as stage scenery. The contributing public 
demands something tangible in the environment to show- for the effQrt 
expend.eq in case work. By and large, there has been widespread in' 
the, community a belief that there is some solution for every ill, and 
that those who set themseIves up to help their fellow men are negligent 
if they do not find it. '~', , ' 

Sdentific training tends to· dissipate this sense of responsibility for 
outcome. First, there are the stubborn facts which no amount of wish
ful thinking can alter-the effects of heat and cold, of nourishment 
or the lack of it upon living organisms, irremediable damage to tissues 
and nerve cells, arrested development and the ineffaceable marks of 
early experienees upOI:l personal.ity:~j?hysidans are frank to say that 

""'1\. 
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there are some conditions they cannot cure, some patients they can
n.ot help. As sodal case work becomes more scientific, it, too, must face 
the truth that its normal use is to take care of the exceptional cases 
in an otherwise soundly functioning sodalorder, and that it can not 
undo, any more thanmedidne can, the effects of mass starvation or the 
paralysis (for lack of opportunity tQ exerêi~è it) of creative ability . 
Sodal case work as such has no power to set straight sodal conditions, 
nor to provide escape from their consequeriéè"s; 

In addition to their inability toset aside naturallaw or the impact 
of sodal forces, sodal case workers can not guarantee the response 
they will receive from other human beings. Indeed, the atte~pt to 
do so itself raises barriers of resistance. I remember a discussion in 
which a number of case workers rel~ted instarl,res in which a surpris
ing response had come to them after they had given a dient up as 
hopeless and had ceased to exert any pressure upon him. They 

.,. wondered if they ought to become hopeless of their dients earlier. To
day we should say that it was the pressure of their need for some 
desired response which created a resistance which it then took all the 
energy of the case worker to combat, so that case worker and dient 
progressed not at all toward any common goal. 

Another difference from case work of the parental type is that there 
are no commltments in advance to certain procedures, such as an 
automatic requirement for a full history, checked with other sources, 
before anything can be done. If a case worker is responsible, as 
under the older philosophy, for solving a situation, then he must 
have information on which to do so. He is right in resenting the 
dien t's refusal to cooperate in giving it. If the dient is responsible, 
the neeQ for information is his. He has a right to expect information 
from the case wor~er·whom he selects as his adviser, if it is available, 
but he neeq.giv:e ~riÇ;;~qre than is necessary to' make the worker con-

.,.~ ...... '." ~.'" ~ 

versant with ~he' prQ,blem on which he seeks help. The case worker 
may see tEe necessity for more than the.client dóes, and may give him 

., '"" more information about the bearin~'t'hat ~~r~in added facts would 
.' ':~1 ,:~a~e, but the dient makes the ulti.i~Üite .,Mdsion how much to give. 

.. (Again we remind ourselves that if the case worker is in an auxiliary 
relationship to some administrative service,,;b~ it relief giving, child 
pladng, a school system or whatever,. th~re ml,lSt be requirements for 
information for that administrative fun'cti0~"but not for sodal case 

. U10rk as such.) ,,;:., ........ ;;",'" 
-~. " -

One difficulty with the present pr'á~tice of the newer philosophy is 

:1, 

I, 
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that social agencies are usually set up to do certain things, such as 
to give relief or te place children in foster homes, so that the di~~t 
comes to them only when he has pretty weIl made up his mind to ask 
for the service for which they stand in the community. He does not 
get to them at the time, when he most needs help to darify what he 
really wants and needs. Then, toa, it aften happens that the referral 
service of the agency to which he comes is also preoccupied with the 
the kind of service to be given, perhaps sending him where he can 
get a special form of it, with na opportunity anywhere for the un
hurried' and open-minded consideration of his problem. A review of a 
number of "difficult" cases active in a family society has shown that 
without exception there was an immediate drive toward making a 
relief plan, to which the dient, for one reason or another, set up 
resistance. Even though there was much "investigation," this came 
after the dient feIt that his case had been prejudged; there was lost 
that period of exploring the situation together which has prove!;! so 
fruitful for mutual understanding and future cooperation. Some such 
period of exploration ought to be available wherever a dient meets 
a case worker. It is tragic to repeat the specialization which, in me di
cine, has resulted in the patient's having to diagnose his own case 
in order to decide what specialist to go to, and then being 'sent from 
one to another because each one thinks of his own technique and no 
one can see the man himself in relation to the symptoms of which,he 
complains. 

This is the new form of social dia gnosis. Miss Betsey Libbey calls 
it "exploratory treatment," emphasizing that it is a period of working 
together on obvious needs while the case worker is feeling out what 
kind .of help the' dient both wants and can take in the situation, and 
what function the agency can perform. It has the best of the tentative
ness,of the social diagnosis of twenty years ago, without its delay:. of 
service for the sake of information and without quite the same danger 
that with the diagnostic label once put on there will be little else 
that the dient can hope ·'for. We still know next to nothing about 
treatment (as we call"the p'tocess ol trying to make our knowledge 
of some use to the dient) but we now begin at once to focus attention 

. I 

upon it, and the very lack of a satisfying way-station like a diagno-
sis may increase the amount of understanding we shall eventually 
reach. 

A third difference from the older case work is that it is not the 
client but the case worker who ,is' i(accepted" or "rejected." The case 
worker can bear to be left out if he has no lingering notion that he 
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is responsible to somebody, somewhere, for being in. There is no need; 
for purposes of professional practice, even to know the outcome in 
the particular case. For research, of course, it is very desirabIe to 
know, and many dients would not object to helping on a well-conceived 
research project. The point is that just by ç:oming the dient does not 

. commit himself to being used f()r research without his consent. The 
caseworker has less difficulty than formerly in knowing when to open 
and dose cases. It is the dient who, in tlte last analysis, decides 
both. When the case worker can no longer stimulate him to want more, 
and he is quite satisfied to go on by himself, the purpose of case work 
is served. ~If the community is not satisfied, it has ways of ~king 
its displeasure feIt by the individua), and once again a case worker 
ma)( meet him, this time in an administrative tmblic service rale per
haps, until he again "opens" his case' for counseling service. Counsel
ing without this 'voluntary acceptance by the dient means nothing. 
With it, the aim of counseling is to make itself unnecessary. 

/CAfter all; il is the dient's problem" sounds as if the social case 
worker were'ábout to receive a well-eamed rest. Clients now go about 
tö assem bIe their own work references, they hunt their own apart
ments, take their children to dispensaries more frequently than former
ly, and even Gome to the office for interviews. Consultation results 
in their making their own plans. Are social case workers to become fat 
and obsolete? Where is their professional skill if they only sit by 
while the dient does as he likes? What does the community pay them 
for? 

This is much more than a rhetorical question. It has brought con
fusion and a haunting sense of futility to case workers themselves, 
and, unanswered, .will mean the withdrawal of support fr om case
working agencie~~~itt§h do not.have some obvious administrative func
tion on wh~èh'theip"~8.!l() work service can ride as concealed baggage. 
As the commquiiy..accèpts the responsibility for subsistence relief, for 
instance, family case work agencies must :either understand their func-

" ... ,. tion so c1early that they can interpr~titt t~ th~{community or be dis
, d~ ::~arded as Useless..ç..'~i<:--.,. ''''. 

\. ' ~~". 

. '. The answer to this question of what is the case worker's function 
has not been made easier by the way in }VIfich the philosophy of 
self-determination for the dient has be~.I)5·ti.Bpljed by some who have 
been most enthusiastically in favor of it •. Intl,leir desire to avoid a 

..... ,dominance which was hateful to thell! Jhey"1iäV~ rushed to an extreme 
which has seemed to others a reduCtio ad absurdum. A few illustra
tions from cas~ practice will show what is happening. 

" , 
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A case worker says that she did not caU upon a family of h~K 
clients after their baby died because that would be unprofessional. If 
they wanted her'-service ihey would take the initiative in asking for 
it. Another says that she is in misery during a caIl because the mother 
keeps begging her for advÏce about how to deal with her uncontroIlable 
little chiId, and the case worker can only listen, as her supervisor 
has instructed her to do, or ask, "How do you feel about his temper 
tantrums?" She thinks the client is trying to lead her into a trap 
by getting her to give advice.' ' -

Commenting on these instances, there is discernible the not un
usual tendency to reduce to rigid formulations what should be applied 
with imagination and common sense. Would not ordinary humanity 
direct a visit of sympathy to a bereaved family one had known, re
gardless of whether they asked for professional service then or later 
or never? In the second instance, the sodal worker's surmise that the 
mother's need was for something other than advice may have ~.en 
correct; for instance, asearch for someone to blame if advice was 
given and failed may have been behind her questions. But what if it 
were? Is not an attitude of that sort just as truly as any other a 
part of the dient's real self at the moment and just as mlkch some
thing to knowand use in counseling with her as is a genuike eager
ness to receive the worker's advice? The sodal worker's use of the 
word, trap, suggests a defense of herself and a preoccupation with 
trying to beat the dient at her own game. Her silence may mean not 
freedom for the dient but punishment. What stimulus for the client 
could come out of such a battle of wills fought in the name of the 
latest creed of sel.f-determination? 

. Another instance of a rigid formulation, this time in favor of hav
ing no history, is found in the case of a young teacher who asked 
for advice about her vocational adjustment and feIt repulsed whetfher 
attempts'to explain how her working life had been conditioned by
her long struggle to get an education were dismissed as of no im
portance. "It is only how"you feel ~n the present' job that matters. 
What is your present relà.tionship to )rour superintendent?" The rela
tion of her present confused'~eelings to her past was the very thing 
this young teacher had not understood and which she wanted an op
portunity to talk out. Her case worker, thinking she sensed an auto
matic offering of history, missed a chance to help her find both re
lease' and reorientation. 

·· .... ·ft 
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A client considering child guidance treatment for her son who was 
"different" from other boys was told that no examinations and no 
treatment would be given the boy unless the inother was willing to 
come in for weekly interviews for as long as the clinic found neces
sary. This was explained as "talking over the boy's problems with 

.. ,. }rou, so that you may help us to understan~"how to help him." The 
~·::::'t~se worker saw this mother as neurotic, ,the real cause of her child's 

difficulties and in need of somethingHke psychoanalytic therapy. She 
reàlized that the mother would not accept help offered as help for 
herself, so she presented it as for the child. The mother remarked 
that she had talked about her boy to no end of people befo~e, and 

, it nad done no good. She departed. ., 
\., Desirabie as it was to sift out th~se who diiknot want to be helped 

, to better parenthood, one wonders,first, whether the clinic was not 
reaIly following the paternalistic philosophy, sure what treatment the 
mother ought to have and testing her willingness to accept it by pre
senting an opportunity to talk-the modern substitute for the ",vork 
test" which:relief workers used to apply. One wonders also if the 
mother was in any position to make a choice. The alternatives to her 
were probably a series of burdensome visits, with expense for car 
fare, over against no prospect of help. She may have been more than 
half consdous that her own personal need was her real reason for 
coming and have resented in another the subterfuge she had herself 
made. If the social worker had been keenly aware of the gap between 
her own and the mother's understanding of therapy could she have 
dealt more wisely with a possibly simultaneous desire for and retreat 
from it? Would not the answer be found in the beginning of such. a 
relationship in th,~ first interview that the mother would be able to 
face some gen~~:=eart, even though a f.ractional part, of w~at she 
really w~:t~êF.'at ~tl;le .. moment? She might ask for diet advice, a 
psychological exàlni~adon for the boy, or what not. The case worke['s 
job would be to stand by with help ~n • .fftakÎl:;g soundings" until she 

,i _,_" was satisfied that what was presentê}i wasg~huine, even though an 
, __ . .... • • ~~~..lI., 

. :~'t::,;un}mportant fore-glimpse of whw;/tné ~~ther would eventually want 
, 'to say. Then they could begin to ~ork-'on tl:mt. The case worker's 

skill would consist in accepting the motherJs:':partial insights, not as 
final but as something they could use tp,géthe.ç",in exploring the situa
tion. More would come as the mother\~as.;ble to face more. Needless 

"" .. "to say, the relationship to tbe cast;.work'~è~ould be an important 
factor in the mother'sgaining an àöIIity to' face more. 
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In presenting clients with choice as to whether or not they wish 
-(." 

, case-work service, one needs to remember, therefore, that ignorance" 
of what the alternatives arè'vitiates the choice at on ce, and that, equal
ly, there is no choice when it is weighted with conflicting emotions or 
with a desired benefit on ,one side. If this mother had sought a free 
camp placement and had accepted the dinic interviews as the only 
means of getting it, she would have shown no real acceptance. Prep
aration of the client for the making of conscious choices is an area of 
social case work practice whi'ch has been muèh neglected. All one 
may have to begin on is a tacit acceptance of the opportunity to make 
a contact-shown by the dien t's making one. To be able to say, "I 
want case work," and, even more than that, to say, "I want therapy 
for my ovvn personal difficulties which are too great for me even to 
get help from counseling"-this is as late a stage in the diagnosis of 
readiness for help as is a hemorrhage from the lungs in the diagnosis 
of tuberculosis. The most'skillful and understanding work must pte
cede that stage in order that the dient himself may know what he 
wants. 

A ,third group of in stances of mistaken application of the new 
philosophy concerns its supposed breakdown when it meets the hard 
realities of the dient's life. There is the case worker who eva'èles deal
ing with the reality by throwing the dient back into it, and the one 
who protects his dient from ever meeting it. 

For instance, in a time of business depression a man has lost his 
job and is demanding that the case worker get him another. The case 
worker says, "That is your problem," and turns to other applicants. 
True enough, but what is the real problem? Is it lack of work alone, 
as' th,e, dient tend~ to think it is? Perhaps so, but even then there is 
the difficult task of organizing all possible ~esources for job finding. 
The ~lient may need encouragement or suggestions to carry this--"O.ut 
when competition is bitter and he is panic stricken. He mayneed ' 
help in finding interim relief resources. If there is no hope of a job, 
the task of learning to live"without one may caU for as much skilled 
leadership as a blind m'áii's ptoblem of learning to live without sight. 
Incidentally, every weakness Of personality which has been masked in 

I 

comfortable times is likely to come to the surface and constitute an 
extension of the problem as the' man first saw it. The case worker 
who turns aside because the man's request seemed a bid for a de
pendent relationship has missed an opportunity to give a form of pro-

......... ;# • 
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fessional service for the adjustment of a personality under difficulties 
which could probably beobtained nowhere else. 

To give an instance of protection of the client, a homeless single 
woman refuses to accept the decent but cheerless shelter which is the 
agency's only way of providing a living and chooses instead to live, 

~~ ••. ,;at nearly double the expense, in a-furnishéd room where she is in
"':'<""'adequately fed on meals thaf she cooks, herself. Her case worker 

makes an exception in the agency'~ policy"'because she believes that 
the dient's choice should always be followed. The situation remains 
unchanged for some time until the worker is called to account by 
the agency. \;, 

, ,tommenting from the point of view of one who believes in the 
~'" philosophy of self-determination for the dierl;t~ the choice made must 

. have had meaning for the young woman which the case worker would 
do weIl to understand and with which she would sympathize. But the 
next question the worker would ask the dient would be, "Howare 
you going to.finance this plan?" The dient has no resources. Neither 
has the ca'se'worker, under an agency policy which has become neces
'sary because funds are badly needed for other things. How about 
helping the dient to face this reality like any other disagreeable ne ces
sity? This case worker does not live by the new philosophy, even 
though she seemed to. She must take the responsibility for seeing that 
the dient has what she wants, and she robs others to do it. She 
has not made it easier for the dient to call forth all possible latent 
resources to better her condition, nor to develop a philosophy of meet
ing unavoidable deprivation with as high a morale as possible. In
stead, the case worker takes charge of her. She has only made her 
comfortable, or p~J;'haps a little less uncomfortable, and there is no 
end to that, e~p\what is put by a careworn and irate executive. 

This i~ioY'tQ~y . .that there might not be circumstances revers
ing this interprèlatión. For instance, if there were a landlady in the 
lodging house who was especially sllc~ssfur in dealing with young 

"" women in special need of personaU41d sti.Il:i~tating kindness it might 
. ~'l. '" be weIl worth the agency's makm1tiin ~è'é'ption to pay for her service 

in a crisis in a dient's life. It might be best to let a young woman 
learn to meet hard reality in some otheFway af ter she had had a 
tonic experience with such a rema*~bl-g,woman. The point is that 
one must discriminate and must consider"·tár~iully whether avoidance 

"', ." of the natural consequences of the:.clîènl'.iiiéhoice really aids her de-
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velopment. fo,k~, free to choose means to incur risks. Is the choi~,(( 
a genuinely-self:~eSting one when someone else takes away the risk 
and governs the "c0ri.sequëhce-s? 

There is a final"gr®p of instances in which the case worker for
gets to discriminate Bei.~~,en an administrative function, which a case 
worker mayalso have, an,d ;ase work itself. An illustration of this was 
given in An Experiment in Short 'Contact lnterviewingll when the case 
worker taking foster home apj1éations faiIe~ JQ judge as severely as 
her duty to the agency demanded, because she was too anxious to see 
that the applicants for boarding children got 'what they wanted. As 
a case worker she would have been justified, had they been her dients, 
in helping them in any way she could. Here, however, she was in an 
administrative position in which she had no obligatioIi to the ap
plicants except for the courtesies of a business relationship, but had 
an obligation to use her judgment (trained in case work, to be sure) 
to see that the agency was not put to unnecessary expense in ,*n
vestigating applications of people entirely unfit to have the care of 
children. 

A case worker accepting a chiId for placement undertakes to stand 
in loco parentis to that foster child as long as he is in c~re. This 
responsibility may be shared if there is a living parent or re~ponsible 
relative, but there is in principle a certain unavoidable obligation as
sumed by one who admiriisters the function of choosing a home fol' à 
child and supervising his care in it. He must know the pertinent fa cts 
about the chiId and his living relatives-more than he would need 
to know where he asked to advise about the care of a child in his own 
home. He must h,ave a workable financial plan. He must go to people 
whèt~e cooperation is necessary without waiting for them to co me to 
him. He mayor may not be chosen as confidante by the child or rela
tive, but, if so, that is in addition to the carrying out olthe funètion 
of seefug' that the chiId has proper care. This latter is do ne in a . 
different way, a more individualized way because a case worker and 
not a business agent does Ît,.: but it <i,arries its own right to take ini
tiative, seek contacts, ài1'd1 mlke plan's, just as being aparent carries 
the right to do the things nè2~ssary for a chiId's care. 

The field of medical social wb~k presents a problem to those who 
are confused by failure to make these discriminations. An exponent of 
the new philosophy shocks a medical social worker by failing to foIlow 
a case in which neglect of a chilÇl'~~ eye& may result in blindness-

.. ..,.h ...... ,. .... " 

u Bertha C. Reynolds, op. cito 

, 
\. 

" 
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this, because the family '~~oi\ndicated any desire for service. The 
medical case worker takes n:;~sibility for prevention when the edu
cation of the parents in self-determination would be at t(j)O great a 
cost to the cbild. There is something of taking con trol for the com
munity's sake in a good medical institutron, even though it may be 

~(," ,,~supported by private funds. Pl.).bli'e'oP,~;;IJ2:ti;,p'suaIly tolerates fairly wen 
",;,,;,~,;this invasion of private rights"in':hefèlt~,\ti.atter.s, perhaps because it 

better understands the hazards of 'i;liseásèÎ~ihan some social hazards, 
and partly, I suspect, because sentiment is already forming to demand 
a more indusive community health program and already thinks of the 
hospital as a community institution. Medical social worket~, then, 
bi common acceptance, carry a rather large proportion of duties in 
the administration of health workij~ additioh •. to the counseling serv-

", ice for which they may be chosenby their clients. They "foIlow up" 
as weIl as being sought, and they do this because they are auxiliary 
to a system of coordinated services in the medical care of large num
bers of peQple. 

Family'weifare societies are similarly in a transition stage in whieh, 
·though privately supported, some are carrying the duties (elsewhere 
rècognized as a public function) of administering subsistence relief. 
In this rale they must malte financial investigations and make deci
si ons invading, to some extent, a family's seIf-determination. As tbis 
rOle is turned over to public bodies, 'it is to be expected that private 
family welfare agencies will have less trouble than at present in defin
ing their relationship to dients. 

Rel:ief whieh is incidental to a case-work plan fits in more easily 
than subsistence relief with a philosophy whieh cultivates the seIf
determination of. ,the dient. (See discussion under Interviews 3 and 
5, Chapter V.)<,~{\Ii~ihJ.portant.point under this philosophyis that the 
handlinKcP{''iielie:k~hQuld be such that the dient sees his receiving 
or his being pep'rived' of money as inherent in the situation, not as due 
to the case worker's personal whim, 01'" arbit,rary decision. The case 

. worker might weIl talk out with th&idients'Çthe fact that these deci-
'.l "~' " •• '!>. . ,,~~.. .~.I.t. 

",:1 ' ,siçms are governed by prindpl~':::which/15irid him no less than the 
dient and are the reality whieh they bath m~st face. 

A social case work organization for the ;,pihention of delinquency , 
in a social order which makes crime, f",s,Mr th.an all its public spirited 
citizens can ever cure it is in a very 'à'iffie;lt'P,osition. It is sure to be 

"" ... ' expected io undo evils which would ]lut èXjjif~fn a healthy sodalorder 
where economie security, work, aÎia whoÎesome recreation could be 
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taken ior granfed. In such a sodalorder the case-work function would 
'\.\,. Ilo' 

be needed only t<i·~e..'Parents and teachers who were having trouble 
, in thelr relationship5.fto chinIreN, and to individualize the pubIic serv

ice of a sodalized c6u~t. system to take care of exceptional prob
lems. At present, there' i~~ound to be a large element of protection 
for the community in any unäertaking dealing with delinquency, and 
a good deal of responsibili(y .of a sf\mi-public nature such as we have 
seen in, the fields of medicine;trd family welf~re in this time of 
transition. What relation shoulcf"a case work ageÎièy in this field have 
to a public Crime Prevention Bureau, for instance, or to a city-wide 
probatiün and parole system? The writer has no competence to answer 
that question but is convinced that case work in this setting must find 
itself tied in with the administrative functions connected with the care 
.of delinquent children in its institutions and its parole service. The 
filIing of these röles will demand the taking of initiative and the mak
ing--of decisions in certain areas. Could these areas be better defineq, 
it seems likely that within the framework of limitations set by them 
the case-work relationship would be freed from uncertainty and 
enabled to do its unique work. 

The wounds that the new philosophy has suffered in the house of its 
friends are summed up, then, in failures to discriminate betw~en the 
application of a formula and the application of principles with imagi
nation and common sensej in failing to' see the difference between pre~' 
paring a dient to make a choice of case work service and offering him 
what merely looks like one; and in evasion of reality either by refus
ing help or by protecting the dient from the consequences of his own 
choices. The assumption that a güod case würker is never employed 
wher~4e has also àn administrative function seems to be as fatal as 
the older one that he always had an administrative function just by 
being ~ Case worker. ... ,,: . 

"~., \ 

We have traveled a long way from our question, "For what are we 
freed from àuthority?" We have attempted tü define our function in 
terms of what it is not aftd,Jn terms of' the absurdities which it must 
avoid. But what is it? Has it' aI1Y:fopecial skills .or any responsibilitiesJn 
place of those it has cast off? y. 

The student who was quoted at the beginning of this chapter speaks 
of giving people a chance to grow, of opening windows, helping them 
to an understanding, not of their rale alone but of the whole drama 
and their rale in it. Visioll and p~r~pèê.tive--2...seeing more in life and in 

',. 

" 
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"' ' 

.~ better relation to the whol~'th~ not as good a simple definition 
of what its dients should get fr81\, social case work as we may ever 
hope to find? But there is one question about how this can be achieved 
which revives the old query about paternaIism. Is it not just as des truc
tive to self-determination to give people Y9W vision as to give them 

,~ ~'H-1ything else? John Erskine has J>l:lrj.s,::~~r:ih1hgly in his essay, The 
.. "eêiU to Service. Speaking of the con:td'f)ti'tth:p.s of 'science to human 

well-bei:p.g, he says: . \:"W· . 

Yet you can no more be scientific for your neighbors than you can be holy for 
them. If you persuade them to submit to the experiment, they will lose what 
little intelligence they had. Do we not see that the average man is m0:t1r .. and 
more tlisposed to honor a few scientists, superstitiously exalting their skill into 

~ a kind of magie, and relying less and l~s' 'upon hi~~elf? For every service . ~ ~ 

, , scienee has rendered, some eommon intellig'ence has been taken away. She gave 
us the barometer, and we ceased to be weather wise; the almanac, and we 
forgot the stars. If this service from without left us free to apply our khOwl
edge in other fields, there might be a eompensation for the intelligence that 
has been taken away. But with intelligence departs the willingness even to be 
intelligently seryed·, and just as religion falls ba ek upon threats of heli, so at 
last science caUs in' the poliee. If my house is ventilated and sanitary, it is 
not pecause scienee has made me intelligent, but because the expert to whom 
I have delegated my intelligence is now applying it on my behalf, with or with
out my consent. When my fire escape was cast in the foundry, perhaps for the 
reseue of my life some day, they fixed in the mold a threat to fine me ten dollars, 
if ever I should block it up. 

All of this goes to show, .of course, that gifts of another's intelligence 
are no better than any other gifts till we have made them our own. 
Without them, we should be poorer in resource. With them, plus in
telligence, we enlarge greatly our capacity to deal with our world; 
Professor Erskine dQ:e~ not state how good an opinion of the human 
being's desire and~'SfitJ(êity to use inteIligence he may have, except that 
he argues el.~4ilêil1:lytl'lat.,it be given a chance. It ill be co mes us in these 
days, when weaié'just beginning to realize the deadening effect of our 
whole social-economic structure upon mi1;lcf'and feéling, to give up hope 

" ... Jhat men can be developed toward m9.~~;alive.nii~ in their world. The 
. ,'':ja)i:(la~ing result of the social chang~s";in ~ussià;12 (in spi te of many 

. farces of repression also at work) upon the ~ople who have come 
under their influence gives us pause as we thiUk of our regimented 
education, our "yes men" in industry-ap,cr"tp,e ,professions, our long 
hours of ill-rewarded labor, our constarii inse-cu!jty regarding the es-

....... ,1.2 See, for instanee, Maurice Hindus, Th~"GreafR5'tJensive; Frankwood E. 
Williams, Russia, Youth and the Present D-áy WOrld. . 
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sentials of èx~~t~nce, our frustrations in self-fuifillment in love, Jp. 
sodal relationili~"..m opportunity for creative activity. Thinking of 
it all, we wonder; l;\'Ût thaf'we\think dully, but that we ever think at all. 

But "the question~r. as achairman might say, pounding with his 
gavel. Suppose that ~o~~J case work, like education, aims for aresuit 
in the development of human, beings in the art of living; that, like \. 
progressive education, it' seeks to lead or draw out what is in them, 
not to instruct or draw up a~set forth infolQ1ation for them. Like 
progressive education, soqal ~~se work is co;-cerned with relating men 
and women and children to life, and seeks first to understand where 
they are in adjustment to their own life aims and their sodal group. 
There is need for a very great skill here, which we have only begun to ; 
glimpse. It is diagnosis in the dynamic, not the static, meaning of the 
term. A teacher of a craft, such as basket miling, is a good teacher 
only as he senses quickly what it is that the pupil is having trouble 
with and can help him to help himself with that. It may be that'4;he 
reed is too stiff, the fingers too weak to draw it tightly enough, the 
touch too nervous and jerky. A good teacher devi5eS ways to overcome 
these-perhaps by SUch a seemingly irrelevant process as a relaxing 
run around the yard. If he is not skilled enough to diagnos"e the dif
ficulty, he sees nothing between "Let me do it" and "Do it ~ourself." 
Such a person may make beautiful baskets himself, but he is no teacher. 
The pupil wants to feel that the basket is his own, and-that at the ena 
he èould make another basket without help. The rewards of the teacher 
are not on exhibition shelves but in more confident, happy faces, more 
alive human beings. So sodal case work finds that a new, a vitalizing 
thing has come t? it when it seeks its rewards not in changes which it 
makes itself in the condition of its clients so much as in changed human 
beings more able to make their own better conditions. It takes re
sponsibility for a process, not aresult which may bè CIependertt ·.on 
many'things which are out of control, such as the client's capadty or 
an unchangeable sodal situafion. 

Illustrations from case '\vork practice are not easy to find, partIy . , 
because we are just bêgitm~~g to feel our way in the consdous and 
consistent use of the newer p~ilosóphy and partIy because, when we 
practice it most successfully, it seems so easy and natural that we find 
it hard to teIl just what we have done. The two instances following 
ilIustrate the case worker's responsibility for helping the clients to 
work' their own way out of an ~mpass~, in contrast to taking the 
responsibility for choke of the'l'oacl::"to be followed. 
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. 1. A woman in the mi~~~~ift1~s came .to the home of c~e worker, 

MISS 0 at dusk one evemng to"~;k If she mIght have an appomtment to 
consult her. Miss 0 had met her once before through a mutual friend 
and knew that she was Miss C, who belonged to acultured foreign 
family, that she had traveled for several years and was now taking a 

·(:~(.,.~ye~r of ~tudy in psychol~gy. ~e~~~~~f~J;lce that the young wom~n 
,,·f(l;·""was crymg and was ternbly aSh,<!:me@''i$~~her 105s of self-control, MISS 

•. Il.).; ", 

, , 

o asked her to come in and led thè. wà§'\'o a window seat in an un-
lighted room where her tear-stained face would not be conspicuous. 
"Perhaps you would like to talk here where we can see the dty lights 
come on," she said. Miss C assented and almost immediatelY\;'plunged 
in'to a story of emotional distress that had made her desperate. 'She was 
unable to concentrate on her studi~::'; was eatiUg very little, and able to 
get only fitful and unrestful sleep.The picture was distressing enough 
so that Miss 0 might have thought it obviously her responsibility to 
secure psychiatric assistance. 

Miss 0,. however, was not as sure as she would once have been that 
this was the-solution. Even if it were, she was more interested in know-

. ing what kept Miss C from finding this solution. She took responsi
bUity for guiding an exploration, without predetermining where the 
search would end. She did take the precaution, however, since later 
treatment by a psychiatrist was among the likely possibilities, to keep 
the relationship with hers elf one which could be easily broken or 
transferred to someone else. She realized Miss C's immediate need of 
emotional release in tears but knew that she must not, in giving a 
sympathetic hearing, repro duce a mother-daughter relationship which 
was possibly at the core of the problem for this unmarried woman. 
Neither should sl1e, she knew, put herself in the position of a physician 
who makes the. pàÜënt feel that the case is now in expert, responsible 

I:':'~ ,')... 

hands a.1,1F:ithb patitp.~ has only to follow directions and get weIl. The 
case worker. trièdto keep Miss C the active centre of the exploration 
process, ev~n though a few moments bef.ore Miss C had thought herself 

., ... ~~ utterly at the end of her resources ... p~ con..scJ~usly gave her, first, such 
. ,'.i .1::; r~assurance as might be conveyç4.:iifY0Ïf~··and manner that she herself 

" .. was not alarmed nor overwhelmecl.·" 
Knowing that Miss C was used to ah intel1ectual approach to prob

lems and that accepting her at oncell,s':a f~llow-student would give 
common ground for their relationshipo;":Mis~:O replied to Miss C's state
ment that she could find no reasoll . .fbr·'h.iir,i:4ïstress by suggesting a 
process of orderly exclusion, begmrTIng wlth possible physical causes. 
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When there seemed nothing in health factors to account for a rather 
~ ~ 

sudden loss of all s~ &f confidence and well-being, they explored in 
turn the nature of fh~'subje~ts she had been studying and the rela
tionships with instruc'l:or$', Miss C was sure that these were not im
portant except as they rrlafl4ave touched off conflicts which she knew 
she had been carrying all h~~ Il1e. , 

Miss C began to talk about her 'family relationships, and Miss 0 
sensed that she might soon be the i~ipient of confi,çlences which would 
later be embarrassing to Miss C'\~nless she, the:case worker, were to 
fill definitely the rale of therapist. Miss 0 sugges,ted, therefore, that 
the question might be this: could Miss C probably work out of this 
for herself with such help as the case worker could give her (judging by 
what they had just been doing together as a sample) or was she likely 
to need the special services of a professional psychiatrist? Miss C 
thought probably the latter was best, for her problems were deep and 
of long standing. Miss 0 then outlined for her choice the different kinds,. 
of psychiatric service available. Miss C was not sure that she would ' 
need a psychoanalysis, but reached the condusion that it would be 
wise to select a psychiatrist trained in psychoanalysis to help her to 
explore her problem further, so that if an analysis proved necessary she 
could go on without change. '1 

A practical problem appeared in that she knew no one in the city 
who could advise her as to choice of psychiatrists except instructors , ' 
at' the tmiversity, and she did not want anyone there to know that she 
was disturbed. She realized now that part of her panic had been that 
she knew her poor work would soon drawattention to her, and sht\ 
could not escape being considered unfit for professional training, which 
she hoo sacrificed a' good deal to obtain. Miss 0 suggested that she 
might get the' information for her, and Miss C gratefully assented. 
When sh,e left there had been no plan presented beyond this>Two days , 
later when' ,Miss 0 met Miss C and gave her a list of psychoanalysts 
whose qualifi.cations had been ascertained, Miss C said that she had 
gone home from the intervieW"to the ,first good sleep in several weeks, 
that she was feeling much'o'etter"but reahzed her need of further help 
and would make contact with~'~n analyst immediately. She went 
through an analysis successfully ànd when last lieard from was in a 
responsible position in her own comitry. 

2. Another young woman, Miss F, weIl known to the case worker, 
Miss 0, 'wrote to her from another cityJor aI]. appointment. She asked 
a reply by wire, as it seemed to hel'- thM she must see Miss 0 on the 
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':' "':.." "" following week-end or she cour~\l1.en·àure her situation another week. 
MissO wired that she was awaylf~ home but set a time a week in 
advance. She suggested in a letter that in the meantime Miss F wpuld 
probably recover her own fine balance and common sense and not see 
her as so terribly important in her !ife-picture. But she added that she 

, w~,s glad of any excuse for a good v.isit"~\;wól,il;cl set aside Saturday 
.... ~"\ ~~(1-' ,;- " • • \ . • ·~~~1.t~fîl;";· 
, " af.llimoon and evemng, for 1t. In ass\1r~ng~,;~~~~lcome, she took the 

responsibility of trying to convey her bè1ief.:t'Hlit Miss F could do a 
good deal for herself. She realized that this wás a hazardous guess, for 
even though she knew that Miss F had unusual capacity for solving 
her own problems she also knew fr om the desperate tone of the let,ter 

, that something very disturbing must have occurred. She took the 
( responsibility of setting the tone of the ~pÎning intë,r.view, however, on 

'the'level of a high expectation of Miss F's capacity; knowing that the 
relationship between them was weIl enough established so that if 
Miss F could not live up to the expectation she would be able to bear 
that fact and let Miss 0 help her work through it. (With a new dient 
it would have been dangerous to have set the expectation so high lest 
the client be driven away from the case worker by a sense of inade
quacy'~d fear of loss of esteem.) 

Miss' F arrived in a state of mind seemingly as desperate as that 
of Miss C. She was holding a one-year position for which it was an 
honor to have been considered. Her work was to terminate in six 
weeks, but she could not endure those weeks. She reproached herself for 
cowardice. She thought she understood intellectually the reasons why 
she had not succeeded as she had hoped and as her friends expected. 
She could see the part played in the situation by personalities othei.
than her own, but still she was emotionally unable even to go through 
the motions of conH~~ii1g. If she Ie ft, however, as the director had 
suggested she.,;\Pllght iI,,§p,e.,wished, she knew she would be accepting 
the interpretatioIl:of'thedirector-that she lacked the emotional qua11~ 
ties necessary for success in dealing with pe0.ple-and would be leav-'. ~, 

,ing forever the profession which had meaiil to her(x;i1ot only avocation, 
': b.~t~:l'1 I?eans of creative self-expressiop,,/;:,';·' .!"r~ ',,:" 

',To a case worker whose philosophy was, to take charge of the dient's 
problem, it might seem as urgent as in the preGecltng case to get this 
young woman to a psychiatrist. Miss 0 fel.t,Fés'po~sible, however, for 
knowing, before she even made such a sug'gesti-ou,whether it would be 
SQn.:I,ething which could be discussed imp~rsonáIlf1j'~ whether it would 
add to Miss F's already intolerable eih~tionai burden. Miss F was 
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trained 'as a teacher and young people's counselor. She was over
whelmed with a ~ ~ inadequacy in her profession. How would she~" 
feel if someone shé" helieved' had confidence in her were to suggest at 
once that she needed shit'j.lar professional help, and of a sort generally 
associated with serious\m~djustments? Miss 0 did not feel sure that 
psychiatric treatment woul.d ~be ,a solution, and she would not have 
suggested it if she had. He~ responsibility was to be at hand to relieve 
Miss F's distress enough so thaJi;~e could move~about a little in the 
emotional impasse in which sh~"'was caught, andto aid with stimula
tion or trail-blazing until Miss F could hersBlf find the road she 
wanted to follow. 

Miss 0 had two clues to Miss F's inability to solve this problem 
without help. One was the excess of emotion, a state of panic quite 
foreign to Miss F's ustia1 reactions. Psychiatric studies have shown 
that ordinary events in life (and Miss F's inadequacies had not been 
at all conspicuous) do not prove devastating except as they are assQ
ciated with some of the basic confiicts of personality. It is as symbols 
of something close to the biological sources of pêrsonal development 
that they become intolerabIe. Secondly, MISS 0 knew that Miss F had 
suffered in an accident an injury which had left some permanent 
residuals, not important for social adjustment, but possibly so 1n their 
effect on a sense of personal well-being. As she listened to Miss F's 
story, she became sure that there was some connection between . 
criticisms of Miss F's work, which reached a climax in her being told 
that shclacked essential emotional qualities, and the injury which had 
made her feel that she lacked the physical strength which others had. 
If a defect in phy~ique and in emotional capacity had become asso
ciatetl in the subconscious, it would be quite possible that this would 
symbolize for the individual a degree of inadequacy which would be 
profoundly disturbing. '-..,~ , 

With 'this as a working hypothesis, how could Miss 0 proceed? 
Should shetell MissF what she suspected? That question could not be 
answered until she knew how nearly Miss F was able to bear the pain 
of bringing to consciousriês~ 'WÈ.àtever lcmfiict she might have over her 
physical injury. If she was not~r.fady·to bear it, telling her would have 
no value, for the information would be a foreign body in her conscious
ness which she would at once surround with a wall of defense and put 
out of the range of awareness. Miss 0 listened, growing more convinced 
of her- hypo thesis as Miss F repea~e?~Y fr.om different imgles of her 
story came almost to expressing"a'recagnition of a comiection with the 
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. '" former injury only to turn th~'x.~;~ktion into some other channel. 
They went out to dinner togethè~this coming naturally at a time 

when fatigue and tension had accumulated, and permitting a fresh 
start. The relief of emotional strain was now apparent, and Miss 0 
now dared to assume that Miss F might ma~~.~~he connection herself 

... ~if (~'lÇ.en a little help in getting stafteèt~lfu~.'c):\\does not remember 
'.: . wHäher a story told at this point or à"quesfldrl}:f:urnished the stimulus, 

but in a moment Miss F was saying, as 1ne~~\lid teIl of a new dis
covery, thàt she had never feIt this way before except when someone 
told her after her accident that she wou1d never be able to work again. 

, .... She had proved that prophecy false, and somehow the present doupt 
~ of her .ëapacity for emotional relation~hIps seemed to have lost its 
~,terrible power to hurt her. A few weeks ~ater, Miss';;€) heard that Miss 

F'had finished her six weeks of work and bad receiv~d a, recommenda
tion for another position stressing her unusual ability to surmount 
difficulties, and stating that she had demonstrated in the latter part of 
her stay an exceedi.ngly rare quality of feeling for people. 

":l 

Seeing the whöré social situation, Miss 0 was aware that there were 
real personal difficulties in the people associated with Miss F, includ
ing. thè~director, and that anyone would have had some adjustment 
to make. 'Miss F had found this impossible only because the effect of 
the situation upon her had been to inhibit the very gift for feeling with 
others which would have been her greatest asset. This vitiated her 
personal contacts in her work and brought upon her the criticisms 
which were devastating to her. She had to have counseling help be
cause it was her own adjusting mechanism which was crippled for the 
time. Freed emotionally to the point where she could become conscious 
what it was that had r~.p.çl.ered her helpless, she regained confidence in 
her own "wholenes~~~~~:#i individual, and solved without trouble the 
real difficuItie~J~1ier ,si:i-1.,l~tjon. 

These two casl;!só'r'similarly intense emotional distress would be 
judged, under the case work philosophy ?t' fi:J,kin9<,parental respon!3i

"bjJJjy for clients, as cases for reassuranc~.4hd pr..obi!Ply for referral to 
,.a~,J)sNchiatrist as soon as the client could:be P!ltsuàded to cooperate in 
sucha plan. To make it easy for the client; the case,worker might offer 
to telephone to the psychiatrist and see him in advànce. The satisfying 
outcome would be a successful referral fo1'1ó:wed" by a cure. The 
philosophy of self-determination for the "ëlient; op the other hand, 
dees- not take responsibility for getting the"i:lié~t;:anywhere or seeing 
that he does anything. It does take serious and well-considered re-
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sponsibility for ~~as~ worker's part in a skilled process whereby .. " 
the dient is freed<::'ft~bl s~me entanglement which makes further 

, progress or growth ir1possible. '" 
\ .. \' 

How can we take res1(6p,sibility for assisting so unseen and mysteri-
ous a thing as a growth pi~~ess? In the first place, it is foolish to hope 
to discover independently"in tim~ to use it in one lifetime, all that 
sdence can teIl us of what condit~Ql.ls favor or retard growth. There is 
not the, same excuse for guessilit'.how personllJ.~ ought to grow as 
existed before biology, psychology, and psychiatry began to pour into 
our field an understanding of how it does grow v.i-hich was quite lack
ing a quarter of a century ago. Psychoanalysis has been as dynamic in 
its effect upon all fields of knowledge as was the hypo thesis of Darwin 
in the last century. The road is not easy, but anything else is unsafe 
for our dients. We cannot afford to make such mis takes as stopping a 
symptom like temper outbursts in an adolescent only to have them 
replaced by apathy and withdrawal from sodal contacts. We cannàt. 
now ignore the emotional and psychosexual factors back of the diffi
cuIties of a quarreling married couple and assume that the issue is 
between having and not having enough money for a separation. We 
must know what we are doing (to the limit ofthe knowledgeJVe can 
get) and must know how our telationship to the people conce~ned is 
affecting a tangied emotional situation, before we can assume that 
we ar~ accepting a professional responsibility in being in the case at all:' 

Secondly, in addition to theoretical knowledge, we have to develop 
much keener powers of observing and sensing sodal situations than 
the average adult has. Children and dogs put us to shame in that. We 
learn to see' and hear what is going on around us only by constant prac
ticé and the exerdse of all the interested intelligence we possess. We 
have to cultivate an alive curiosity to know the meaning of what we 
have learrïed accurately to observe. A client rambles on about his intêr
fering m~tl1er-in-law. Our observation, coupled with a trained ability to 
catch the emotional meanin~ underneath his words, may teIl us that 
what he really wants to !mR.}'" i~whether, in this new venture in apply
ing at asodal agency, he is lètt~& hi~self in for another mother-in-law. 
Another person goes into an emdHonal storm over a very trivial occur
rence. Our knowledge of emotioni,tl mechanisms tells us that it must 
be linked with something very personal and tragic in the fundamental 
relationships of his childhood. We follow our due and learn by many 
Uttle signs how to fit in with his neeclof help. 

How may we acquire"the capäëity\io assume a really professional 
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,'" responsibility other than by si~\i'î'ur sdentific backgrounds and 

by constant observation and practicè'~.iPerhaps these, with the personal 
qualities they entail, are enough. We shall scarcely undergo the hard
ship of study in the midst of an active professional life un1ess we are 
really interested; and un1ess we greatly care about peop1e our observa-

'<"'(1,-

~"1':"',tio~r.~f tl:Iem will be spiritless and !pp"ofi,~,~JejJ't takes courage to 
',' ,pit'll.'i€êF in the re1ative1y unknown ftèldll.oNtthsonality and human 

relationships. It takes courage to trust ah, educa{tional process when 
the world damors for mirades in quick results to relieve itself of the 
burden of the inadequate personalities it has produced. It takes cour-

, .. age to believe that seemingly stubborn resistance may be the paralW,'
~ sis of feär, and that 10ss of hope may be at the bottom of inability 
\.to use opportunity when it is offered. Belie~ing in what cannot be seen, 

j'u'stbecause one knows emotiona1 mecharlisms weIl énough to suspect 
it is there, is not easy in a world which frowns upon the expenditure of 
tÎmeand money to cultivate intangib1es. Yet results startling in their 

<.' effeCt upon the solution of very tangible pro bI ems of environmental 
adjustment havé,ëÓme out of just such sensing of what was underneath 
and j,\!st such experimental courage to test out insights. Verily, we are 
freed frÇ>m authority for something so much greater in challenge to 
skill and to, responsible taking hold of great matters that there is no 
more comparison than between light and darkness. 

." ' .. -. 
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VII. GROWING UP 
~. . 

Sodal case work~gl'ilwing up. That is the conviction with which we 
~ . '" ~ turn from a long lodk back over twenty years and over the changes 

which have been so i~à.è!~quately set forth in these pages. Any attempt 
to describe or explain wh~t)ll.a§.happened must be barren in comparison 
with having lived through tp.em and having seen them happen. Perhaps 
growing up is as good a ph~ase as}l.ny, for it is one which has acquired, 
in these same years, a richness oJt~'tntent for prllçJical use not dreamed 
of before. In the childhood of some of us, growing up meant freedom 
to do as you please, and a little later it meant 'being a teacher or a 
policeman and making other people do as you please. Perhaps the con
flicts which are rocking the old world to its foundationstoday are only 
registering the fact that most of the people in it have never outgrown 
the stage of conflict over authority-whether exerdsed upon them, or 
by them upon someone else. Where does sodal case work stand, young 
profession as it is, when tested by the criteria of maturing whi~ 
biology and psychology have put forth? What happens to a young 
organism in that process? 

The first thing that strikes us is that there is a constantly enlarging 
contact with its world. From self-absorption because of feeble sense 
perceptions, there is a growing awareness of stimuli more an'd more 
remote from the body itself; there is increasing response to environ
ment; there is increasing power to become a part of the environment·, 
and to act in it-even to the point of influendng it. 

Secondly, we think of a growing need to understand the world. 
Adults are tormented by a child's asking why in proportion as they 
have themselves c~ased to ask it and have fallen into the habit of act
ing tn ·their own idea of what the environment is and has to offer. 
They want to get on with the day's grist of adaptations and not to be 
bothered: Only when something new, and perhaps terribie, jolts thèm 
out of cÖrn'placency, do they again begin to ask why and, interestingly 
enough, of ten revert to childhood. and ask, "lf God is a good father , 
why does he allow such things?" In face of the vast unknown sur
rounding the frail human'::'orgànisms ~n this earth, it is a question 
whether our so-called adult fi~Morii from question-asking is not an 
arrest rather than a late stage of. development. 

In the third place, growing up Involves finding a place for the self 
in relation to other selves-a justly estimated pI ace, be it as leader 
or folltiwer, but a place in which one .l.l}ay fe~l one· belongs, securely, and 
need not measure constantly whethei others are putting him high or 
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,10 low. The pain of adolescence is ~1;1h fir:ding that own pI ace, with 

many. a rebuff to be feared or expeiYI:.enced before the young person 
knows where he stands with his sodal group. Perhaps the peace of'old 
age is that, wh ether \ as one would have liked or not, that matter is 
settIed. 

~"Y:"" ~~tly,,·one thinks of growing up ·pJ:1Y\hi 
-:' beiïîg"á:ble not only to be alive but tà·:gi~i'l~k:J:pt.ellectual maturity 

. means, we surmise, not only a capacity t6- think1for one's self but to 
help others, if need be, to think. Emotional maturity, we are just be
ginning to glimpse, may mean capadty to feel truly, in relation to the 

, ,facts of our world and freely, without subjection to, although in relÎ!
~ tion to, ,fh~ feelings of others; and also .tacreate i~ our responses to 
\.·oJhers a relationship of "feeling togetheri'which is s'ötnething different 

from and better than single individuals 'could experience alone. So 
little do we know about this that we have scarcely any vocabulary to 

.' talk about- it. But something like this is at the basis, we are sure, of 
" acting together, for out of common feeling much more than from 

shared intellectmi:léoncepts comes the capadty to cooperate for valued 
.; ends. Weknow something about physical education and have begun to 

edueate' the intellect (although what we call that is too often piIing 
up fodder which we hope, without knowing how, that the young animal 
wiII grow by chewing upon). As yet, we have not begun to think of 
educating people for sound, healthy emotionallife, and so, of course, we 
leave to chance, and mostly evil chance, because of all the distorting 
influences that surround the young, the most important education of 
all-preparation to live in an interdependent world as beings capable 
of feeling and acting together. 

Reverting to sodal case work, do we see any evidence of stages of 
development similart~,.:tIiise? It does seem, for one thing, that sodal 
case work is, o1'.':'lhfîst'beèöme, more aware of the worId of which it is a 
part. On ce it might- b~"r)ossible to do what could be done for one after 
another of the cases of need which came tQ""á.ttentioU, and shut one's 

.... ~ /"t 

eyes,to the existence of thousands of other..dîses of. naed as great which 
wé;:lnev,er reached. Now they are so m'áii'j' that\ve'can hardly fail to 
see '{hem. Or perhaps our eyes are focussing a littIe better than a baby's 
do, and we have to see, whether we like it or not, thát sodal conditions 
are making problems much faster than alLtheeasè' workers in the 
world can solve them. We are not yet, as ~ gröU:p,_:very weIl able to 
get'about in this world of wind and storm~Wé cÜrtg to our security in 
the familiar. But the conviction grows uponus that we will have to get 
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about in the wo~~ i~ is, not the little safe world of the nursery that., 
we once thoughLwas,''àll. We are studying economics and sociology, 
political science, p~\Iwlogy ~nd psychiatry, and we are not only 
asking the why of thip~ but what we shall do, not merely as sodal 

,~. 

case workers but as cititens of the world. We are asking why we need 
take for granted that property shQuld be more sacred than human life, 
and profits for a few than the ~lfare of all. Why need govemment 
be asked, if not bribed, only tlii:1et us alone, w];riJ.e we make as much 
money as we can, instead of being a public sef'vice attracting the best 
minds by the incentives of an honorable careert-In Athens the noblest 
citizens spent their time in the affairs of the common good. This was 
possible in that age only because the work of production was done by 
women and slaves. Today we have the equivalent of many slaves in 
machine power to provide for all material needs. We lament an enforced 
leisure in which body and mind deteriorate from disuse, yet children 
go untaught, and adults craving richer life go hungry for it. The liWe 
of beauty in music and art is not fed; the forests and fertile lands are 
unimproved and wasted; natural resources for a richer life are not 
cultivated. Why? For lack of means to pay, we say. But why, when 
the best things can not be paid for anyway, and when those ~ho have 
talents are only too glad to use them to create beauty, if only they 
need not starve whiledoing it? We sodal case workers are asking why 
others should have too much leisure and we too little. Are we trying to 
sweep back the sea with our little brooms, when we ought to be building 
solid dikes against misery? Are we trying to make the best of what 
should never be? If we see the stir of life in new movements for a more 
cQoperative way of living, are we thinking in terms of need of leader
shipj àndof ourselves as leaders, and are we saying, "I haven't time," 
when af ter all .it is youth which should lead, and we.who are older . , ~ 

who sllould stand bebind them with counsel but not with dominance? 
Thes~ '~hys lead direct1y to the question of the social case worker's 

solution or the problem of)uthority. Are we grown up enough to find 
our place and be secure~Jt, R!!rsonally as weIl as in our profession? In 
the narrow field of sodal :case.;yvorl)., we have found ourselves seeking 
the case worker's function in ~ .situation. We have first to be willing, 
we say, that the dient shall be supreme in his own life befere we are 
free to use all our scientific training experimentally to see where we fit 
in to his pattem of adjustment with real helpfulness. This is not to say 
that we have abandoned personal·lJ~wards. We could not, even if we 
would, for the need ofthem ~"as much a part of us L!S our need for 
food. We only find them in allother place. 
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. ~ If we have not grown out o~.thhtIish relation to authority, we 
look upon supervisors and boards as1\trent-tyrants or protectors, and 
w.e demand from the dients that which will make us secure with them. 
We have to show results, we say, and dients who thwart us in that are 
notlikely to get objective consideration. It is tremendously important 

"':""i;'Jo ~~~1Yhether we maintain prestige, w:?~t~&,fi,~i~1i-ènts "put something 
. over:-'Óil us," who was "right" in an a'l'gu:rnêfit1:~:~.see no reason to be

lieve that we ever outgrow a need for soniéthing''à'fio've us, to which to 
trim our course as to a pole star. The difference is, as we become ma
ture, that we find our authority in ideals which we have made our own 

, ,-which we gained, it is true, from those we loved and believed in anft. 
. ~ who mai have been in authority over us! btlt which we now use in an 
~.adult instead of a childish way, as a soqrce of poVi';er and not of de

pendence. With our security in our loyálty to these, our need for 
achievement satisfied in bettering our own best, but not at someone 
else's expense, we are ready then to find that our mature ideal of a 

';. place for ourselves is a place in asodal group in which everyone has his 
chance. It is to óui' enlightened self-interest to be more skilled, more 

; undetstanding, in order that everyone may have a better chance. We 
, want to' ppen windows. We want to give life. 

That is it. Our profession has gotten a glimpse, somehow, of what 
it would mean to put new life into struggling, miserabie human beings, 
to cause to hlossom what had been only latent before. Books on 
psychoanalytic therapy are eagerly devoured; meetings that discuss 
therapeutic case work are over11owing. We are dissatisfied that no one 
teIl us how. "I want to know about the new techniques" is the 
most common form the question takes at the doors of schools of so
cial work. 

Even though this p;1,aifeflect chiefly the personal insecurity of the ." ....... ~ )",. 

case worker, a .. !i~ifè,tq sQLv~ one's own problems is surely not an ab-
normal thing ina pröc:essoI growing up. Schools of social work which 
demand maturity" as an essential characterist·k of iJ: successful sodal 
case worker certainly should not complaintt peopl~tome to them be
~a-tf~e:t~ey want it. It is only discon~Ü'ng 1;l~è~us~ a curriculum in 
sodaJ work is so ill adapted to do what should have. been done in the 
years up to adolescence. It may be that some of {hose who wish to 
study "therapy1l13 are really mature persons :who .. ha'J)e life to give and 
want to leam how to give it better. There is, witho4t doubt, a group 

. ''''I-''am using this term, as distinguished from~:ca:;e ;:"oi(~ounseIing, to imply 
work with a sicker personality who cannot he stimulated to work with the 
case worker for the solution of his own problems without preliminary treat-
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of exceptionall~,~Fell-qualified people in the field of soda,1 case wo\~ 
who are explore~n''the no-man's-land between psychoanalysis and 
case work, and wM'are findin'g possibilities for certain kinds of thera
peutic work which '~ày'be of immense benefit to humanity. Not refer-

\ '.' 
ring to these, it does se$. t~at, by and large, the approach to therapy 
among sodal case worker,.s does not take on the look of real maturity. 
Perhaps it is the pre-adolescenr".'stage akin to that in which Uttle girls 
play with dolls and little b~'display gre.!l-0eats of prowess and 
devemess. Are we not a bit in the stage of magic when we want to make 
a rabbit come out of a hat? Are we ready to sa.y that there is na sl,lch 
thing as the giving of life except as one who has it has matured to the 
point where hecan be creative in his relationships to others? 

We have leamed a few things about the conditions under which 
people have received help from psychoanalysis (not necessarily thé 
most important conditions ; perhaps no one knows them yet), and we 
try to reproduce those conditions in the hope that some of the see;m
ing mirades of which we hear may be of our doing. Sometimes seeming 
mirades do occur, and harassed parents do become calm and patient, 
neurotic children lose their symptoms, a crumbling marriage is re
stored. We then have great faith in whatever method we hav~ used and 
use it again, though we have no idea whether the conditiorls are the 
same, or what it was that produced the result. Better it would be for us 
to $0 back patiently to the simplest things and work experimentaUy 
with them, leaming all we ean, expecting not too much, and not too 
sure that we know all that went in to whatever good comes of it. Take 
parent-child relationships, the give-and-take of ordinary sodal inter
course, the relationship of dient and professional case worker when 
thè.latter has enough of the freedom from self-interest in the situation 
(that is, has enough maturity) so that that relationship becomes some
thing different from other relationships in its power to ~èJ.ease eniation. 
Take 'all' that we can Ieam from progressive education ab out how to 
develop personality through' sh~red experience in common tasks; take 
all that we can leam from"the Russia.n experience in the education of a 

• .... "I'~··1 ",', .,' 

whole people in the expflriences of living in what is very like an ex-
periment in education by doi~g on a hitherto undreamed scale. Sodal 
case work on a foundation of sQund and growing knowledge such as 

ment of some sort which exacts no responsibility for' hls sodal problems, but 
only a responsibility for getting weil. There is a movement among case workers 
to experiment with this type of therap.y, with or without the guidance of a 
psychiatrist. ',"""" ' 

\l 
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,,,,, this then becomes a thrilling à~uré, out of which we may leam 
moreabout therapy as we approaclilt,it not in the spirit of expecting 
magic but in that of humbIe, scientific exploration. 'l 

For this we have to be mature ourselves. How shall we grow up? If 
we have be co me enough used to facing facts !!:PRut ourselves, we may 

,,~co~.~s, honestly and sadly, that we ~r:1lHt!,W:';:fllltèlishness, of need to 
" 'dtiïffiiiate or be controlled and thus prötecfèCf5,;:that we serve childish 

ends (not mature ends) of our own too ~ften,:without intending to be 
petty when we make our dients pay for our tempers and our mistakes 
which we fear to acknowledge. But knowing these disabilities does not 
remove them, and our dients are not helped in proportion as we are noot. 

, ~ The ans,Fer is not simple. Civilization (Ol; what we call civilization ) has 
'.given us for the most part damaged homiIs and unhe~lthy communities 

to' grow up in. We have all failed of our fuH potentialiÜes. A few may be 
able to get direct psychoanalytic help for themselves. Most will have 
tofind help where they can: from books, from other people who seem 
to have grown a little farther, from willingness to be honest with them
selves, even at tI1é-éost of some pain and humiliation. This latter is not 
the least in importance, for by consciously facing all that we can, we do 
grow in ;the ability to bear our deficiencies and avoid the worst pit.falls 
of having our childishness co me out in devious ways over which we have 
no control-:even though we cannot really raise our level of maturity 
very much. A good deal of cheer comes from two assurances which 
even our present knowledge of the growth process can supply: one, that 
life experiences will teach us much if we will put ourselves in their way 
(perhaps our problem is to leam to dare to leam fr om life) ; the other, 
that the life urge to grow is an immensely powerful thing, and great 
indeed must be the obs4tcles which can permanently thwart it. 

. ..:. ' ....... .". 

'-".~:' .. : .... , 
Social case :~xptlf~is gifo.wi.flg up, we say. It looks out uppn. a larger 

worldthan the"ci~,cl(tofi~terests of alocal group of people- trying to 
relieve human misery in some small area t~a:t' partiéularly appyàls to 
Jh.~1p. Once it was easy to believe that in .a~y localnf the sum of these 

}, ,pf.{\je~ct~ of good will would eventuallyÛiti'~k~{mo-saic which would 
cover the needs of all the people. Now w~:see 'that ~ocial case work is 
only an incident, necessary, to be sure, but suborliiiiate to sodal plan
ning for meeting the basic needs of the whole"ccom,munity. Planning for 
social con trol of the production, storage, add distrib,ution of food, for 
instance, is beginning to seem as necessary,to1:ts ÇJ,Sitwould to a colony 
of people building a cÏvilization in the midst of a primitive wildemess. 
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Fo.r such a ~olo~vt~ le~ve to chance, or the whim of individuals, the .. , 
, dally replemshmeIi~,~suPJ?ly of food would be to go back to a savage 

society, unable to fotês~~ or prÓVide for seasonal alternations of want 
and plenty. We are be~ii;\ning to see that if civilization is to survive, 
there must be foresight, l'~gp.izing the need for a constant supply of 
food, clothing and shelter.,for all, because society cannot afford the 
damage to itself which follows wl1.en any are deprived of them. 

Moreover, if the increasing ~~of machinety~.ip the production of 
material goods has reduced the need for human energy for that purpose 
to a point where idleness makes deterioration of human capadty inevi
table, a civilization which is to endure must plan to eaU out the ener
gies of all in some form of sodally useful work, and must provide for 
all the opportunity to be trained to do work suited to individual abil
jty. More and more, as we realize that we have passed the period of 
scardty of material goods, we see that the energies of men, if they are 
not to rot in idleness, must increasingly be put into the sodal services" 
taking these in the broad sense to include education (not only for the 
young but continuing throughout life for all), the arts and sdences, 
the exploration of our world and the development of its resources for 
the good life. "ÎI 

All this may seem too far in the future to think about. If w~"do not 
think about these things, however, will there be any future? The im
mine!lce of war, with limitless possibilities of destruction of human" 
life, makes some look upon our world as crashing to its doom. The 
chance that the people in it can overcome their deadly fear of one 
another and begin to exert intelligence in time to save it seems so re
mote to some minds that they begin now to live in the mood of futility, 
To' others, in whom the healthy currents of life run deep, living would 
be a joyous adventurè even though death were sure to be just around 
the corner instead of sure at some more remote timè' and pliite. 
They s~é t'he birth of a new world as vastly more important than the 
death of ai1 old one, and see no ~eason why they shouid not begin at 
once to live and work fo~j!}t t~ the beginning now which distinguishes 
one who really means business .from the Utopian dreamer who escapes 
action by setting his ideal far iWthe 'future. It is surprising how many 
opportunities for building the fO,undations of a better sodalorder 
co me even now to the hand of one who wants to see them. 

Social case worlt finds itself, then, in 1934 unable to regard the 
distribution of the basic necessities .of lif.e as an essential part of its 
function. Sodal case walkers mäy be';èmployed as agents of the com-

~ "I 
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" ~'" ,~" munity in carrying out its plan~~!stribution, but unless the whole 
community develops more efficient W\ys of taking care of its basic 
needs than it has heretofore, its survival cannot be much assisted,.by 
seeing that the victims of its mis takes are rescued, one by one, from 
starvation. Sodal case w.ork will fill a place of i~.t>0rtance if and when 

~,JPe i.'lqial ~ngineering of the future wo!ks'b'\~~(Pibblems of distribu-
. "tion:':êfthe abundant reserves of materiáJ;g66d~~~nd of human energy 

'.~.\,,, 

which are now spoiling for lack oJ use. Auiiliarytb a rational system 
of distribution, and to the community services óf public health, safety 
and education, social case work can provide the indispensable touch 

! , ,with individuals which no mass program can do without. Perha~, 
Î><. ,sodal casè work will be the "personnel department" of the commu-
, ~ity of tlie future, available both to the c~mmunity änd to individuals 

who want to consult it about their problems of socia!' relationships. If 
we see it today distorted in function and hampered in usefulness, it is 

;,:~ because the. community expects of social case work what it can never 
',"; give. It may be ap indispensable auxiliary to a rational sodalorder, 

but it can never be-a substitute for it. 
,', Sodal; case work today finds itself challenged, as we have seen, to 
~ show, thM it is not doing more harm than good in a time when the 

building of a sound sodalorder is of vital importance. Doing case work 
seems to some like 'setting out deck chairs for the comfort of a few 
passengers when everyone on board a sinking ship should be manning 
the life boats. When the people are safe and have organized their life 
on a more seaworthy ship or on some shore, it will be time enough, so 
runs the argument, to look after the spedal needs of individuals. It is 
wasteful, if not criminal, to divert energy to those whose needs are not 
the same as all the rest. They must be brushed aside, even ruthlessly 
sometimes, if they getJp.: 'ljlè way. 

Communities.~!N;at)Qt\s..~hich have become panicky about their 
own survival end by ignOl;Îng or suppressing indiV'idual claims in just 
that fashion. As wé see that happening in nati.ol'l aftel' nation in 1934, 
"'~, seek in history some perspective by whi~li;,tO jUdiè-iwhere we are in 
th'e.!iY~les of change. We see the probaQ.ijitY~'thjl:,t'Jn,the long run sup
pression of individuals will not be effectivé, 'and that again considera
tion for individual difference will come about, either':because the ma
jority finally demands it or because a ruling !Uiïiority dares not any 
longer ignore the menace of large numbers 'cofth;"arted individuals. 
SociaLease work, the individu al approach tqhnma:w:'J)eings in trouble, 
mày then no longer be cast aside as useless; but eagerly sought after. 
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But by whoIn\~p.d for what purpose? Will it be the "opiate of the 
people," providiri~IYatives for a degree of misery that might becom~~' 
dangerous to the preJtàiling soda! order? If so, a social case work which 
becomes either the indttlgent or the dominating parent for its clients 
will fit to a nieety thè ~rposes of those who rule for exploitation. 
Under these circumstances,.tlÏere, is a sinister meaning to the question 
with which we set out: cau social êase work serve the community with
out being traitor to the indiviqJ;l'Ms with whom it enters into a con
fidential relationship? It cann~1 if the comIÛu~ty whieh makes an 
"effective demand" for its services is the pseudo-community of a ruling 
class whose interests are opposed to those of th~ individuals who be
come its clients. It can serve both and preserve its integrity only if the 
processes of social change lead to an organization of society in which 
the interests of all are safeguarded through the participation of all in 
political and economie power, a society in which none are exploited 
economically and none are deprived of some form of expression ...,gf 
individual will. ' 

Perhaps all of the activities which we caU social case work should 
be set aside until a just and healthy social order is achieved. This point 
of view again caUs attention to the fact that elJergy diverted from the 
main objective in a time of emergency is not only wasted but\ids the 
forces opposing progress. The major question, however, in a com
munity faced with the necessity of some economic planning is who is W 
do tIle planning and in the interests of whom? If a better social order 
is dependent upon the cooperation of all its citizens in selecting for the 
technical work of social planning those who will respect the rights of 
all, how may any people be prepared for such responsible participa
tidnf, Today we s~e millions of our fell~w-citizens sunk in the apathy 
of utter misery, millions more burning with bitter and blind resent
ments, and many more (generaUy considered the, more fortunate }-.rid
den by'fear that only as' they say "yes" at the proper time and to the 
right people they can retain the 1:;mall measure of security they have. 
If this is a true picture,' nev~r has there, been such dire need of the kind 
of men and women whó"'él;lu1~'make possible the buildi~g of a better 
social order. Every possible m~~hs oI education for a high type of self
government has its place. Auxili~ry, however, to every program of edu
cation is there not a place also for the development of personality, 
individual by individual? If social case work does this under its 
phiIosöphy of self-determination f9:;.the çlient; if it frees men from 
crippling accumulations ,of fear"alld Háte so that they may have energy 
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..,c·",· .. ~· 0'1'" to use what intelligence they po~"if 'ft educates in the best sense of 
the word for the use of freedom of ~~e and for healthier sodal rela
tionships, it becomes not a luxury but a necessity in a time of soeial 
change. For after all, do we not know, when we are most thoughtful 
about it, that we are held back from a better soçial order not by the 

\\ .,~b~~?5.~ o~, some lucky chance to set ,~n. lh~~~:.f~è' wheels of n.ormal 
,; '1!vll:g"but rather because we are not Tèaçlyr.'a~~~;:!,,,people, to thmk or 

. ~.~ "'~~';.' ~-"'. . 
feel freely and maturely? If social case w6rk itseîf can grow up to a 

, , 
" .~ 

maturity which will create the con di ti ons of more abundant and 
responsible life in the individuals with whom it entersinto relationship, 
then indeed it has a place in the cooperative commonwealth which i~; 

~ our only hope for the future. 
i " • '.~.~ 
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